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PRBFACB 

The developement of practical theories regarding radio Interference has lagged 
far behind the development of those pertaining to radio signal transmission. Thus, at 
present, the problem of radio Interference Is treated largely In an experimental and 
empirical mariner whereas the treatment of signal-transmission phenomena is expedited 
throuph use of tho well-known theories applying to tuned circuits, transmission lines, 
directional antennas, side-band filters, etc. This development is entirely normal since, 
after all, the problem of interference arises directly from the signal-transmission prob- 
lem.  Actually, the radio-interference problem is somewhat more complicated than the phe- 
nomenon of signal transmission.  In the latter case all signals commonly used today may 
be classified into three general types, viz.; amplitude-modulated, frequency-modulated, 
or phase-r.odulr.ted waves; whereas radio interference because of its usual random nature 
cannot be so grouped. 

Several authors have published theoretical treatments of the Interference arising 
from random disturbance, but unfortunately, because of the general method of attack, 
these treatments have been highly mathematical and have but little meaning to anyone not 
acquainted with the mathematics Involved.  In the sections to follow an attempt will be 
made tc apply these theories in analyzing the radio interference arising from high-voltage 
electrical discharges. While no attempt will be made to secure a high degree of mathe- 
matical rigor, as many of the mathematical steps as necessary to clearly show the develop- 
ment of theory will be given in the various appendices. 

On the basis of the physical mechanism Involved In a high-voltage electrical dis- 
charge a rational theory will be developed regarding the radio-Influence characteristics 
of these discharges. Radio interference predicted from this theory will be found In ex- 
cellent accord with experimental measurements.  It is hoped that the material summarized 
here will be of aid to others who are Investigating radio-Interference phenomena, and 
that It will help to place the entire subject of radio interference arising from point 
discharges on a more substantial foundation. 

Oregon State College 
—V. H. Huggins 
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I. INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

The radio Interference resulting from high-voltage electrical discharges is 
Influenced by three things: the nature of the electrical discharge itself, the charac- 
teristics of the associated electrical network, and the radio receiver. It has been 
found that, In general, the associated electrical network has but little Influence on 
the characteristic nature of the electrical discharge. Accordingly, each of these 
'three factors may be studied separately, and a measure of each in its contribution to 
radio Interference thus obtained. The various phases of the problem to be considered 
are as follows: 

1. Physical discharge mechanism of high-voltage electrical discharges. 
2. Approximate equivalent circuit for studying voltage-Induction effects arising 

from corona discharges. 
5. Theoretical and experimental determinations of the statistical current-frequency 

spectrum of the positive-streamer discharge and the determination therefrom of 
the current-burst shape. 

4. Determination of pulse rate of negative point corona. 
5* Calculation of radio Interference in complicated networks. 
6. Effect of receiver detection systems on measured interference. 
7. Shock excitation of circuits and the relationship between «ffectlve band-width 

and circuit decrement. 
8. Roise-reduction by the use of nonlinear circuit elements. 

As a result of these studies, it is•concluded that the interference arising fro« 
corona discharges can be considered.as a radio-frequency noise-current spectrum of noise 
currents distributed over the entire radio frequency spectrum. Calculations of inter- 
ference based on this noise spectrum agree remarkably veil with experimental observations 

Prom these studies it is apparent that if radio Interference is to be reduced 
beyond that which can be done with simple filters and tuned circuits, the frequency band 
of the signal must be reduced with respect to the signal. This can only be accomplished 
by non-linear circuits which discriminate between the signal and noise on the basis of 
their different wave forms. Such discrimination Is not possible In linear networks. 

Because of this fact, it Is concluded that the engineer's last best hope for. 
greatly Improved radio reception must lie In a more universal adoption and wise applica- 
tion, of nonlinear circuit elements Incorporated in radio receiver design. 

II. LABORATORY EQUIPMERT ARD METHODOLOGY 

High-voltage Power Supply 

To supply the large direct-voltages needed to produoe electrical discharges at 
atmospheric pressure, the power supply shown in Figure 1 was constructed. The principal 
advantage of the half-wave voltage-doubling circuit employed is that the maximum Inverse 
voltage appearing across either high-vacuum tube is the same as the output potential and, 
furthermore, it is only necessary to use a transformer having a voltage rating of about 
half the output voltage. 

3 
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The pover supply vaa designed to be corona-free for all voltages up to 200,000 
volts. Copper pipe of l£-lnch diameter vaa used for the conducting system and all fit- 
tings vere carefully ground and polished before Installation. The capacitor rack, 
visible in Figure 2, vas constructed so that Its leakage paths vould form a natural» 
voltage divider to equalize the voltages across the series filter condensers. The pro- 
tective resistors shown In the circuit diagram simply replace appropriate sections of 
the copper conductors. 

The output voltage of the pover supply Is controlled by an Induction regulator 
In the primary circuit of the high-voltage transformer. For lov-voltage operation, up 
to 50 kllovolts, tvo smaller high-voltage rectifiers, vlth filament pover supplied 
through tvo ac-operated filament transformers, may be plugged In parallel vlth the 
larger rectifier tubes vhose filaments, because of the high-voltage Insulation require- 
ments, are battery-povered. 

Synchronization-voltage Injector Circuit 

Also shovn In Figure 1 betveen the dotted lines Is the circuit by means of vhlch 
an oscillating voltage of several thousand volts and of any frequency betveen 100 and 
4000 cycles per second may be superimposed upon the direct potential delivered by the 
high-voltage pover supply. The "feeding" condenser Is comprised of 8, 0.5 microfarad, 
25,000-volt condensers connected In series-parallel. In addition to Injecting a syn- 
chronizing voltage vhen desired, this circuit also serves as an additional filter sec- 
tion to the pover supply to reduce still further any 60-cycle ripple In the output vol- 
tage, and remove other disturbance resulting from the corona discharge. Hovever, be- 
cause of the voltage limitation of the capacitors, the circuit can only be used at vol- 
tages less than 100 kllovolts. 

Badlo-lnterference-measurlng Circuit 

A substitution method vas employed to measure the magnitude of the radio inter- 
ference at any particular frequency. Figure 3 shovs a block diagram of the circuit 
used to measure the radio Interference and the currents and voltages at the discharge 
electrode. The entire measuring equipment vas arranged in a grounded metal cage and 
vas connected to the discharge electrode under test by a coaxial cable 22 feet long. 
A similar cable of identical length connected the standard-signal generator to the 
remaining portion of the measuring circuit. By means of a three-position master- 
selector svltch, the radio receiver could either be connected to the cable leading to 
the discharge electrode or to the standard signal generator. In both of these positions, 
the avc voltage developed in the receiver vas Indicated on a vacuum-tube volt-meter. 

When the master-selector svltch vas turned to the third position the same vacuum- 
tube voltmeter vas calibrated to read discharge currents ranging from O.OO5 to 5,000 
microamperes, and output voltages delivered by the DC-pover supply betveen the values of 
5 to 200,000 volts. A push-button selector svltch conveniently placed at the end of a 
flexible cable vas used to select any of the five current ranges and six voltage ranges 
betveen the above limits. 

To measure the radio Interference at any particular frequency to vhlch the stand- 
ard-signal generator had been set, the master selector svltch vas first turned to the 
position connecting the receiver to the standard signal generator and the radio receiver 
tuned for maximum response to the standard signal. The master selector svltch vas then 
turned to connect the radio receiver to the discharge electrode under test. After the 
receiver gain control had been adjusted to give an avc voltage of about three volts (the 
gain setting of course depending upon the magnitude of the radio Interference), the 
standard signal generator vas again substituted for the discharge point, and the output 
voltage of the standard signal generator adjusted to obtain the same avc voltage. The 
open-circuit output voltage delivered by the signal generator could then be read direct- 
ly upon its calibrated attenuator dial. 

m 
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It vaa necessary to establish the relationship betveen this open-circuit voltage 
and the current reaching the radio receiving equipment. The calibrating and noise- 
measuring equivalent circuits are shovn in Figure 4 and the relationship betveen the 
current reaching the receiving circuit, and the noise current or open-circuit voltages 
are given in each case. Since the noise currents flov through the same length of co- 
axial cable as the calibrating currents, any attenuation due to this cable need not be 
considered. A 75-ohm Insertion unit vas used with signal generator to extend the cali- 
brated output range to a smaller value. The relationship betveen the noise current and 
receiver current as given in Figure 4a vas experimentally determined. 

Since the frequency spectrum of random Interference must be essentially estab- 
lished on an energy basis and all currents and voltages must therefore be expressed in 
effective or root-mean-square units, some question may arise as to the accuracy of 
using the avc voltage as a comparison index betveen an impulsive type of radio inter- 
ference and a continuous calibrating signal. This problem has been completely treated 
in appendix VII, and It suffices to say here that, provided the receiver is sufficiently 
selective so that the high-frequency audio response is limited by the RF and IF selec- 
tivity characteristics and not by the detector and audio system; the rectified, diode 
current vill be proportional to the envelope of the shock oscillation at the second 
detector. The envelope of this oscillation may be calculated from data obtained from 
the selectivity measurements; and from this calculated data, the ratio betveen the ef- 
fective and average values of the oscillations may be determined. As Is shovn in the 
appendix dealing vlth this problem, the measure of the noise current as obtained by the 
substitution of a steady-state signal Is actually a measure of the average diode current 
rather than its effective value. If, hovever, the average number of interference bursts 
per second is knovn, the ratio of effective current to average current may readily be 
calculated and the effective value of the Interference current thus obtained. On the 
basis of certain relationships to be derLved later, It is possible to determine this 
ratio experimentally. The satisfactory agreement betveen the calculated and experi- 
mental values of this ratio as a function of the number of disturbances per second not 
only verifies the theoretical determination of this ratio, but also serves as conclusive 
evidence proving the validity of the radio-Interference theories to be developed later. 

Current and Volatage Measuring Equipment 

A vacuum-tube-operated measuring circuit vas devised vhlch used a large 0-500 
mioroammeter as the indicating instrument, and vhlch gave full-scale deflection for 
current values of 0.5, 5, 50, 500, and 5000 microamperes, and for voltage values of 0.5, 
2, 5, 20, 50, and 200 kllovolts, depending upon vhlch range had been selected on a multi- 
button range-selector switch. 

The discharge currents vere measured In terms of the voltage developed by this 
current vhen floving through a resistance of knovn value. The range-selector svltch 
simply inserted resistors of different sizes into the circuit, and the voltage developed 
across this resistor vas then Indicated on a vacuum-tube voltmeter. The output voltage is 
the dc-pover supply vas also determined by the voltage developed across a resistor con- 
nected betveen ground and a 400-megohm resistance tover connected to the output terminal 
of the high-voltage pover supply. By Inserting different resistors, six voltage ranges 
could be obtained. These various resistors vere mounted in the box vlth the range selec- 
tor svltch vhlch, being connected to the rest of the measuring circuit through a long 
flexible cable, could be placed conveniently at the operator's fingertips and near the 
indicating Instrument. 

The vacuum-tube voltmeter vas designed to give a full-scale deflection vlth an 
input voltage of 5 volts on a large 0-500 microampere Instrument.  A reversing svitch 
vas Inserted betveen the indicating Instrument and the vacuum-tube circuit so that vol- 
tage up to 5 volts of either polarity could be measured. At first there vas difficulty 
in obtaining a vacuum-tube voltmeter circuit vhlch would have an extremely lov, Input 

■m 
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Figure k.    Calibrating and Noise-Measuring 
Equivalent Circuits and Equipment Data 

COAXIAL LINE 

(A) Equivalent Noiae-Meaauring Circuit. («jO Kc - 30 Mc) 

IOA 60•*       61.5 Jl> COAXIAL LINE 

(B) Equivalent Calibrating Circuit (50 Kc - 30, Mc) 

ic = 
f x 10 

[(2U.0^)?+(2.25f)2]f 

Where f 1B frequency In megacycle 
per second. 

MÖ    ^J 

(c) Equivalent Calibrating Circuit  (28 Mc - 1U8 Mc) 

Cjaxlal Line, All Circuits 
Amphenul type 72-2U, Length: 22 feet, Characteristic Impedance: 150 onus. 

Radlj Receivers 
Circuit b, National Type HRO (50kc - 30 mc), serial no. 6290. 
Circuit c, Halllcraf i-erB UHF CümmunlcationB Receiver, Type S-27, 

(28mc - 11*8 mc), Serial no. H-I5085I. 

Signal Generators: 
Circuit b. General Radio Standard Signal Generator, Type 605-B, 

Serial no. 1663. 
e Circuit c. Genera] Radlu, UHF Signal Generator, Type 80U-B, 

Serial nu. 332. 

Attenuation Insertion Unit, Circuits B and C. 

General Radio, Typo 77^-Xl. 
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It vas necessary to establish the relationship botveen this open-circuit voltage 
and the current reaching the radio receiving equipment. The calibrating and noise- 
measuring equivalent circuits are shovn in Figure 4 and the relationship betveen the 
current reaching the receiving circuit, and the noise current or open-circuit voltages 
are given in each case. Since the noise currents flow through the same length of co- 
axial cable as the calibrating currents, any attenuation due to this cable need not be 
considered. A 75-ohm insertion unit vas used vith signal generator to extend the cali- 
brated output range to a smaller value. The relationship betveen the noise current and 
receiver current as given in Figure 4a vas experimentally determined. 

Since the frequency spectrum of random Interference must be essentially estab- 
lished on an energy basis and all currents and voltages must therefore be expressed in 
effective or root-mean-square units, some question may arise as to the accuracy of 
using the avc voltage as a comparison index betveen an impulsive type of radio inter- 
ference and a continuous calibrating signal. This problem has been completely treated 
in appendix VII, and It suffices to say here that, provided the receiver Is sufficiently 
selective so that the high-frequency audio response is limited by the RF and IF selec- 
tivity characteristics and not by the detector and audio system; the rectified, diode 
current vlll be proportional to the envelope of the shock oscillation at the second 
detector. The envelope of this oscillation may be calculated from data obtained from 
the selectivity measurements; and from this calculated data, the ratio betveen the ef- 
fective and average values of the oscillations may be determined. As is shovn in the 
appendix dealing vith this problem, the measure of the noise current as obtained by the 
substitution of a steady-state signal is actually a measure of the average diode current 
rather than its effective value. If, hovever, the average number of Interference bursts 
per second is knovn, the ratio of effective current to average current may readily be 
calculated and the effective value of the Interference current thus obtained.  On the 
basis of certain relationships to be derived later, it is possible to determine this 
ratio experimentally. The satisfactory agreement betveen the calculated and experi- 
mental values of this ratio as a function of the number of disturbances per second not 
only verifies the theoretical determination of this ratio, but also serves as conclusive 
evidence proving the validity of the radio-interference theories to be developed later. 

Current and Volatage Measuring Equipment 

A vacuum-tube-operated measuring circuit vas devised vhlch used a large 0-500 
microammeter as the indicating Instrument, and vhlch gave full-scale deflection for 
current values of 0.5, 5, 50, 500, and 5000 microamperes, and for voltage values of 0.5, 
2, 5, 20, 50, and 200 kilovolta, depending upon vhlch range had been selected on a multi- 
button range-selector svltch. 

The discharge currents vere measured in terms of the voltage developed by this 
current vhen floving through a resistance of knovn value. The range-selector svltch 
simply inserted resistors of different sizes into the circuit, and the voltage developed 
across this resistor vas then indicated on a vacuum-tube voltmeter. The output voltage is 
the dc-pover supply vas also determined by the voltage developed across a resistor con- 
nected betveen ground and a 400-megohm resistance tover connected to the output terminal 
of the high-voltage pover supply. By inserting different resistors, six voltage ranges 
could be obtained. These various resistors vere mounted in the box vith the range selec- 
tor svltch vhlch, being connected to the rest of the measuring circuit through a long 
flexible cable, could be placed conveniently at the operator's fingertips and near the 
indicating Instrument. 

The vacuum-tube voltmeter vas designed to give a full-scale deflection vith an 
input voltage of 5 volts on a large 0-500 microampere Instrument. A reversing svltch 
vas Inserted betveen the indicating Instrument and the vacuum-tube circuit so that vol- 
tage up to 5 volts of either polarity could be measured. At first there vas difficulty 
in obtaining a vacuum-tube voltmeter circuit vhlch vould have an extremely lov, input 
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admittance (obtained by connecting the Input voltage directly to a negative grid) and 
still "be sufficiently linear over the operating range of +5 to -5 volts. The circuit 
which vas finally devised Is shown In Figure 5» This circuit was found not only to be 
linear within less than one-tenth of one percent over the operating range, but also to 
have a maximum overload characteristic well within the range of the Indicating Instru- 
ment. The Indicating Instrument was accurate to within one percent of full-scale de- 
flection and all range-selector resistors were selected to within plus or minus one 
percent of their Ideal value. 

Also shown In Figure 5 Is the power supply used to furnish the direct voltages 
for operation of the vacuum-tube voltmeter. A series-vacuum-tube regulator was used 
here to maintain a constant output voltage. The circuit Is conventional except for the 
1^  megohm resistance connected from the plate of the 2A3 to the screen of the 6SJ-7« 
By adjustment of this resistance, the direct-voltage delivered by the power supply 
could be made completely Independent of normal power-line voltage fluctuations. 

Other Equipment 

In addition to the equipment already described, a small test chamber, shown In 
Figure 7a was used to Investigate the discharge characteristics of various electrodes 
at pressures less than atmospheric. This chamber could be evacuated by means of a 
rotary oil pump to an absolute pressure of less than one millimeter of mercury. 

Also, shown In Figure 7b, Is the equipment loaned by the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering at Oregon State College for making studies of electrical discharges at atmos- 
pheric pressure In a wind stream moving with a high velocity. This equipment consists 
essentially of an automotive-type supercharger driven by a variable-speed, 5-hp, d-c 
motor. Wind velocities through a l|" diameter nozzle sufficient to carry away much of 
the space charge for either polarity were obtainable with this device. Also under con- 
struction, but not completed because of lack of funds, Is a much larger, low-pressure 
test chamber which will provide a high velocity airstream at pressures depending only 
upon the capacity of the exhausting equipment.  It Is hoped that these studies at low 
pressure and high velocity may be continued. 

III. HIGH-VOLTAGE DISCHARGE PHENOMENA 

Electric Field around a Point 

It Is well known that the geometry and shape of the discharge point greatly 
Influence the type of corona discharge at the point, and therefore also affect the radio 
Interference produced. Fine wires and sharp, slender points, In general, produce much 
less radio Interference than larger wires or blunt points. Since electrical discharges 
from a sharp point are perhaps more common than those occurring from any other type of 
electrode geometrical shape, It would be desirable to establish for study some type of 
point geometry for which the potential and gradient formulas are not too complicated. 

The only type of point geometry which can be made to resemble a needle and 
still be treated mathematically In a simple way Is that composed of confocal paraboloids 
of revolution In which the surface of the point and the "plane" electrode must be con- 
sidered as confocal parabololdal surfaces of widely different size. This representa- 
tion Is surprisingly good.  A No. 0 needle, when enlarged3ome 30 times, resembles the 
point shown In Figure 8 very closely. 

The derivations of the expressions for the potential and gradient around a 
parabololdal point are given In appendix I. From Figure 8 It Is seen that the equl- 
potentlals and the surface of the point and plane electrode are specified by the co- 
ordinate "u." The significance of this coordinate Is that It Is the actual distance 
from the focus to the tip of the parabololdal surface which the coordinate represents. 
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Figur«   8 

CROSS-SECTION OF PARABOLOIDAL POINT 
USED   IN CALCULATIONS 

EQUIPOTENTIAL   SURFACES. 
LINES   OF   FLOW: 

y*> 4u(uu) (solid) 
yl. 4v(v.i) (dotted) 

loA 

GRAD.V- 

u-Any  surface 
between Uj.Uj 

uplnner  surface 
Uj-Outtr   surface 

Ey—Potential  applied 
between U| and U| 

C ■  111.3   \    mmf. 

*9+ 

NOTE: 
Coordinates in formula for "C" art in 
centimeters. Tho formula gives tha 
oopacitanet   between  surfoces u; and 

extending   from   vertex   of para- 
boloid (v-O)to bounding   surface vfc. 
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It is also the radius of curvature of that particular surface at the vertex. The lines 
of flov between these paraboloidal surfaces are represented by an orthogonal family 
identical in every respect vith the first, except that the surfaces extend toward the 
left in Piguie 8. Each surface of flow is determined by the parameter "v" which is 
numerically equal to the distance between the vertex of that surface and the focus. 

Referring again to Figure 8, it will be seen that any point lying in the crobo 
section of the figure may be expressed in terms of the "u" and "v" parameters which 
represent curves intersecting at that point. For this reason the parameters u, v and 
w (where w is the angle through which a cross-section of Figure 8 must be rotated to 
also pass the given point) are called the "paraboloidal coordinates" of the point in 
space. 

It is interesting to compare these coordinates with the more common rectangular 
coordinates, x, y and z. For example, the equation x = a defines a plane surface normal 
to the x-axis and of distance "a" from the origin. In an analogous manner for parabo- 
loidal coordinates, when u is equal to the constant "a," a surface formed by revolu- 
tion of a parabola having a vertex-to-focus distance of "a" is defined. This surface 
may be bounded by specifying values of v and w over its boundary. 

Positive-point Discharge Mechanism 

The positive and negative point-discharge mechanism will now be discussed in 
order that the equivalent circuit used to simulate the voltage-induction effect of 
corona streamers will be better understood, and also to provide a rational basis for 
the assumed avalanche-current wave-shape, which will be used in predicting the current- 
frequency spectrum equivalent to the positive-point type of discharge. 

When a positive potential is applied to a point electrode, the negative ions 
always present to some extent In the air will be attracted toward it. For simplicity, 
consider what happens to only one of these many ions. 

If the anode (point) potential is sufficient to produce a corona discharge, it 
will be found that, as the ion moves toward the point, it moves through an increasingly 
Intense field which eventually tears the electron from the negative ion. The electron, 
free of its former mass, hurtles toward the point, but in so doing collides with other 
gas molecules from which are knocked, by collision, additional electrons which join in 
the avalanche. In this manner, a single electron in falling toward the point can pro- 
duce up to 107 secondary electrons.1* 

The avalanche produces two different phenomena, burst pulses or streamers, de- 
pending on whether the positive-ion space-charge left behind the avalanche inhibits or 
enhances further avalanche formation along the same channel. 

Burst pulses ordinarily occur when a normal positive potential is applied tö a 
very small point. The avalanche described above leaves a column of positive ions be- 
hind, which reduces the field in that particular region, thus Inhibiting the formation 
of a new burst. However, the photoelectrons created by the lonlzatlon in the original 
avalanche will have created new bursts on all sides. These in turn set off further 
bursts which spread over those parts of the point surface possessing voltage gradients 
sufficient to produce lonlzatlon. In the meantime, the space charge blocking the orig- 
inal channel will have been swept away by the electric field, and as a result, many 
little bursts will cover the tip of the point but will be inhibited from extending into 
the gap because of the combined effects of positive space charge and rapidly decreasing 
field intensity as they progress outward. It is this type of discharge which Starr2 

found to produce but little radio Interference and termed "Type 1." 

If now a blunter point and/or higher voltages are used, the space charge no 
longer completely inhibits the immediate formation of further bursts along a channel. 
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«Huabers refer to reference list at end of report. 
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Instead the "tube" of positive ions in effect acts as a sharp projection of the point 
itself, and accordingly attracts additional avalanches into its tip. When this repeat- 
edly occurs a long streamer is formed which may extend for several centimeters into the 
gap. This is Starr's "Type 2" discharge. If a still blunter tip Is used, the streamers 
plume out from the point, giving the "Type 3" discharge reported by Starr. 

The time required for the gap to clear Itself of the positive space charge re- 
sulting from the microscopic bursts is around 10"s seconds, whereas to clear the gap 
after a streamer has propagated and left a much greater cloud of ions requires around 
10"3 seconds.1 

Furthermore, once the burst pulses have commenced,a streamer rarely forms (un- 
less the voltage gradients are nearly those required for spark formation). A streamer, 
on the other hand, can instigate a long series of small burst pulses. An experimental 
method of measuring the division of the corona current into that due to streamers, and 
that due to burst pulses, is described in appendix VIII of this report. By using equa- 
tions (8) and (9) of this appendix, the fraction of the total current occurring as 
noise-producing streamers was calculated for various streamer rates and the experimental 
results are given in Figure 8a. At the low streamer rates, the high-voltage-electrode 
potential was just enough to produce a discharge from the conical point. However, to 
Increase the streamer rate it was necessary to Increase the voltage, with the result 
that burst pulses then followed each streamer. When»the voltage was Increased still 
further, the streamer rate Increased at first but eventually began to decrease until 
the streamers ceased and all discharge was in the form of comparatively noise-free burst 
corona. A wind past the point, however, would disturb the space-charge "blanket," caus- 
ing streamers and radio Interference. 

Further evidence that the effect of an Increase in polarizing voltage is to de- 
crease the streamer-current/total-current ratio is also found in Figure 8a. The fre- 
quency of the streamer discharges was maintained at each value by a synchronizing vol- 
tage supplied by a calibrated audio oscillator and amplifier. The high-voltage-electrode 
polarizing potential could be varied over a small' range without destroying the synchro- 
liam of the streamer discharges. However, such a small variation in applied voltage 
should affect the streamer-current/total-current ratio. It will be observed In Figure 
8a that just this effect was present, for at certain frequencies where the voltage was 
set a little higher than was the trend (such as at n = 800, 2000, 3000, streamers per 
second), the streamer current formed a smaller part of the discharge current than one 
might expect from the trend, indicating that the burst-corona current had been increased 
by a somewhat greater proportion because of the higher applied voltage. Similar devia- 
tions from the smooth curve are observed at n = 1250, 1500, 2250, and 3500, where for 
each case the voltage was set a little lower than the trend would require. 

Negative-point Discharge Mechanism 

Although the negative-point corona discharge resembles the "Type 1" positive 
discharge in that it is very localized, actually the mechanism is distinctly different. 

When the voltage on the point reaches a value sufficiently negative that a 
positive ion upon reaching the point produces a secondary electron by Impact, that 
electron will travel outward from the point producing an electron avalanche by colli- 
sion. The positive ions produced by the avalanche move Inward to the point where they 
liberate new electrons which form additional avalanches.  In the meantime, the electrons 
produced by the first avalanche have moved outward into a weak field (which has been 
further reduced because of the positive space-charge left behind), where they attach to 
molecules of oxygen to form slow-moving, negative ions which eventually reach the posi- 
tive electrode. 

The positive space-charge surrounding the point rapidly builds up until It ef- 
fectively neutralizes the field and the voltage gradient Is reduced to a value no longer 
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sufficient to cause additional ionizatlon. At this time the conduction has practically 
ceased, but as the positive ions are swept into the point, the field again increases 
until the last ions which reach the point can start nev electron avalanches, and the 
entire process repeats« 

Because the positive space-charge is concentrated in the very Intense field 
near the point and must therefore travel but a small distance to be swept away, the 
frequency with which the negative bursts occur is very much greater than in the case 
of the positive discharge. Loeb and Kip have reported pulse frequencies up to 200,000 
Impulses per second.3 and this laboratory has extended these measurements up to five 
million corona bursts per second by frequency-spectrum studies to be described in a 
later section of this report. 

Comparison of Positive- and Negative-point Discharges 

There are, of course, certain characteristics which are common to both positive 
and negative-point discharges. Electron avalanches play a basic part in both mechanisms. 
Also, the many photons released during the de-Ionizing processes produce photo-lonlza- 
tlon in the surrounding gas and also aid in the extraction of electrons from the point 
and plane surfaces through photoelectric emission. In fact, the discharge of both 
polarities are known to produce copious amounts of ultra-violet light, a phenomenon 
which has to date been overlooked with respect to the possibility of employing it to 
reduce the radio Interference produced by such discharges. Loeb states that a Pyrex 
tube surrounding a point discharge will glow brilliantly and that there is a consider- 
able photo-emission of electrons from the plane electrode if the intervening gap is not 
too large.1 

A basic difference between the positive and negative discharges is to be found 
In the behavior of the positive space-charge. The positive space-charges, in the case 
of a positive point, move outward producing long streamers and In effect extend the 
point into the gap. On the other hand, a negative point attracts the positive charges 
resulting in a very intense but localized type of discharge. The positive space-charge 
■o effectively neutralizes the field produced by the negative point that spark break- 
down can never extend outward from the negative point but must always advance toward 
the point from the positive electrode. 

Effect of Air Movement and Radiation on Point Discharge 

An electrical discharge from a point located in a rapidly moving stream of air 
may differ materially In its voltage-current characteristics from that obtaining In 
■till air. However, this difference is more superficial than fundamental. Larger dis- 
•oharge currents will obtain In a moving air stream because the space-charge effects 
will be reduced. This removal of space-charge should have very little effect on the 
fundamental discharge mechanism described above because streamer formation is so rapid 
that the movement of the air is negligible during the active period of the corona-burst 
oycle. For example, if the air stream were moving past the discharge point with a 
velocity of ?60 miles per hour, the air molecules would have moved but 0.0008 inch 
during the time that the streamer current was flowing. It seems reasonable, therefore, 
that the principal effect of air movement past a discharge point is simply to increase 
the magnitude of the electron avalanches, and perhaps their number, without materially 
altering their shape and other characteristics. 

The effect of radiation from radio-active material upon the corona discharge Is 
perhaps more fundamental. Radiation of the air around the discharge point produces 
many initial ions, each of which, in the case of a positive point, is capable of start- 
ing a small electron avalanche. As a consequence many small avalanches are formed, 
producing a heavy space charge such that long streamers are inhibited and do not occur. 
The effect of radiation, combined with that of the rapidly moving wind stream, has not 
yet been investigated, out it Is possible that the two effects would neutralize and the 
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movement of the air stream would again allov streamers to occur, together with the 
resulting radio interference. 

Because of the bearing on the equivalent circuit to be discussed in the next 
section, it should be emphasised that, for either polarity of discharge, Immediately 
after a streamer or succession of electron avalanches has occurred, a space-charge 
sheath is formed around the point. It Is this sudden change of potential in the region 
of the space charge, together with the avalanche current, that produces the radio in- 
terference . 

On the basis of the mechanisms just described, an equivalent circuit yielding 
Induced voltages nearly identical to those actually observed can be constructed. 

Equivalent Circuit for Voltage-InductIon Effects 

In setting up an equivalent circuit to represent a point-discharge phenomena, 
it will be assumed that the space charge is formed in a shell-like layer surrounding 
the point. The various distributed capacitances and gap conductances can then be con- 
sidered as lumped circuit parameters as illustrated in Figure 9* 

When an electron avalanche occurs, the outermost space charge tends toward the 
polarity of the point almost instantaneously because the avalanche requires but 10"7 to 
10"* seconds to propogate. (A method of indirectly measuring the time required for the 
build-up of space charge will be discussed in later sections.) The establishment of an 
ionized channel along the path of the avalanche is In effect equivalent to a sudden in- 
crease at the point-to-space-charge conductance YB, by AYB. The problem therefore be- 
comes simply one of network analysis: To find the changes in currents and voltages when 
YB is suddenly increased by t?£B. Appendices II and III give this analysis for the cir- 
cuit shown in Figure 9* 

The induced-voltage changes resulting when a streamer Is assumed to short out 
completely the "space-charge shell" to the point (i.e. &YB = oo) are shown graphically 
In Figure 10. 

Although the circuit parameters Indicated in Figure S were, with but one excep- 
tion, calculated directly from the point geometry and other estimated data (see appendix 
II), it is remarkable that the calculated data agree almost within the limits of measure- 
ment with Starr's8 osclllographlc records reproduced at the top of Figure 9.  (Starr's 
osclllograms are actually records of the voltage Induced on the plane electrode. The 
actual point currents are of much shorter duration as will be shown later.) 

The voltage shown in Figure 10 are all measured with respect to that part of the 
circuit to which the discharge point is connected, and would be, therefore, the voltages 
as measured with respect to the body of an aeroplane if the equivalent circuit were to 
be applied in the study of discharges from aircraft. 

The two curves at the bottom of Figure 10 represent the voltages across the 
point resistance. It should be noted that at the instant of streamer formation the 
same voltage will appear across the discharger regardless of its resistance. For the 
values shown, the peak current through the low resistance would be 10,000 times that 
which would flow through the high resistance. The reason that the 10-megohm discharge 
resistance does not eliminate the sudden discontinuity in the space-charge build-up is 
that the distributed capacitance of the point is sufficient to supply almost all of the 
charge that is needed. Thus, even for the extremely small capacitances shown in Figure 
9, about 90 percent of the charge needed to establish the space charge can come from 
this point capacitance alone. This clearly shows that, if dischargers employing series 
resistors are to function properly, the capacitance shunting the series resistor must 
be limited to an extremely small value. This would require that all conducting surfaces 
on the point side of the discharge resistor must be limited to as small a total area as 
mechanically feasible. 
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FIGURE   9A.       EQUIVALENT   CIRCUIT  FOR 
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When a high resistance Is placed In series with the discharge point, a corona 
streamer vlll produce a change In point potential of opposite polarity to the potential 
change In the space-charge shell. It would seem, therefore, that there might exist 
around the point and resistor combination, loci along which the change In potential due 
to the jpace-charge shell would exactly counterbalance the change In potential arising 
from the point and resistor. This has been strikingly demonstrated In the laboratory 
by connecting a small spherical probe through a shielded cable to a radio receiver and 
then exploring the constant-nolse-pickup contours surrounding the point, resistor com- 
bination.  It was observed that there existed around the point, resistor combination an 
Imaginary surface on which the Induction effects did actually cancel. If the probe were 
moved either toward or away from the point and resistor, the radio Interference became 
very great, but on this surface, which was explored to within an Inch o'f the point, the 
noise pickup was negligible. 

Limitation of the Equivalent Circuit 

Even though the calculated Induced voltages agree almost perfectly with Starr's 
osclllograms, an Instantaneous build-up of space charge as Indicated by the equation Is 
a physical impossibility. Instead, if an ideal oscilloscope were available so that 
the voltage might be plotted on a greatly expanded time-scale, the build-up of space 
charge would probably appear as In the following sketch. 

Assumed Space-Charge Build-Up Characteristic 

Since the space charge can build up in about 1/10,000 the time required for It 
to decay, it may be assumed to approach a constant value during the time Intervals of 
Interest In this study. 

dQ 
But since the current flow In the avalanche Is given by ~ , on the basis of 

the first assumption, the current would be of the form as shown below: 

Probable Shape of Discharge Current 
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When the voltage across a 150 ohm resistor connected In series with a positive 
di-scharge point vas examined vith a wide-hand oscilloscope, all that could he observed 
was a series of small whisker-like traces very similar to that shown in the lower left- 
hand part of Pigure 10. Because of the extreme rapidity, the shape of these whisker- 
like Impulses could not be observed on the oscilloscope even when using the fastest 
sweep speed available.  A method was therefore developed whereby the shape of the cur- 
rent impulses could be obtained indirectly from measurements made of their frequency 
spectrum. This phase of the study will be discussed in the next chapter. 

IV. STATISTICAL CURRENT FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 

ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES 

Summary of Theory 

Perhaps the greatest analytical (flscovery of all time is that due to Fourier. 
In his classical work,  "Analytical Theory of Heat," Fourier argued that a function 
f(x), of period, 2nX, could be represented by the series 

f(x) -§• + £(<* cos^ + Pn .in«) 
n-i 

which series is now known as the Fourier series in honor of its Inventor. 

Fourier's basic concept has been of great value to the electrical engineer who 
has learned to think of a distorted electrical wave as equivalent to a sinusoidal wave 
of fundamental frequency plus sinusoidal waves having frequencies which are integral 
multiples of the fundamental frequency. The concept is particularly useful in the 
study of network response to a periodic driving force.  In this case, the periodic 
driving force is considered to be equivalent to the sum of the various harmonic sinu- 
soidal or coslnuaoldal components. Now if the network be linear, the response to the 
periodic driving force is equivalent to the sum of the responses to each of the compon- 
ents of that driving force, so that the network response is also expressible as a sum 
of sinusoidal and coslnusoldal oscillations of the various frequencies.  This applica- 
tion is well covered In the literature. 

On the other hand, if the driving force is "quasi-systematic," it can be shown 
that the sinusoidal and coslnusoldal oscillations are no longer limited to definite 
frequencies such as the fundamental, second harmonic, third harmonic, etc., but that, 
Instead, oscillations of any frequency may be found. The magnitude of these component 
oscillations at every frequency from zero to infinity form what is known as the fre- 
quency spectrum of the function. 

It would perhpas be well to examine the limiting types of dlstrubances, the 
frequency spectra of which are to be defined.  In general the disturbances may be 
divided into three types: (a) a single disturbance existing only during a comparatively 
small interval of time and being zero or non-existent for all other values of time; 
(b) an aggregate of disturbances of type (a) each occurring in an entirely random 
fashion with regard to the other elemental disturbances, but extending over a period of 
time very much greater than the longest time interval between the elemental disturbances; 
(c) a truly periodic type of disturbance in which the period of the disturbance is the 
same throughout its regime, and the variation of the disturbar.ee within each period is 
identical to that occurring within any other period. 

As a guide in classifying radio-interference phenomena, type (a) radio inter- 
ference would be that resulting from a single, transient electrical disturbance; type 
(b) interference would be that arising from thermal agitation and Schroteffekt noise; 
and type (c) radio interference would be that resulting from some device producing a 
regularly reoccurring disturbance, such as that produced by a relaxation oscillator. 
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Moit man-made radio interference vould be classified intermediate to the limiting types 
(b) and (c). Examples of such interference vould be that arising from the commutator of 
d-c motor, an electric razor of the vibrator type, or automotive ignition systems. 

Calibration of Noise-measuring Equipment by Shot-effect Noise Currents 

In viev of the theoretical developments of appendices IV, V and VI, it appeared 
that an experimental method of measuring the equivalent frequency spectrum of high- 
voltage electrical discharges vould be a very valuable development and, in fact, a nec- 
essary one if the phenomenon of radio Interference arising from high-voltage electrical 
discharges vere to be studied in a quantitative as veil as qualitative manner. It re- 
mained, therefore, to determine the relationship between the radio-interference measure- 
ment, obtained as outlined in Chapter 2, and the actual, spectral nclse Intensity dis- 
cussed in these appendices. 

Furthermore, it was necessary to establish vlth certainty that the shape of the 
frequency spectrum thus obtained was actually due to the Inherent shape of the eleotrical 
discharge rather than the electrical transmission characteristics of the measuring cir- 
cuit. Fortunately both of these objectives could be achieved simultaneously by cali- 
brating the noise-measuring equipment against the "shot-effect" noise produced by a 
temperature-limited diode. 

In appendix V, equation (23), it is shovn that the mean-square fluctuation 
noise in a temperature-limited diode as measured by an amplifier having an effective 
band vidth of Af is in - 2elAf. This equation is valid for all frequencies having a 
corresponding period considerably greater than the transit-time of the electron flov in 
the diode. Accordingly, by using a diode vlth a small spacing betveen the cathode and 
plate, a noise source is obtained vhlch is acknowledged to have a uniform spectrum over 
a frequency range somewhat greater than here studied. 

For the reasons discussed above, the radio Interference resulting from a large 
diode passing a temperature-limited current of 90 milllamperes was then measured. The 
magnitude of the radio interference resulting for frequencies from 50 kilocycles to 80 
megacycles is shovn in Figure 11. Shovn also in Figure 11 is the theoretical spectrum 
as calculated from the above expression assuming I = 0.09 amperes, e = 1.59 x 10" 
ooulombs, and Af = 3.23 Ice. As this fluctuation current produced a voltage drop in 
the low-resistance measuring circuit of only six microvolts approximately, the noise 
measurements at the higher frequencies vere possibly subject to certain errors because 
of the very small value of the noise Itself. The discontinuities in the spectrum are 
due to changes In the r.f. coils of the radio receiver. The reason for the reduced 
radio interference as measured vlth the 50-100 kc. colls Is that these r.f. colls vere 
extremely selective so that they decreased the effective band vidth of the radio re- 
ceiver • The differences betveen the theoretical and actual noise spectrums at the 
higher frequencies are no doubt due to slight unbalances betveen the noise and standard- 
signal comparison circuit«. 

If it is nov assumed that the theoretical noise spectrum is the actual noise 
spectrum and that differences therefrom in the measured values indicate an error in the 
measuring circuit; a correction factor obtained by forming the ratio of the theoretical 
noise to the actual noise at every frequency can be calculated. Since the network is 
linear, this same correction factor, (or function, as the correction factor Itself is 
dependent upon the frequency,) can be applied to all other noise measurements to correct 
for errors in those measurements due to variations in the transmission characteristics 
of the measuring circuit. 

Effect of Diode Detector on Noise Measurements 

It will be recalled that the magnitude of radio Interference producing a given 
receiver avc voltage was measured by substituting for the noise a standard signal of 

fr. 
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frequency to which the receiver was tuned and of magnitude such as to produce the same 
avc voltage obtaining for the noise.  It is shovn in appendix VIII that this noise read- 
ing is not the true effective value of the noise. This is because the avc voltage is 
proportional to the average value of the oscillations at the second detector rather 
than the effective value of those oscillations. For this reason, it is necessary to 
multiply the standard-signal current value by the form factor, r, where V  is the ratio 
of the effective to average values of the oscillation impinging upon the second detector. 
For a "smooth" type of noise such as thermal agitation or shot effect, the form factor, 
T, is unity for all practical purposes.  It is shown in appendix VIII that impulsive 
disturbances occurring at a slow rate will result in shock oscillations at the second 
detector which have a form factor considerably greater than unity and for such distur- 
bances as "singing corona" a correction factor must be applied to the standard-signal- 
generator measurement. 

Fortunately, it is possible to calculate the form factor which would result 
from Impulse disturbances occurring at various rates. Following the method outlined in 
appendix VIII the theoretical form-factor as a function of interference bursts per sec- 
ond was calculated and the results are presented in Figure 12. The discrepancy between 
the observed and calculated values of form factor at the higher burst frequencies is due 
to the fact that the experimental values of the form factor were determined by assuming 
that all of the corona current was due to noise-producing streamers.  Such an assumption 
is valid at the lower burst rates, but is known to be Incorrect for the higher burst 
rates. The fact that the experimental and theoretical values do agree over the range 
where the assumptions made are valid is felt to be ample proof of the accuracy of the 
method. 

Frequency Spectrum of Positive Corona Streamers 

From the discussion at the end of chapter 5 it seems reasonable that, to at 
least a first approximation, the positive streamer-current wave shape should be that of 
a double-exponential form given by 

i(t) = I[exp (-at) - exp (-ßt)l 

On the basis of this assumption it is shown in appendices IV and V that the equivalent 
mean-square noise current due to a series of such corona streamers occurring at an 
average rate of n each second and measured by a radio receiver having an effective band 
width of Af, may be calculated in terms of u, the radian frequency, by the relation 

2nl- TöF +u> 
(ß -a) 

+ 0) 
Af 

Now, a procedure for experimentally measuring the effective radio interference 
resulting from positive-point-streamer currents has already been described.  The equa- 
tion given above therefore provides a method of determining the shape of these streamer- 
current Impulses, for It is only necessary to find by trial and error, values of a and 
ß which yield a calculated' noise spectrum in closest agreement with that experimentally 
measured. 

Effect of Variations in Vpve Shape of Elemental Disturbances 

A question may be raised as to the validity of measuring the wave shape of the 
individual streamer-current impulses by Indirectly measuring the noise-frequency spec- 
trum of those impulses.  It might be argued, since the streamers are essentially of a 
very erratic nature, that not only the amplitude of the Individual streamers will be 
different but that the shape of the successive streamers may also vary quite markedly. 

The effect of random variation in the amplitudes of the successive streamer 
currents (the shape of each remaining unchanged, however) is studied In appendix IV, 
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and It Is concluded that the Bhape of the frequency spectrum will not be affected If 
only the amplitudes of the various current bursts vary. 

Appendix TV  also gives a general method of determining the effect on the fre- 
quency spectrum of variations In the shape of the elemental disturbances as veil as the 
amplitude of each.  As an example of this method, there Is derived In that appendix the 
equation giving the noise-frequency spectrum resulting from a series of single exponen- 
tial transients In vhlch the exponents of the Individual Impulses are not all Identical 
but are equally distributed over the range ä - Aa to ä + Aa, where ä Is the average 
value of the exponent for the series of transients. A  further restriction was also made 
In that It was assumed that the charge of each streamer Impulse was the same. 

The calculated results based on these equations are shown In Figure 13*  The 
solid curve of this figure shows the noise-frequency spectrum of the single-exponential 
transients, all of which have the same shape but are random with respect to time of 
occurrence. The dotted line shows the frequency spectrum resulting from a series of 
single-exponential transients In which the exponents of the Individual Impulses are 
equally distributed between zero and twice their average value and the amplitudes vary 
in such a manner as to make the charge Involved In each impulse the same for all im- 
pulses. This Is a much greater variation In exponent than one would expect to find In 
an actual series of transients such as corona streamers.  It should be noted, however, 
that the general shape of the noise-frequency spectrum In this latter case does not 
differ materially from that obtained when all transients were Identical.  It may be 
concluded, therefore, that a small variation In the shape of the Impulses will not altei 
the frequency spectrum appreciably from that obtaining for the average-shaped Impulse. 

The noise-frequency spectrum resulting from a series of Identical double- 
exponential Impulses will depend upon the steepness of the wave-front as well as the 
rate of decay of each Impulse. The frequency spectrum resulting for several different 
ratios between the exponents Is shown In Figure 14.  It will be observed that the two 
values of u at which the slope of this curve Is changing most rapidly are approximately 
u = a and u = ß. This rather Interesting relationship Is very helpful In determining 
the exponent of the double-exponential transient which best fits an experimentally- 
measured frequency spectrum. Thus, after the noise-frequency spectrum has been measured 
by methods previously described, the data are plotted on log paper and the resulting 
curve Is examined for points at which the slope Is changing the most rapidly. The ex- 
perimental noise-spectrum curve may then be compared with those of Figure 14 and the 
most probable values of a and ß thu? determined. 

Experimental Results 

Following the method previously outlined, the noise-frequency spectrum of posi- 
tive corona streamers synchronized to occur at the rate of one thousand per second was 
measured over the frequency range of 50 kilocycles to 80 megacycles. The experimental 
data thus obtained were corrected for variations In the transmission and selectivity 
characteristics of the measuring circuit by applying correction factors obtained from 
the shot-effect calibrating data given In Figure 11.  The form-factor correction T(which 
In this case for n = 1000 Is I.65) was also applied to the experimentally-determined 
noise values.  These experimental values are shown In Figure 15 as points.  Shown also 
In Figure 15, as a solid line, Is the calculated frequency spectrum for the double- 
exponential Impulse which was found to most resemble and fit the experimental data. 
The best fit was obtained when a = 23.56 and ß = 9^.25 (both In megaradlans per second). 

The agreement between the theoretical and experimental noise values Is truly 
remarkable. The theoretical noise spectrum was calculated from 

In = 
I2st 2Af 

n " [1 + (w/a)*][i + (w/ß)*] '  n 

where, for the case under consideration, Af ■ 1000, n ■ 1000, a and ß are as given above, 
and I fc may be found as follows: 
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The measured value of corona current which was maintained constant during the 
noise measurements was 1.7^ microamperes. However, from the data presented in Figure 
8A, it is estimated that O.813 of the total current Is due to streamers, the re3t being 
due to burst pulses which produce relatively little noise. Accordingly the actual 
streamer current is 1.7* times 0.813 or 1.4l4 microamperes. 

These values when substituted into the above noise equation give the theoreti- 
cal noise-frequency spectrum shown in Figure 15.  It should be emphasized that not only 
is the shape of the theoretical noise-frequency spectrum the same as the shape of the 
observed frequency spectrum, but that there is also an excellent agreement between the 
magnitude of the measured and calculated interference where the calculated Interference 
is based on the measured value of the d-c corona current. 

With regard to the practical application of the data of Figure 15, one must 
keep in mind that the noise values given are for a receiver bandwidth of one kilocycle 
and a unity coupling between discharge point and radio receiver (i.e., all corona cur- 
rent passes through receiver antenna coil). For a typical radio-receiver installation 
on aircraft, both the bandwidth of the receiving equipment and the coupling between 
corona discharge and the radio receiver will depend upon the operating frequency. The 
ultra-high-frequency receiver would have a much broader bandwidth than a medium-fre- 
quency receiver.  Accordingly, the data of Figure 15 must be converted to that pertain- 
ing to the particular receiver under consideration by multiplying the noise values 
given on the curve by the square root of the effective bandwidth of the receiver. Be- 
cause these variations in bandwidth and coupling were overlooked, other investigators 
have obtained "unreferred" noise frequency spectrums which indicate an actual Increase 
in radio noise at the higher frequencies. 

Probable Positive-Streamer-Current Wave Shape 

Once the exponents a and ß have been determined, an equation giving the streamer 
current as a function of time may be immediately written.  It is 

i(t) = I[exp(-23.56 x 10et) - exp(-9^.25 x 106t)] 

V . 

where the coefficient, I, may be found from 

I = aß 
n( ß - a) * ^* 

This equation is in accord with the known fact that streamer-propagation time lies be- 
tween 10"7 to 10~8 seconds. Figure 16 shows the streamer current-flow when plotted as 
a function of time. The manner in which the space charge also forms is shown in Figure 
16. 

It is significant that the results obtained above agree with those given by 
other investigators who have used other methods of measurement.  As an example, for the 
particular positive corona discharge considered here, the streamer current was 1.4l4 
microamperes. But since 1000 streamers were occurring each second, the electrical 
charge involved In each streamer was 1.4l4 x 10~9 coulombs, which is equivalent to 8.84 
x 10 unl-valent Ions.  This is in accord with Loeb's statement that, "This number 
varies from 109 to 1010 Ions."1 

Further experimental evidence of the correctness of these results is to be 
found in reference (7). Figures 17 and 18 are reproductions of osclllograms taken from 
this reference, and the captions on these figures are self-explanatory. These figures 
are oscillographic records of the voltage developed across a resistance In series with 
the discharge point.  Because of the distributed capacitance shunting this series re- 
sistor, the voltage developed thereacross was not exactly proportional to the streamer 
current. The error resulting from this distributed capacitance, however, would be less 
the lower the value of series resistance, so that, In the limiting case of zero 
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resistance, all of the streamer current would pass through the conductor and none would 
se divei-tied through th5 distributed capacitance shunting the conductor. It will be ob- 
served that the trend of the streamer-current pulses shown In Figure 17 and the en- 
larged oscillagram of Figure 18 indicates that for the limiting case of zero point re- 
sistance, a streamer-current wave shape such as shown in Figure l6 is entirely possible. 

Frequency of Kegative-Point Corona Pulses 

Other Investigators1 have reported very rapid corona pul3es from a negative 
point. Their oscillographtc observations of the negative-point corona current indicated 
pul-e« occurring as frequently as 200,000 times a second. Frequencies higher than this 
could not be ascertained because of limitations in ehe i?S3pcnse of the oscillograph. A 
new method of measuring these frequencies of discharge has been developed by the writer 
and it is now definitely ascertained that from a very fine needle-point at least three 
million and perhaps more corona bursts per second can occur. The method of measuring 
this burst frequency is extremely simple and gives as accurate results as desired. 

- In measuring the noise-frequency spectrum of negative-point needle discharges 
it was observed that carrier-like bands of intensified noise existed at certain fre- 
quencies. Certain characteristics of these bands might well be summarized here. 

First, it was observed that the frequency of the maximum noise in the center of 
each band depended to a very great extent upon the corona-discharge current, and if the 
current should be Increased slightly, the frequency of all the noise bands would like- 
wise increase. Furthermore, it wa3 observed that the frequency intervals between all 
of these noise bands were more or less equal to each other. These observations could 
receive but one explanation, viz., the radio interference wa3 being produced by some 
regularly reoccurring phenomena having a frequency of occurrence equal to the frequency 
difference between successive noise bands. For example, at a discharge current of about 
52 microamperes a very strong, noisy region occurred in the immediate frequency band 
around 2 megacycles. The strength of the, noise was so strong in thi3 immediate fre- 
quency band that the receiver was overloaded even with the rf-gain control set at the 

■minimum. For frequencies less than 2 megacycles, very little noise was observed. Like- 
wise, for frequencies greater than 2 megacycles only slight noise was measured until the 
receiver was tuned to about 4 megacycles. At this frequency again considerable noise 
was found, but to a lesser degree than in the first band mentioned. Similar noisy bands 
were measured at 6, 8, 10, and 12 megacycles; the relative strength of the noise bands 
at the higher frequencies becoming proportionately less and their width greater until at 
l4 megacycles and higher the background noise (that is, the noise existing between noise 
bands) made it difficult to continue further with the measurements. Similar measurements 
were made for a wide range of different discharge currents. The results of these meas- 
urements are given in Figure X9- 

One of the more Interesting conclusions that may be drawn from these experimental 
data is that apparently each corona pulse must constitute some definite electrical charge 
for a given-size needle point. This Is apparent because there Is a direct proportion- 
ality between the discharge current and the frequency of the pulses. This constant of 
proportionality represents "Coulombs-per-burst" and the number of ions Involved In each 
corona burst may thus be readily determined. Additional studies with needle points of 
various sizes Indicate that there is a direct relationship between the charge-per-burst 
and the bluntness of the needle point, the charge being approximately 10 micro-micro- 
couiombs for the sharpest point studied and 80 micro-micro-coulombs for a blunter needle 
point. 

The phenomenon described above accounts for the extreme difficulty experienced 
by other investigators in obtaining smooth, reliable, negative-point, corona-noise data. 
For example, in reference (2), Figures 4l and 42, extreme radio interference for the 
negative point was observed at certain voltages and very little interference at voltages 
intermediate to these. At the time this was thought to be due to "erratic" nature of 
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the negative-point discharge.  In the light of the recent observations, however, these 
peaks are seen to he due to the very "regular" nature of the negative-point discharge 
and noise peaks may be expected to occur whenever the voltage is of such magnitude as 
to give a frequency of corona discharge that is some sub-multiple of the frequency to 
which the radio receiver is tuned.  Similarly, noisy bands of radio Interference are 
reported in Figures 76 and 77 of reference (7) where, for example, in Figure 77» maxi- 
mum interference was measured at O.H, 0.8, 1.25, 1.7 megacycles, thus indicating a 
burst-frequency rate of approximately 400,000 bursts each second. 

For this reason it is practically impossible to make satisfactory noise measure- 
ments on a negative-discharge electrode if the corona bursts present are occurring at a 
very high frequency.  It cannot be emphasized too strongly that, In this case, radio- 
interference measurements made at one frequency are absolutely meaningless, and in fact, 
may be extremely misleading. For this reason before recording negative-discharge radio 
Interference, a rapid survey of the noise-frequency spectrum should always be made to 
determine whether or not these noise bands referred to above are present.  If such In- 
terference bands are present, the comparative noise measurements must be made at a fre- 
quency sufficiently great, (many times the pulse frequency), that the carrier-like bands 
of Interference will overlap to give a noise spectrum which Is fairly uniform. 

It has been suggested that a frequency-modulated communication system could be 
made relatively insensitive to precipitation static. There Is a very definite possi- 
bility that such would be the case if the precipitation static were produced by positive- 
point corona, which from its very nature occurs at an audible rate. However, for corona 
occurring from sharp, negative points It is possible that there may be no improvement 
gained through the use of a frequency-modulated communication system. The frequency 
with which the negative-corona bursts occur Is continuously shifting very slightly above 
some mean value in a most erratic manner. This means that all of the harmonics are also 
shifting around, so that, in effect, the noise produced by this type of corona discharge 
is both a frequency-modulated and amplitude-modulated noise, and would possibly produce 
severe interference in a frequency-modulated radio receiver. 

The presence of these carrier-like interference bands explains the report often 
»raJle by pilots that their "radio would suddenly go dead." Exactly this effect has been 
observed in the laboratory and has been due to the intensely strong, carrier-like inter- 
ference actuating the avc circuit of the radio receiver thus blocking it against all 
other signals. 

V. RADIO INTERFERENCE IN COMPLICATED NETWORKS 

Theory 

The studies made in the previous chapter of radio Interference arising from 
high-voltage electrical discharges were somewhat idealized in that it was assumed that 
all of the corona currents reached the radio receiver. Actually this is not the case, 
for there is always an exterior circuit lying between the point in corona discharge 
and the antenna circuit of the radio receiver. For this reason the currents reaching 
the antenna coil of the receiver will differ considerably from the actual corona- 
streamer current. 

In oraer to estimate the radio interference resulting at any frequency, it is 
first necessary to determine either experimentally or theoretically the fraction of a 
sinusoidal current of frequencyU) which, when Impressed at the point of corona, would 
reach the antenna coll of the receiver. Obviously this fraction or ratio will depend 
upon the frequency of the current and, being a function of the frequency, will hereafter 
be designated by H(u).  It is shown in appendix VI, equation (l), that the radio inter- 
ference at any frequency may be calculated from 
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The first factor takes Into consideration the hand width of the radio receiver; the 
second, the rate at vhich the disturbances are occurring and their amplitude; the third, 
their shape; and the last, the transmission characteristic of the network over vhich the 
noise currents must flow to reach the radio receiver. Two examples of noise-radlo-in- 
terference calculations in complicated networks are given in appendix VI. Because of 
their practical Importance they will now he discussed more fully. 

Effect of an Inductor in 3erles with a Discharge Point 

One of the Inherent disadvantages of the traillng-wire antenna is that, because 
of its small size and exposed position, electrical discharges are apt to occur from its 
end and along its length in even mild precipltation-static conditions. This disadvan- 
tage prohibits the use of the traillng-wire antenna In certain instances where other-" 
wise its use would be highly desirable. 

On the other hand, the end of the tralllng-wire antenna Is an ideal location 
for a discharge electrode because it is In such a position as to produce maximum voltage- 
gradient conditions.  The question, therefore, Is whether there might not he some method 
of isolating a discharge electrode at the end of a trailing wire antenna in such a man- 
ner that the radio Interference resulting from the electrical discharges could be pre- 
vented at one or more frequencies.  The simplest circuit which might be used here is a 
traillng-wire antenna terminated in a discharge point which is fastened to the antenna 
through a high-Q inductor, such as shown in Figure 20.  This circuit was studied In the 
laboratory for the case where the antenna wire proper was very short. The experimental 
noise data obtained therefrom are plotted as points in Figure 21.  Shown also in Figure 
21 as the solid curve Is the calculated noise-frequency spectrum as obtained from the 
equation given in the preceding section.  Here again, the agreement between experimental 
and calculated results Is satisfactory. 

The most interesting feature of these measurements is the minimum radio Inter- 
ference observed at 3 megacycles.  This minimum occurs at the frequency for which the 
Inductance and its distributed capacitance form a parallel resonant circuit.  If the 
corona-discharge current is considered as an equivalent frequency spectrum the explana- 
tion of this effect is simple; e.g., the Inductance and its distributed capacitance form 
a very high Impedance at a certain frequency so that only a small fraction of the noise 
currents of that frequency reached the radio receiver.  But In terms of the actual, 
physical currents and voltages Involved, the operation of this circuit is not so appar- 
ent.  In this case the noise currents reaching the radio receiver may be considered as 
consisting of two components, the first component being that which reaches the radio 
receiver through the Inductance alone, and the second component of the current being 
that which reaches the radio receiver through the distributed capacitance which shunts 
the inductor. Both of these noise components can be shown to produce shock oscillations 
In the receiving circuits. However, at some particular frequency the shock oscillations 
due to the impulsive current reaching the receiver through the inductor are for the most 
part exactly equal and opposite In phase to the shock oscillations produced by the Im- 
pulsive current flowing through the distributed capacitance around the inductor.  Ac- 
cordingly at that particular frequency the two oscillations cancel and a minimum of 
noise results. 

Effect of a Resistor in Series with a Discharge Point 

Figure 22 gives the experimental noise frequency spectrum for a discharge from 
a positive needle in series with a 15 megohm resistor.  Figure 23 gives the noise fre- 
quency spectrum for a 5 megohm resistance In series with the discharge point.  Also 
shown on both figures are the equivalent circuits for each case and the theoretical 
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FIGURE tl. 
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nolae spectrum as determined on the basis of the equivalent circuit by the methods 
described in appendix VI. Here again a close agreement between experimental and the- 
oretical results obtained. 

It should "be noted that although some reduction in radio interference was 
achieved by the use of a series resistor, a considerably greater reduction at any one 
frequency could be obtained by means of the series Inductor described in the previous 
section. This is because the resistor can in no way reduce the effect of the shunting 
capacitance, vhereas an Inductor can effectively eliminate the effect at one frequency. 

It is feasible that perhaps an isolating network of inductors, capacitors, and 
resistors could be used in place of a single inductor so that by proper design, marked 
deduction in radio Interference could be obtained at several different frequencies. It 
is hoped that this interesting possibility may be investigated further. 

Measurement of Boise-Induction Characteristic of a Discharge Device 

All of the noise measurements discussed hitherto have dwelt with the inherent 
noise-producing properties of the corona current from the discharge electrode and not 
necessarily with the voltage which would be Induced in a nearby antenna by the corona 
discharge. Emphasis was placed on the former properties because they are the only ones 
which can be measured with any degree of absolute accuracy. Noise induction by the 
electrostatic field surrounding a corona discharge depends upon so many factors (such 
a« the shape of the discharge device and its resistance to ground; the shape of the 
antenna pickup electrode and its position with respect to the discharge device; and the 
proximity of the ground plane, high-voltage electrode, and other objects) that noise- 
induction measurements can hardly be other than relative. 

However, discharge devices which Incorporate Isolating resistors, chokes, etc., 
cannot be studied by direct Influence methods. In such Instances an induction method 
of pickup must be used if the effect of the isolating element is not to be overestimated. 
A method which has proven to be satisfactory for testing such Isolated discharge devices 
is to use for the noise pickup electrode a small probe electrode which may be located in 
a standard position with respect to the discharger under test. 

This laboratory has used a brass sphere 2.5 inches in diameter and connected to 
the receiver through an untermlnated coaxial cable as a noise-induction pickup electrode. 
The placement of this pickup probe should be such that all active parts of the discharge 
device are as nearly equidistant as possible from the probe. 

As a typical comparison between the noise-induction and noise-Influence effects, 
the following data were obtained on the effeot of a high resistance in series with a 
positive, conical discharge point. The point discharge current was 1.8 microamperes, 
polnt-to-plane spacing was 19 inches, and the induction pickup electrode was located 
in a position which was 3 feet from the tip of the point and perpendicular to the axis 
of the point. 

Noise in Microvolts 

Direct        Induction 

Mo series resistance  1200 
10 megohm series resistance   130 

160 
66 

-1 

Thus, wereas the direct, noise-influence measurements would indicate that the series 
resistance would reduce the noise by a factor of 10.8£, the more likely reduction inso- 
far as noise pickup by nearby antennas is concerned would be only 65/160 or 40$. 

It is suggested that the induction pickup values be standardized by replacing 
the discharge device under test by a standard positive point which, by application of 
equation 22, appendix V, can be made to produce a known amount of radio interference 
at the lower radio frequencies. 
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RADIO-IHPLUEHCE CHAR/TTERISTICS 

VI. SHOCK EXCITATION OP RADIO RECEIVERS 

J 

Summary 

In chapter V, the probable shape of the positive corona-streamer discharge was 
Indirectly determined from measurements of Its noise frequency spectrum. This chapter 
deals In particular vlth the transient oscillation produced In the first tuned clicult 
of a typical 200-kc radio receiver, and more generally with the building-up and decay 
of the shock oscillations as they progress through the successive tuned circuits of 
the radio receiver. The study was undertaken to determine the relative magnitudes of 
the various noise components produced across the tuned secondary winding of the antenna 
transformer in order to study the feasibility of certain noise limiting or damping 
schemes. 

Analysis of Tuned Circuit 

The operational Impedance matrix of the circuit 
shown at the left is, 

rz3 
r, 

V T e« 
Accordingly, 

V 

P s 

p rp + Lpp -Mp 

s -Mp • rB 
+ LBp + l/Cp 

P          a 

p rB + L8p + l/Cp Mp 

s Mp rp + LpP 

(1) 

Y -stir 
where    A(p)   =   (LpLB  - M)p2  +   (iflLp   + ipLB)p +  (1,,/C + rprB) + rp /Cp 

- (l/p)(LpLB - M)(p3 + aip2 + a2p + a3) 

the coefficients of the polynomial In p being, 

ai 

(?) 

raLp-  */»  t .. . h/<LtlM*M 
LpLs - M **  '  LpLB - M8 LpLB - M 

The cryptic expression for the "transform" currents In terms cf the operational 
admittances and "transform" voltages is T = 7-E, and the secondary current due to an 
applied primary voltage is, 

I8 = YBP • ep . 

But es = l /Cp, so that 
„ap 

' ep 
Y 
Cp 

M  ■  p  
Lp 

u p f aip + a2p + as 
o, 

where ü>0 is the resonant radian frequency determined from 

1 
(Do = «-fr - s 

*5 

(3) 

(4) 
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Equation (3) la a "basic relationship yielding the transform of the secondary 
voltage in terms of the transform of the primary voltage. The secondary voltage may be 
calculated as a function of time by 

eH ArJC SB ePtdp (5) 

(See reference 5 for details and methods of evaluating this integral.) 

Response of Tuned Circuit to Double-Exponential Impulse 

It will now be assumed that a voltage impulse, such as that developed by a 
single, positive-streamer current in flowing through a 100 ohm resistor, is Impressed 
upon the antenna coll.  Then, 

ep = E[exp(-at) - exp(-ßt)J 

The Laplace transform of ep will be, 

ep = f   ep • exp(-pt)dt 

P - a 
(p + a)(p + ß) 

Accordingly, by equation (5) the voltage appearing across the secondary will be, 

«■ - 5; «8<* - a>-E'2^X (p -px)(p -p.fip -psHp+aHp + ß) 
where pi, p2, and p3 are the three roots of the characteristic equation, 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) p3 + aip2 + a2p + as = 0         

Impedance measurements on a Nelssner, individual r-f coll, 14-7688, (132 kc to 
403 kc), gave the following values: 

lob ohms 

25.4 mh 

rB = 40 ohms 

LB = 3.53 mh 

M = 0.78 mh. 

For these values, the five poles of equation (8) occur at 

Pi = - 7.32 x 103 

p2 = - 5.727 x 103 + j 1.257 x 10e 

Pa = - 5.727 x 103 - j 1.257 x 10° 

p4 = - o = - 23.56 x 10e 

p5 = - ß = - 94.25 x 10a 

and evaluating the Integral by forming the sum of the residues at each of these poles 
gives, for E = 4.43 volts, 

»st 
•. - [- 31.7 e"7'52*10      + 5,430 e-5'73xl°       3in(u)0t  - O.O608) 

+ 386e-25-56xl°et   - 24.2 .-*.*5« Wrt     microvolts.] , (10) 

The first two terms of (lO) are the "transient" components of the voltage, and 
the last two terms are exponentials of the same decrement as the two components of the 
applied double-exponential Impulse. 

"\ 
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The first transient component is due to the "inductive-discharge" transient in 
the primary winding. The second transient component is due to the capacitive-inductive 
energy interchange in the secondary circuit and will hereafter he called the "shock- 
oscillation." This oscillating component is of extreme importance because all of the 
other components are negligible as compared to it. 

Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of the shock oscillation is the 
very slow manner in which it dies away. Whereas the original impulse applied to the 
antenna winding had decayed to one-tenth of its peak value in 0.13 microseconds, the 
oscillation requires O.Ul milliseconds to decay to the same extent. That is, the 
phenomenon of resonance has converted a very rapid disturbance into a disturbance last- 
ing some 3,000 times as long. Furthermore, most of the energy of this shock-oscillatior 
lies within the frequency band of the signal being received and is therefore extremely 
objectionable. 

Impulse Excitation of Cascade Tuned Circuits 

The preceding numerical example illustrates that the effect of the corona- 
streamer currents on a low-frequency radio receiver Is primarily one of "impulsive" 
excitation; that is, the "driving force" has expended Itself before the system has 
scarcely begun to respond. This is apparent in Figure 2k  which shows that the impressed 
disturbance has subsided by the time the voltage across the secondary winding has built 
up to only about one-fifth of the peak value it will ultimately reach during the first 
half-cycle of the oscillation. 

The calculation of network response to truly impulsive disturbances is simpli- 
fied because, for such disturbances, it can be shown that the shape of the impulse Is 
unimportant and that the network response will be determined by the "area" under the 
impulse instead. This property will be utilized in the next chapter to investigate the 
possibilities of "limiters" in the r-f and antenna circuits of a radio receiver. 

In appendix VII the shock oscillations produced in a series of unilaterally 
coupled tuned circuits by a unit impulse, (i.e. an Impulse, usually designated by So(t), 
lasting an infinitesimally-short period but having a unit area) are studied and formulas 
are developed for the amplitude (upper envelope) of the oscillation after any number of 
tuned circuits. 

E 
An approximate expression for the relative amplitude, r QXI-1.   , of the shock 

oscillation after "n" tuned circuits, each tuned to the frequency üio and having identi- 
cal Q's, is 

.-at 

u>oQ 7F=r = (n - 1)1 (at) (11) 

where 
a = r/2L = w0/2Q 

In the case of the single tuned circuit analyzed In the previous section, there 
results for n = 1, 

E/wo = e"0* 

where a = r/2L = (4o)/(7.06 x 10~3) = 5,öoü. This compares favorably with the value, 
5,730, obtained in the exact analysis (equation 10) for the exponent of the "damping" 
factor. 

The upper envelopes of the shock oscillations appearing at the first, thira, 
anu s'.xth tuned circuits are shown in Figure 2b. The most interesting characteristic 
of the envelopes shown is the lengthening of the oscillations by the additional tuned 
circuits. It should be noted that each oscillation reaches its peak magnitude when 
at = n - 1. 
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\ 

FIGURE   25.     ENVELOPE  OF   SHOCK   OSCILLATIONS 

AFTER  FIRST, THIRD,   AND  SIXTH   TUNED CIRCUITS. 
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It should also be noted that the peak amplitude of the oscillations Is somewhat 
reduced by the additional tuned circuits* This peak amplitude has been calculated as a 
function of the number of additional tuned circuits beyond the first, and the results 
are presented In Figure 26. Because of the units In which the quantities are expressed 
the ordinates represent the "peak-noise-to-peak-slgnal ratio," expressed as fraction of 
that ratio obtaining for a single tuned circuit. This figure shows quite clearly that 
additional tuned circuits beyond 4 or 5 contribute little toward reducing the noise-to- 
signal ratio, and in fact they may do more harm than good because of the "sluggishness1 

which they produce. 

VII. NOISE REDUCTION BY NONLINEAR CIRCUIT ELEMENTS AND OTHER SCHEMES 

Noise Reduction by Detuning 

In the previous chapter It was shown that for all practical purposes the shock 
oscillations in the first tuned circuit are ofthe frequency to which the secondary Is 
tuned. Hence, they are of the same frequency as the received signal and severe radio 
interference results. 

It has been suggested that If this first circuit were tuned to a frequency 
slightly different from that of the signal, the frequency of the shock oscillations 
would no longer be that of the signal, and consequently the Interference would be less. 
Except for two effects which will now be discussed, this idea would have some merit. 

First, It should be pointed out that the energy of a damped oscillation Is dis- 
tributed over the entire frequency spectrum, most of the energy, however, being at those 
frequencies near the frequency of the oscillation.  Following the method outlined In 
Appendix V, It is easily shown that the frequency spectrum of the time function, i(t) = 
e"0* cos (*)0t,   (t > 0), is 

<p(w)  = 
Me 

N/fa* + (u + u>0)z][az +  (w - <i>0)z] 

This spectrum is shown in Figure 27. 

It must be emphasized that the noise spectrum shown in Figure 27 Is expressed 
on a "per cycle" band-width basis.  If random damped oscillations such as that shown 
were impressed at an average rate of "n" each second upon a radio receiver (selective 
circuit) having an effective band width of Af and tuned to u), the equivalent mean- 
square Interference current produced in the receiver would be, by equation (l8) of 
appendix V, 

2n Äf 

However, for the most part, the selectivity characteristic of the first-tuned 
circuit is nearly identical to the frequency spectrum of the shock oscillations pro- 
duced in that circuit.  In fact, the aggregate frequency spectrum of the shock oscilla- 
tions plus other transient components produced by a true Impulse (of zero duration) 
would be Identical to the selectivity characteristic of that circuit. Accordingly, 
while It Is true that detuning the first-tuned circuit would produce less disturbance 
In the following circuits of the receiver, the loss of signal strength due to the de- 
tuning would for all practical purposes be the same as the reduction In the Interfer- 
ence so that nothing would be gained by this method. 

The second "hitch" in the detuning scheme is that although both signal and 
oscillations produced in the subsequent radio circuits are reduced, there are other 
exponential components of the noise (transient and Impulse terms) which are not reduced 
by the detuning.  Consequently it is most likely that the slgnal-to-nolse ratio would 
actually be Impaired and reduced by the detuning scheme. 

b0 
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Car»on'a "Irreducible Minimum of Interference" 

By considering any static disturbance In general as being equivalent to a fre- 
quency spectrum, It Is apparent that the Ideal selectivity characteristic of the radio 
receiver would be of rectangular shape and of vldch just equal to the band width of the 
signal to be received. 

However, Qven for this Ideally selective circuit, there exists an Irreducible 
minimum of Interference which Is produced by those noise-frequency components lying 
within the signal-frequency band.  It was the observance of this minimal Interference 
which led Carson to conclude that "representative circuit arrangements and schemes de- 
signed to reduce static Interference—are Incapable of reducing, In any substantial de- 
gree, the mean Interference as compared to what can be done with simple filters and 
tuned circuits. The underlying reason lies In the nature of the Interference Itself." 

Nevertheless Carson overlooked one thing I While it Is true that there is a 
limit to the discrimination against static on the basis of frequency alone, it is pos- 
sible to reduce this "irreducible minimum" still further by introducing a nonlinear 
characteristic into the receiver (provided the amplitude of the Interference Is ma- 
terially different from the amplitude of the signal). A necessary condition that Car- 
son's conclusions be valid is that the network must be linear in Its characterltlcs so 
that the principle of superposition may be Invoked.  By introducing a nonlinear device, 
such a limiter, this condition would no longer be satisfied, and Carson's pessimistic 
"minimum Interference" can be reduced still further. Because of this fact. It would 

that the engineer's last best hope for greatly Improved radio reception must lie 
in a more universal adoption and wise application of nonlinear circuit elements incor- 
porated in radio design. 

Nonlinear Circuit Elements for Further Noise Reduction 

The nonlinear circuits may be roughly divided Into two types, "limiters" and 
"dampers," depending upon their behavior. Most nonlinear circuits successfully used to 
date have been of the "limiter" type, which commonly depend on the saturable character- 
istic of an under-voltaged vacuum tube. The proposed "damper" type of nonlinear circuit 
will be discussed In a later section. 

Limiter circuits have been applied in the audio and i-f circuits of the radio 
receiver with considerable success. The application of limiters In r-f and antenna cir- 
cuits is somewhat doubtful. The results of studies made In each of these applications 
will now be given. 

Nolae Reduction by Audio Limitera 

Audio limiters are of two general types: They may be manually adjusted in thres- 
hold so that any signal, steady or transient, which exceeds this threshold will be lim- 
ited; or they may be of an automatically-adjusting type which limits sudden bursts but 
does not affect the steady signal. The Hallcrafter's ultra-high frequency receiver, 
previously described, was equipped with an audio noise limiter of this latter type and 
tests were accordingly made upon this receiver to determine the effectiveness of an 
audio limlter in reducing precipitation-static interference. 

Since the threshold of this limlter was dependent upon the avc voltage, It was 
realized that the noise bursts occurring at a slow rate would be successfully limited by 
the circuit, whereas very rapidly reoccurring bursts would produce an Increase in the 
avc voltage which in turn would reduce the effectiveness of the limiting action. By the 
method described in a previous chapter, the corona disturbances were made to occur at 
several different rates, and the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio resulting was 
measured over a wide range of signal strengths. The experimental results of these meas- 
urements are shown In Figure 28. Although the improvement is not very great for a 
rapidly reoccurring noise, the increase in signal-to-nolse ratio for an Intermittent 
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FIGURE 27. 
FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF DAMPED OSCILLATION. 
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noise la rather significant.  In view of the simplicity of the llmiter circuit it vould 
seem that a llmiter of this type should be included in all receivers subject to inter- 
ference arising, from random electrical discharges. 

Intermediate-Frequency Limiters 

Nonlinear circuit elements may also be Incorporated in the i-f amplifiers of 
the radio receiver. For example, In the ordinary amplitude-modulated receiver, the Lamb 
noise-silencing circuit has been used to some advantage. For proper operation of this 
circuit, the limiting threshold must be very sharp and abrupt if serious clipping of the 
modulation envelope is to be avoided. This usually requires at least tvo additional 
tubes to obtain the necessary sharpness of cutout. Actually the Lamb circuit is not a 
"llmiter" In the true sense, but being more in the nature of a "damper," will be dis- 
cussed later under that heading. 

Some of the difficulties encountered In applying i-f limiters to amplitude- 
modulated receivers do not occur when incorporating the limiter tube in a frequency- 
modulated receiver. Here, the llmiter tube is purposely designated to operate on the 
signal as veil as the Interference In order to remove any vestigial amplitude modulation 
which might be present. Disturbances greater than the signal are accordingly reduced 
considerably in their effect.  On the other hand, disturbances somewhat smaller than the 
signal can only affect the "phase" of the oscillation reaching the discriminator, and 
that but slightly.  Accordingly the frequency-modulated receiver is relatively insensi- 
tive to disturbances having peak values less than that of the steady signal10.  It should 
be emphasized that the noise reduction In the f-m receiver as compared to the a-m re- 
ceiver, for both large and small disturbances relative to the signal strength, is di- 
rectly attributable to the nonlinear llmiter tube which forms the very heart of the f-m 
receiver. 

It was most fortunate that a receiver was available wni.cn combined both the f-m 
and a-m detection circuits, for by making tests on a receiver of this type the relative 
merits of both a-m and f-m detection circuits are directly comparable since the rest of 
the receiver remains unchanged. 

This receiver was the Halicrafter's ultra-high frequency, f-m a-m receiver, 
model S-27, serial number 150351. The test signals were generated by two signal genera- 
tors: a General Radio UHF signal generator, type 804-B, serial number 332, used to gen- 
erate the unmodulated and amplitude-modulated signals and also to calibrate, by substi- 
tution, the f-m signal generator; and a Hlckok model l88, all-wave signal generator, 
used to generate the frequency-modulated signals.  In addition a General Radio, peak 
vacuum-tube voltmeter, was used to measure the audio output voltage of the receiver. 

The interfering noise was produced by corona streamers from a platinum wire 
0.040 inches in diameter with its end ground to a 60° conical point (generating angle). 
The point was maintained at an average potential of 7 kv. positive with respect to a 
plate surface three inches away.  A 1000 cycle per second synchronizing voltage was 
then superimposed upon the direct voltage, resulting in 1000 corona bursts per second 
at an average current of 1 microampere. The discharge point and the two signal gener- 
ators were then connected directly to the antenna terminals of the receiver. The signal- 
to-noise ratio at various signal strengths was measured as follows: 

The peak voltage at the output terminals of the receiver produced by the Inter- 
ference when superimposed upon a steady unmodulated signal to which the receiver was 
tuned was measured for various values of signal strength ranging between 1 microvolt and 
10,000 microvolt intensity. Then, with the interference reduced to zero and the signal 
modulated by some constant amount, the audio-output voltage resulting from this modu- 
lated signal was measured over the same range of signal strength.  If It is assumed that, 
for a given signal strength, the noise-output voltage will be the same whether the stand- 
ard signal Is modulated or not, then the signal-to-noise ratio is simply obtained by 
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FIGURE 28. 
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FIGURE   29. 
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dividing the nolae-output voltage at that particular signal strength by the modulated- 
output voltage In the absence of noise. In this manner the signal-to-nolse ratio curves 
3hovn In Figure 29 were obtained. The amplitude modulation was purposely kept very low 
to avoid undesirable, simultaneous frequency modulation. 

Actually the tuning of the receiver was such as to make the Impulse noise a 
minimum.  It was observed that detuning the receiver slightly from the frequency of the 
steady signal resulted in a sharp Increase of Interference. Accordingly, the interfer- 
ence resulting in the case of a modulated signal would be somewhat greater than that 
which was measured because the frequency modulation in effect would be equivalent to 
momentary detuning. Nevertheless, the Improvement in reception during the Idle periods 
of modulation would be very worth while.10 

Limiters In the Antenna Circuit 

In Chapter VI calculations were given showing that a very short impulse would 
aet the first-tuned circuit Into an oscillation of duration three thousand times as 
long as the causative Impulse. Because of this effect, it might ueem well to attempt 
to limit the impulse itself since it is the cause of all the disturbance. 

From the results of other studies it Is estimated that the peak value of the 
impulse Impressed upon the antenna winding of the input transformer would ordinarily be 
several volts. If -now a nonlinear resistor, possessing a very high resistance for all 
impressed voltages less than some threshold value and a relatively low resistance for 
all Impressed voltages greater than threshold were connected across the antenna coil, 
the voltage applied to the antenna coil of the receiver would at all times then be 
limited to the threshold value of the nonlinear resistor. 

The writer knows of no nonlinear resistance material which would be operative 
at the very low voltages encountered In this application. While it is Impossible at 
present to test the Idea experimentally, Its performance may be investigated analytical- 
ly and conclusions may be reached as to whether it would be worthwhile to search for a 
nonlinear device which might be used for this purpose. An Investigation such as this 
has been made and the important results will now be outlined. 

The circuit shown in Figure 24 was analyzed.  It was assumed, however, that a 
nonlinear-resistance element connected across the terminals of the antenna coll limited 
the input voltage to one-tenth of Its original value or 0.21 volts. Examination of 
Figure 24 would show that for the first 0.12 microseconds the applied primary voltage 
would be then limited to 0.21 volts, after which time it would decay exponentially ex- 
actly as shown In the figure. The peal: of the Impulse would thus be eliminated and the 
voltage applied to the antenna winding would be 

ti = 0.13 jisecs. 

6p - 0.21 volts for 0 < t < 0.13 usecs. 

= 0.21 e-a(t ~ **) for t > 0.13 usecs. 

In a manner similar to that used in obtaining 
equation (7) of Chapter VI, the transform of the im- 
pressed voltage may be shown to be 

0.2llt) +OL(1 - e"ptl)l 
eP "       pü + p) 

where ti equals 0.13 microseconds. 

Then by an analysis similar to that given in Chapter VI it can be shown that 

9 5 
\ 

TIME                   t, 
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eout = - 8.13 e-7'52 x W X    +1,39* e^'75 * l0 * sln(u>„t - 0.113) ♦ 

+ 18.3 e'25"56 x 1()6t   microvolts, 

giving the components of voltage appearing across the secondary winding for all values 
of time greater than 0.13 microseconds. 

Notice that the initial amplitude of the shock oscillation is 1391* microvolts. 
By comparison with the amplitude of the shock oscillation calculated in Chapter VI, it 
is found that even though the impulse vas limited to a peak value one-tenth of its 
original value, the shock oscillations were reduced only by the ratio 1394/5430 = 0.2^66. 
Apparently the peak values of the Impulses are not related directly to the amplitudes of 
the shock oscillations which they produce. 

The Important quantity which does determine the amplitude of the shock oscilla- 
tion is the "area" of the driving impulse.* In the example above, the area of the non- 
limited impulse was found to be 0.l4l0 x 10~e volt-seconds; the area of the limited im- 
pulse to be 0.03621 x 10"6 volt-seconds; thus giving a ratio between the impulse areas 
of 0.03621/0.1410 ■ O.2568. This is for all intents and purposes equal to 0.2b>66, which 
is the ratio between the amplitudes of the shock oscillations described above. 

The general conclusion to be reached from this numerical example is that for a 
single impulsive type of disturbance, the amplitude of the shock oscillations resulting 
will be directly proportional to the "area" under the Impulse. 

In the light of this conclusion, it seems doubtful that a large reduction in 
radio-interference would ever be achieved through application of antenna limiters.  If 
cross-modulation and other types of related interference were to be avoided, the limiter 
threshold could certainly not be much less than that given In the numerical example. 
Accordingly, It would seem that, very roughly, little more than a five-fold reduction 
In radio interference could be secured by an antenna llmiter. 

Noise Reduction by "Damper" Circuits 

The preceding studies have all illustrated that the long drawn-out shock oscil- 
lations produced In the various tuned circuits of the radio receiver are the outstanding 
noise-producing phenomenon.  It has been shown that, although the shock oscillations 
produced in the first tuned circuit commence with a maximum amplitude and die away 
rapidly, the oscillations become more and more sluggish and drawn-out as they proceed 
through the successive tuned circuits. 

This suggests that considerable noise reduction might be obtained by damping the 
oscillations In the first i-f circuit before they have had time to produce an appreciable 
oscillation in the following tuned circuit. The damping action could be produced by a 
nonlinear-circuit element, the resistance of which would depend upon a control voltage, 
shunted across the grid tuned circuit of the first I-f amplifier.  If the control vol- 
tage were properly correlated with each static burst, it might then be possible to vary 
the resistance of the "damper" element in such a manner as to damp out the shock oscil- 
lation resulting from a static burst and yet not Interfere with the reception of a 
steady signal In any manner whatsoever. 

There are two major difficulties which will have to be overcome If this Idea la 
to be made to work satisfactorily. First, the action of the variable-resistance element 
(probably a biased vacuum tube) must produce very little radio Interference when Its re- 
sistance varies suddenly.  Second, the control voltage must be derived from the noise 
In sufficient time to operate the "damper" element before the oscillation has begun. 

«By "area" 1B meant the area under the impulse curve formed by plotting Instantaneous values of voltage 
as a function of time. 
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The flrat difficulty could be overcome by carefully balancing the damper cir- 
cuit so that, for example If vacuum tubes were here employed, the sudden changes In the 
plate currents vould cancel and not produce a transient disturbance. The necessary fine 
ness of balance should be attainable In a fixed-frequency amplifier such as the first 
1-f stage. 

The second difficulty might be solved by using a separate noise amplifier oper- 
ating at a fixed frequency considerably greater than that of the signal being received. 
The noise amplifier being coupled directly to the antenna vould also pick up the static 
bursts, but since the time delay of tuned circuits Is roughly Inversely proportional 
to their frequency, the noise amplifier vould deliver a rectified control voltage, set- 
ting the "damper" Into action veil before the first 1-f circuit Is set Into oscillation. 
Furthermore, since the noise amplifier need operate but at one frequency, the circuits 
may be made to have a very high gain, efflency, and simplicity. This method of control- 
voltage pickup could also be used to Improve the performance of the Lamb noise silencer. 

Even though an Improvement In signal-to-noise ratio of only several times Is 
obtainable by means of a damper alone, It Is entirely possible that dampers used In con- 
junction vlth antenna, 1-f and audio limiters and other devices could effect a very ma- 
terial Improvement In radio reception under adverse conditions. This possibility should 
be studied more completely by both analytical and experimental Investigation.  In the 
application of various nonlinear devices to this problem there lies an unexplored field 
offering tremendous possibilities. 
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TH1 DEVELOPMENT OP A PRACTICAL CHAM» DISSIPATOR 

VIII. INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

Electrical discharges have been found to occur from aircraft in flight for tvo 
reasons: either the airplane is traveling through regions of high eleotric stress, or an 
electric charge has accumulated on the airplane by any of the known mechanisms. In 
either case, the effect is to produce high electric gradients at the extremities of the 
plane and other sharp sections vhich are unshielded. These electric gradients may 
easily exceed by several times the dielectric strength of the air surrounding these ex- 
tremities, and as a result corona discharges occur, producing through the mechanisms 
described in Part I of this report impulsive currents vhich result in much radio inter- ■ 
ference. 

Obviously the straight forward procedure for eliminating the radio interference 
would be to eliminate the corona discharges. The only practical method of eliminating 
or reducing corona discharges from aircraft passing through regions of high electric 
field intensity is to "clean up" the surface of the plane—perhaps eliminating Insofar 
as possible all sharp corners, edges, etc., at which high gradients might appear. 

If, however, the corona discharges are due to an accumulation of an electric 
charge on the airplane, they may only be eliminated by dissipating the excess charge in 
a manner which does not produce radio Interference. This part of the report deals with 
tests which have been made on various types of charge disslpators which have been pro- 
posed for this application. 

All dischargers may generally be classified as either "self-ionized" or "pre- 
lonized" types. The "self-ionized" type of discharger is that on which ordinary corona 
discharges occur, but through proper selection of physical construction and shape, the 
resulting radio Interference may be kept to a minimum, under this type of discharger 
would be classified the Bendlx discharger, where the noise is reduced by an isolating 
resistor, and other fine-point and wire dischargers, which because of their fine size 
produce a relatively noise-free type of corona. 

There seems to be no self-ionized discharger available today oapable of dissi- 
pating without producing objectionable radio Interference the oharge which accumulates 
on the large, high-speed aircraft now in service. There are, however, several kinds of 
pre-ionlzed disslpators which show considerable promise of being able to dissipate large 
quantities of electricity with little or no radio Interference whatsoever resulting. 
Examples of such preIonized disslpators are the radioactivated, fluid, r-f excited, and 
flame dischargers. Of all disslpators tested by this laboratory, the only kind capable 
of discharging large currents in a rapidly moving alrstroam with absolutely no measur- 
able radio Interference resulting is the "pre-ionlzed" flame discharger. 

The chapters to follow will discuss the characteristics of these various dis- 
chargers with particular emphasis upon the pre-ionlzed radio-activated and flame types. 

IX. POINT AND PINE-WIRE DISCHARGERS 

In this and the following chapters it must be understood that all tests de- 
scribed were made under still-air conditions at atmospheric pressure and normal room 
temperature unless specified to the contrary. Por this reason the practical value of 
much of the data is limited because it is definitely known that the discharge character- 
istics in a moving air stream may be radically different from those obtained in still-air 
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conditions. However, it Is felt that comparative results between two disslpators of 
the same kind would be of the same trend whether made In still or moving air conditions, 
and that accordingly the data obtained are of sufficient value to he Dresented here. 

A study was made to determine the relative noise produced by very small wires as 
compared to the noise produced by blunt objects such as a projecting rivet on an ex- 
tremity of an airplane. The blunt discharge electrode used In these tests was a No. l6 
copper wire, cut at one end with a pair of side cutters at an angle of 45 degrees with 
the axis of the wire. Fine tungsten wires studied for comparison were 0.00053, 0.0012, 
and 0.00246 Inches In diameter. Each discharge electrode under test was mounted at a 
spacing of three Inches and normal to a high voltage plane electrode. It was observed 
that for a given potential on the high-voltage electrode the discharge current resulting 
for each of the three fine wires was substantially the same. The electrode potential re- 
quired to produce the same discharge current from the larger copper wire was approximate- 
ly two kllovolts greater than that needed for the small tungsten wires, the difference 
undoubtedly being due to the dissimilarity In size rather than material. 

The radio Interference produced by the high-voltage discharges from these wires 
for various discharge currents Is shown In Figure 30. When the discharge wire was posi- 
tive the else of the discharge wire had a great influence upon the radio interference. 
The electrical discharge from the small tungsten wires was of the minute burst type 
(Starr's Type l), whereas the positive discharge from the copper wire was in the form of 
long streamers which, because of the mechanisms discussed in Chapter III, are known to 
vroduce severe radio interference. 

When the discharge electrode was negative, the radio Interference resulting for 
a given discharge current was substantially the same for all electrodes tested. For 
this reason, Figure 30 shows only the average radio interference characteristic for the 
negative electrode. 

Comparison of Fine-Wire Discharges with the Bendlx Discharger 

In view of the results of the foregoing section, It was felt that perhaps a dis- 
charger employing very fine wires might yield even better results than the standard Ben- 
dlx tralllng-wlre discharger. In the atill-air conditions of the laboratory this actu- 
ally proved to be the case. Shown for comparison in Figure 31 Is the noise produced at 
the various currents by positive corona discharges from a Bendlx wire, a tungsten wire 
0.0034 Inches In diameter, and a multiple, ring discharger consisting of approximately 
13 small tungsten wires each 0.0012 inches in diameter and mounted in a circular block 
of plastic resistance material. Although no fatigue or other strength tests were made 
on the small tungsten wire, it seems in all outward appearances to be a very tough and 
durable material that might be substituted for the regular standard Bendlx wire. Per- 
haps even a smaller wire could be used with additional reduction in radio interference 
obtaining. Only mechanical limitations would be the determining factor in this direc- 
tion. 

Interesting phenomena were noticed in the Interference produced by the positive 
Bendlx wire due to the particular placement of the wire with respect to the high-voltage 
electrode. Because of this particular placement, corona votold begin first at the far 
end of the wire and then with increasing voltage would gradually extend over its entire 
length. However, due to certain kinds and irregularities in the wire, this spread of 
corona was not at all uniform but. would occur suddenly over Intervals of several inches 
in length. 

It has repeatedly been observed that maximum radio interference from a positive 
point occurs at corona onset because, then, the inductive kinks or long streamers are 
formed. At higher voltages, the Inductive kicks are superseded by a more or less con- 
tinuous burst corona which Inherently produces but little radio Interference. Appar- 
ently then as each section of the Bendlx wire would successively go into corona, it 
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FIGURE 80 
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FIGURE 32 
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vould first produce the streamers mentioned above vlth an accompanying large radio In- 
terference, and then with Increasing voltage the Interference produced by that particu- 
lar section vould gradually decrease until the next section vould go Into corona vlth 
Its Inductive kicks. This p'rocess vould repeat Itself In a similar fashion along the 
vlre until the entire vlre vas enveloped In corona and the end nearest the high-voltage 
electrode vould spark over. 

In the case of the negative discharge electrode, the small tungsten vlre 0.0031* 
Inches In diameter offered some Improvement over the Bendlx vlre. A marked Improvement 
over the Bendlx discharger vas achieved by the ring electrode, as Is shown In Figure 32. 
Although the small tungsten vlre shovs but slight Improvement over the Bendlx vlre Inso- 
far as the noise at any particular current is concerned, there vas a marked reduction 
In the voltage required to produce that current.  Thus, to produce a given current, the 
small tungsten vlre required only about two-thirds the voltage needed by the Bendlx vlre. 

It may be concluded from these experimental comparisons that the special dis- 
charger using the very fine tungsten vires in multiple is far superior to the Bendlx 
type of discharger Insofar as electrical characteristics are concerned. Mechanical 
characteristics may, hovever, prevent the use of a vlre any smaller than that nov used. 
The measurements used vlth the 380,000 ohm Bendlx flexible resistor in series vlth the 
various discharge electrodes indicated that the results were still proportional, so the 
experimental data obtained vlthout the resistor vould apply equally veil If it vere used. 

It is admitted that extremely small vlre such as that used In the ring discharger 
vould be too fragile and delicate to be used aboard an aircraft in its present form. 
Hovever, the important conclusion to be reached from these studies is that all points and 
vires should be made as small as mechanically practical. 

X. RADIOACTIVATED DISCHARGE DEVICES 

Theory of Operation 

A type of pre-ionized discharge device vhlch has definite possibilities is the 
radloactlvated discharger containing radioactive salts of sufficient strength to produce 
Ionisation of the surrounding atmosphere. When this discharger is subjected to an elec- 
tric field, the ions produced In the air by the radiation will move in such a direction 
as to neutralize the electric field. For example, if the discharger Is positively 
charged vlth respect to the surrounding space, the negative ions formed in the atmosphere 
Immediately adjoining the discharger by the alpha radiation will be attracted to the dis- 
charger vhereaa the positive ions vill be repelled, thus eventually neutralizing the 
charge accumulation on the discharger. The same neutralizing action vould occur If the 
polarity of the discharger vere reversed, since then the positive atmospheric ions 
formed by the radiation vould be attracted to the discharger neutralizing the negative 
charge thereon. 

The maximum current vhlch could be discharged through this mechanism vould be 
realized vhen all of the ions of one polarity vere removed by the discharge device. The 
general problem, therefore, in the design of the radioactive type of discharger has been 
to utilize the radium salts in the most efficient manner so that the largest possible 
saturation current can be obtained from a given amount of radium. 

It has been suggested by Dr. Victor F. Hess, of Fordham University, and others 
that thin sheets of radium alloy could be fastened to the outer surface of the aircraft 
in such position that the ions produced vould best be able to reach the metal parts of 
the airplane and thus neutralize any charge bound thereon. Very thin foils have been 
developed by the United States Radium Corporation vhlch reportedly shov an alpha radia- 
tion efficiency of 70 percent of the theoretical value. That is, a saturation discharge 
current of betveen 1.4 and 1.7 microamperes per milligram of radium might be obtained 
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from such folia. The United States Radium Corporation has recently supplied this labora- 
tory with samples of this foil but unfortunately time has not allowed us to make these 
tests In time to be reported upon here.  These sold sheet3 will, however, be studied as 
soon as possible and the experimental results will be ßiven In a later report. 

The major objection to the use of the radloactlvated foil for charge-dissipating 
purposes Is that relatively large quantities of radium salts would be required to dis- 
charge satisfactorily the currents of roughly 100 microamperes which are known to charge 
present-day aircraft. The Canadian Radium and Uranium Corporation has championed the 
use of radloactlvated point and wire dischargers as It Is their opinion that devices of 
this type can be made to discharge the necessary current without producing radio Inter- 
ference and with a considerable saving in the quantity of radium salts required. Tests 
were made in this laboratory on dischargers of this type which were generously supplied 
by Mr. Boris J. Pregel, president of the Canadian Radium and Uranium Corporation, and 
the results will be presented in the following sections. 

No final conclusions should be drawn from these rather preliminary tests as to 
the ultimate success or failure of the radium dischargers for two reasons. First, the 
tests described are for static air conditions—a strong blast of air past the radium 
cup may feasibly change the entire performance.  Second, the physical shape of the dis- 
chargers was in a very early state of development, and alterations in their design may 
change their performance considerably. Nevertheless, It is felt that the phenomena ob- 
served in the study of these devices will be common to a greater or lesser extent to all 
radium dischargers utilizing the same principle. 

Description of Radloactlvated-Cup Discharger 

The essential feature of the two dischargers furnished by the Canadian Radium 
adn Uranium Corporation was the brass cup, containing the radium salts, which.could be 
fastened to the discharge needle point and locked in place by a set screw as Is shown 
in Plgure 38.  Two activated cups were supplied, the smaller cup having an outside di- 
ameter of 1.2^5 cm and the large cup having an outside diameter of I.807 cm.  The inner 
surface of each cup was treated with approximately 1 mg of radium salts and then cov- 
ered with a thin coat of lacquer for protection. The trajectory of the alpha particles 
from the larger cup was estimated to be from 1.5 to 2 cm whereas for the smaller cup, 
the trajectory was from 2 to 2.5 cm. 

Preliminary tests made at atmospheric pressure Indicated that the larger cup 
possessed current and radio interference characteristics which, for all practical pur- 
poses, were Identical to those of the smaller cup. Accordingly all tests described 
hereafter were made on the small cup only, since it was felt that detailed tests made 
on both cups would be unnecessarily repetitious. 

Summary of Tests Made 

The small discharge cup was mounted on Its needle In a Pyrex vacuum chamber con- 
structed especially for the purpose, and the spacing between the high-voltage plate 
electrode and the needle point adjusted to three inches.  Internal pressures ranging 
from 1 atmosphere to 1/2 mm. of Hg were obtainable, and the high-voltage plate elec- 
trode could be supplied with direct potentials of either polarity up to 50 kilovolts. 

The tests may be classified into tnree groups: first, the performance of the 
radioactive cup alone; second, the performance of the cup with a needle projecting 5 mm. 
beyond its surface; and third, the performance of a needle alone.  In all groups, the 
relationship between the current, voltage, and radio Interference at 1, 1/2, and 1/4 
atmosphere was observed. Additional measurements were made of the effect of pressure 
on the discharge current for the cup only, and data are given showing that for a given 
plate-to-cup voltage there exists some pressure at which the lonlzation current is a 
maximum. 
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Discharge Characteristic of Radioactive Cup Only 

From previous studies, the discharge characteristics of a needle point were 
fairly veil known.  It was, therefore, thought advisable to Investigate rather fully the 
behavior of the radloactlvated cup In the absence of a needle point.  The small activated 
cup was therefore placed on the needle so that the surface of Its rim was flush with the 
needle point giving a spacing between the activated cup and the high-voltage plate elec- 
trode of 3 Inches. A fixed potential was then Impressed across the discharger cup and 
plate electrode, the pressure varied from 1 atmosphere down to approximately l/2 cm of 
Hg, and readings of the current and radio-Interference voltages taken. The data ob- 
tained from these tests are shown In Figure 33 for both polarities of discharge as well 
as for plate-to-cup voltages of 5, 2, and 1 kv. 

It Is Interesting that, at the higher pressures, there exists a pressure at 
which the discharge current becomes a maximum. This Is/ apparently, the optimum pres- 
sure for fleld-lntenslfled lonlzatlon by electrons found by Stoletow.* Stoletow observed 
that the pressure at the current maximum varied directly with the electric field. How- 
ever, tests made on the radioactive discharger, the results of whloh are shown In Plgure 
37f Indicated that the optimum pressure varied approximately as the cube root of the ap- 
plied voltage. The lack of agreement with Stoletow1s observations Is probably due to 
space-charge alterations of the non-uniform electric field around the discharger cup. 

Negligible radio-Interference existed at the higher pressures where the discharge 
current was chiefly that due to radioactive lonlzatlon; but as the pressure was further 
reduced, the current was found to Increase quite rapidly If the discharge were of posi- 
tive polarity. Simultaneously with this Increase In current, radio-Interference was ob- 
served. This rapid Increase In current was apparently due to fleld-lntenslfled lonlza- 
tlon by electrons, for, after the current had Increased to several microamperes, a pale 
ring of burst corona could be observed around the rim of the cup, appearing much as In- 
dicated In the photograph of Figure 39 (b). 

When the cup was negative, the Increase In current with decreasing pressure oc- 
curred very suddenly. When the potential difference between the discharger and the 
plate was 5 kv, a spark suddenly formed as the pressure was reduced to 22 mm of Hg. 
This Is mentioned because normally, at atmospheric pressures at least, the sparking po- 
tential of the negative point Is somewhat greater than the sparking potential of the 
positive point. 

Another Interesting characteristic of the data presented In Figure 33, which is 
worthy of note, Is that the radioactive lonlzatlon currents (that Is, the current for 
pressures greater than 10 cm of Hg) are nearly Identical for both positive and negative 
polarity. At the lower pressures, however, distinctly different mechanisms of corona 
discharge account for the differences observed In the discharge characteristics at 
those pressures. Whereas a burst-corona glow was visible at the rim of the cup for the 
positive polarity, no visible glow was observed on the negative cup for the data shown 
In Figure 33. 

The next phase In the Investigation dealt with the discharge current and radio- 
Interference as a function of the plate-to-cup potential for pressures of 1, l/2, and 
1/4 atmosphere. The data obtained for the positive cup are Indicated graphically In 
Figure 34.  It Is Interesting that the general shape of the discharge curve Is not al- 
tered materially but simply displaced In both the horizontal and vertical directions by 
an amount roughly corresponding to the logarithm of the pressure ratio.  It should also 
be noticed that the slope of the curves for the low potentials Is unity which Indicates 
that the gap resistance Is constant. Also, if one will examine the curves at an abscissa 
of 2 kv, he will observe that the discharge current at 1/2 atmosphere pressure Is greater 
than that obtaining at 1 or 1/4 atmospheres pressure. From the behavior of the discharge 

*A. Stoletow, J. d. Physique, 9,  468, 1890. 
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FIGURE  33. 
DISCHARGE CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE 
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curves in this region, it become a apparent why a maximal current obtains at some optimum 
pressure. 

It has already been pointed out that no measurable radio-interference vas pro- 
duced by the discharge current until cumulative Ionisation began to occur as indicated 
by the very rapidly Increasing current characteristic. 

The radio-interference data for the same measurements shown in Figure» 33 (a) 
and 3^ are plotted as a function of discharge current in Figure 35. The important point 
to be gathered from this figure is that, for practical purposes, the radio-interference 
varies directly with the discharge current and is Independent of the atmospheric pres- 
sure. The radio-interference itself is due to the burst type of corona which, because 
of the external lonizatlon, can commence immediately at onset without the advent of the 
more usual corona streamers. Apparently, each corona burst constitutes a definite charge 
and also produces a more or less definite amount of radio-interference. Further indica- 
tion that this is the case is found in Figure k2  which shows the radio-interference pro- 
duced by the burst corona from a radiated needle point. 

The negative discharge current as a function of plate-to-cup voltage is shown in 
Figure 36. Here, because of the effect of sapce charge and the negative-corona mechanism, 
the Increase in discharge current at onset is found to be much more abrupt than in the 
case of the positive discharge cup. The sudden increase in current at onset was accom- 
panied both by severe radio-interference and also by corona on the rim of the cup as 
shown in Figure 38* The radio-interference was, in general, several hundred times as 
great as the positive-discharge radio-interference obtaining for the same current. Be- 
cause of the carrier-like behavior of the negative point discharge interference, it is 
practically Impossible to make measurements of the magnitude of the interference which 
have any meaning. It is sufficient to point out that the appearance of the cathode spot 
on the cup's rim was accompanied by very severe radio-interference. 

The negative-cup corona, three photographs of which are shown in Figure 38, was 
a fascinating thing to study. At onset, only one cathode spot would appear. With in- 
creasing voltages other spots would appear, and, because of the space-charge distortion 
of the electric field, the spots would space themselves at equal distances around the 
periphery of the rim of the cup. Figure 38 illustrates not only the equal spacing of 
these spots under various conditions, but also illustrates the growth of the ionized 
region as the pressure is reduced. For a given discharge current, the physical dimen- 
sions of the corona plume seemed to vary roughly as the Inverse of the pressure. 

The photographs of Figure 39 illustrate the appearance of the corona when the 
discharge cup was made positive with respect to the plate electrode. All three photo- 
graphs show the burst corona completely covering the upper rim of the cup, and, in addi- 
tion, it will be noted that Figure 39 (a) shows several positive streamers. Streamer 
formation of this type produces extremely severe radio-interference. The radio-inter- 
ference factor of 350 microvolts as recorded for this particular condition is an average 
value; the peak interference would undoubtedly be much greater. Figure 39 also illus- 
trates the growth in the physical size of the burst pulses with a decrease in pressure. 
At very low pressures, the burst pulses cover most of the surface of the cup. 

Characteristics of Radloactlvated Needle-Point Discharges 

In this phase of the investigation, the cup was adjusted so that the needle 
point projected 5 mm beyond its surface. The spacing between the needle point and the 
plate electrode was maintained at 3 Inches. Each test was made twice, first using the 
radloactlvated cup, and then using the unactivated cup. Unfortunately, the two cups 
were not identically shaped so that the results obtained from this series of tests may 
not be exactly comparable. 

Figure 40 compares the activated and unactivated needle-point current-discharge 
characteristics at 1, 1/2, and 1/4 atmospheres pressure. At voltages below corona onset, 
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FIGURE 35. 

RADIOACTIVATED CUP DISCHARGER CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF VOLTAGE. 
POSITIVE POLARITY. 
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FIGURE 36. 

RADIOACTIVATED CUP DISCHARGER CURRENT AS A FUNTION OF VOLTAGE. 

NEGATIVE POLARITY. 
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FIGURE 40.   EFFECT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 
ON NEGATIVE NEEDLE-POINT DISCHARGE. 
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the radloactivated cup could discharge, without radio-interference, a current of from 
0.2 to 0.5 of a microampere which would definitely be of some advantage in discharging 
aircraft*. Even after corona onset, the radio-activation of the discharge point materi- 
ally increases the current.  However, at current values greater than 2 microamperes 
approximately, the effect of the radiation becomes Increasingly less until, at the maxi- 
mum current value studied, the discharge current for both the activated and unactivated 
points are found to be nearly Identical. 

When the needle point was made positive, the discharge characteristics as shown 
in Figure 41 were found to be very similar to those obtaining for the negative points. 
An Important difference, however, is that for the positive point discharges, the radio- 
activation increases the current to a somewhat greater extent than obtaining for the 
negative needle point. 

Figure 42 shows the radio-Interference produced by the radiated-posltive-polnt 
discharge as a function of discharge current for the three pressures heretofore used. 
For all noise data shown on this graph, the burst corona existed entirely at the needle 
point (Starr's Type 1 discharge).  It is because of this very localized type of dis- 
charge and the resulting strong space charge that the experimental data shown do not 
follow the dotted straight line.  Even so, there is a remarkable correspondence between 
the data of Figure 42 and the data of Figure 34. 

Figure 43 shows the radio-interference as a function of discharge current for 
the unactivated needle point.  The saddle-like shape of these curves has an exaplana- 
tion, but one would not expect to find less radio-interference than occurred in the 
radiated points.  The reasons for this very unusual behavior should be Investigated 
more thoroughly.  The explanation of the Initial high noise value is that, at corona 
onset, small positive streamers are formed prior to the more or less steady burst corona 
occurring at higher currents. 

No Interference data have thus far been given for the negative point discharge 
for the simple reason that no single number can be used to designate the radio-interfer- 
ence of the negative discharge because of its discontinuous frequency spectrum. However, 
certain startling information as to the frequency with which the negative corona bursts 
occur was obtained.  The first negative point data to be taken were those for the unac- 
tivated cup at atmospheric pressure as shown in Figure 40.  At the maximum current and 
voltage value recorded the corona bursts were occurring at a rate of 4.3 million bursts 
per second.  This Indicated that each corona burst constituted a charge of approximately 
10 micro-microcoulombs.  Similar data were obtained at 1/2 atmosphere when, for the 
maximum current value Indicated, the burst frequency was found to be 3.9 million bursts 
per second giving an average charge per burst of approximately 11 micro-microcoulombs. 
Unfortunately, in reducing the pressure to 1/4 atmosphere, a spark-over occurred which 
apparently burnt the end of the needle point so that the maximum discharge frequency ob- 
served at 1/4 atmosphere was only 2.0 million bursts per second, giving an average charge 
of 38 micro-microcoulombs per burst. 

Similar measurements made on the radloactivated needle point at one atmosphere 
gave a maximum burst frequency of 660,000 bursts per second at an average charge of 54 
micro-microcoulombs per burst; at 1/2 atmosphere pressure of 760,000 bursts per second 
at an average charge of approximately 55 micro-microcoulombs per burst; and at 1/4 at- 
mosphere pressure a maximum frequency of 670,000 bursts per second at an average charge 
of approximately 60 micro-microcoulombs per burst. 

Other tests have indicated that there is a gradual corrosion of the steel needle 
point which makes interpretation of the above data rather difficult. We have manufac- 
tured a gold needle point and we hope to definitely ascertain whether the radiation of 
the needle poinc does decrease the frequency with which the negative bursts occur. 
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FIGURE 41.   EFFECT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 
ON POSITIVE NEEDLE-POINT DISCHARGE. 
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RADI0ACTIVATED-P0SITIVE-P0INT-DI8CHAR0E RADIO 
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FIGURE 43. 

UNACTIVATED-POSITIVE-POINT-DISCHARGE RADIO INTERFERENCE AS A 
FUNCTION OF DISCHARGE CURRENT. 
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FIGURE 44. 

UNACTIVATED-POSITIVE»NEEDLE-POINT-DISCHARGE RADIO 
INTERFERENCE AS A FUNCTION OF DISCHARGE CURRENT. 
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Discharge Characteristica of Needle Point Only 

To complete the study, the discharge characteristics of a needle point without 
a cup backing vere studied. The current-voltage characteristics resemble very much 
those shown for the unactivated cup in Figures 40 and 4l, and accordingly are not given 
here. However, Figure 44 does show the radio-interference produced by a positive needle 
point discharge. The general shape of these radio-interference curves is quite similar 
to those given in Figure 43 for the unactivated needle point discharges. Because of the 
smaller applied voltage necessary to produce corona oh the needle point without the large 
cup backing, the interference at onset is somewhat leas. During the time that the data 
of Figure 44 were being taken, additional corrosion of the needle occurred. Neverthe- 
less, the maximum frequency of discharge observed at 1/4 atmosphere was 630,000 bursts 
per second giving a charge per burst of approximately 70 micro-mlcrocoulombs. 

Conclusions 

The most important conclusion to be reached from these investigations is that 
radiation of a positive discharge electrode results In burst corona which produces a 
radio-interference proportional to the current but apparently independent of both pres- 
sure and discharge-electrode geometry. The radio-interference produced by this positive 
burst-corona would be negligible for all practical applications. 

Except for the field-intensified ionization current of roughly 0.5 microamperes, 
radiation of the negative discharge electrode did not seem to materially reduce the 
radio-interference. 

A phenomenon which should be verified and studied further is the apparent in- 
crease in radio interference resulting from radiation of the space surrounding a sharp, 
slender positive point. A tentative conclusion to be drawn from this effect is that, 
for certain types of positive fine-wire discharges operating in a limited current range, 
radiation of the point by radioactive material can actually increase the radio-interfer- 
ence produced by the discharge. 

V 

XT. FLAME DISCHARGERS 

Summary 

The pre-lonized discharger employing a high-temperature oxyaeetylene flame at 
the end of a long slender conducting electrode has proven to be the best discharge de- 
vice yet tested. Experiments have Indicated that it is capable of discharging currents 
of 50 microamperes or more at atmospheric pressure and in a high-velocity wind stream 
without producing measurable radio Interference. 

Although the theory of a stationary flame produced in a combustible gas mixture 
issuing from an orifice is discussed, the phenomena of combustion in an electric field 
is not well understood for the possible reactions and combustion products are very 
numerous and complex. A clue as to the possible constituents of an oxyaeetylene flame 
in the presence of an electric field is to be found in Table I, which lists the possible 
ions formed from the flame constituents as arranged in the order of their ionization 
potentials.  It is observed that the ionic constituents are predominatly positive, which 
accounts for the difference in behavior of the positive and negative flame dischargers 
observed experimentally.  It is shown that in still air, where space charge effects be- 
come of great importance, the discharge current flowing between the flame and a large 
plate electrode spaced at some distance from the tip of the flame will vary almost ex- 
actly as the square of the potential difference between the flame electrode and the 
plate electrode—i.e., I - B x V8. Since B, the second flame-conduct ion coefficient, is 
substantially constant for any particular flame-spacing configuration, an entire voltage- 
current characteristic may be represented by a particular value of B, and accordingly a 
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study of the effects of flame length, flame spacing, and burner spacing on B shows that 
there exists an "effective flame center," the spacing to which determines the discharge 
current at a given applied potential difference. 

Data are also given showing the Increase In discharge current produced by a wind 
stream at one-atmosphere pressure past the flame electrode.  It Is apparent that the 
hlgh-veloc'.ty wind stream greatly reduces the space charge around a positive flame, thus 
allowing much larger currents to flow at comparatively low potentials. 

Theory of the Stationary Flame 

The simple Bunsen burner provides a good starting point for a discussion of the 
physical theory of a flame formation and the various factors which control the shape of 
the flame.  For this type of burner, as well as all others In which we are Interested, 
a combustible mixture of gas escapes from an orifice Into the atmosphere where It Is 
allowed to burn.  In certain regions the stream of gas leaving the orifice may have a 
velocity greater than the velocity of propagation of the flame which Is consequently 
carried along with the gas stream.  But at the boundary of the stream, where It meets 
the atmosphere, minute eddies may be formed which decrease the velocity of the combus- 
tible gas so that the flame upon reaching these boundary zones may be able to travel 
back toward the rim of the orifice, providing dilution of the gas at the boundary layer 
has not rendered the mixture noncombustlble.  If the gas flow Is laminar and steady, the 
flame will then form a cone of fixed position and shape.  Obviously the shape of this 
cone depends upon the velocity of the various gases In the flame as well as the rate of 
propagation of the flame front, 
marlzed. 

These relations as given by Mache  will now be sum- 

It Is concolvable that the various factors Influencing the shape of the Bunsen 
cone are Identical with those operating In the oxyacetylene flame of a discharger. 
These factors will, therefore, be considered In some detail and quantitative expressions 
will be derived for the relations between the various velocities occurring In the flame 
processes. 

A portion of the Bunsen flame Is shown diagrarrnatically In Figure 4^.  The shape 
of the cone Is determined largely by the burning velocity at the various points and the 
distribution of the stream velocity.  Upon consideration It Is apparent that the cone 
will assume a shape such that the components of the gas velocity normal to Its surface 
must equal the burning velocity (the velocity of the unburned gases relative to the 
flame front). 

With reference to Figure 4^ Illustrating the Bunsen flame, the following quanti- 
ties are defined: 

Uu  Velocity of the unburned gas 

Uv  Velocity of the burned gas 

Su  The burning velocity (velocity of unburned gas with respect to the flame 
front) 

Sv  The flame speed (velocity of the burned gas with respect to the flame front) 

a   Angle of flame front with respect to unburned gas flow 

ß   Angle of direction of gas flow on burned side with the reaction zone (at 
flame front) 

^u  Density of unburned gas 

pb  Density of burned gas 

Ctn a  = \/(Uu/Su)s - 1 (1) 
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A curious reaction of the gas flow in the reaction zone is observed.  It is due 
to the change of density of the gas as it burns and expands.  The mass of the gas enter- 
ing the reaction zone must equal the mass leaving it so that 

Pu Su ■ PbSb (.') 

Since the reaction zone is very narrow there can be no change of the components of the 
gas velocity In the plane of the reaction zone, so that Uu cos a = Üb cos ß.  This may 
be written as 

Uu 
sin a 
tan a 

- Ub 
sin 6 
tan ß 

Pu _ tan ß 
Pb " tan a 

(3) 

(*) 

This relation provides a method whereby the density of the flame of various in- 
terior points might be measured, for if the paths (0 - 0' of Figure k$)   followed by some 
fine particles of carbonaceous material were observed after they had become incandescent 
from passing through the reaction zone, the angle ß is easily measured and the relative 
density at the point in question may then be calculated.  As the burned gas moves away 
from the reaction zone of the flame, it expands and the horizontal velocity component is 
decreased.  The upward velocity component, however, remains almost unchanged for a while 
and consequently the lines of flow all curve upward. 

In the above discussion other factors such as the redistribution of flow veloc- 
ities of the gas upon emerging from the tube and the back pressure exerted by the. off- 
streaming burned gas have not been considered. With regard to this last factor, rough 
calculations show that the change In pressure occurring over the reaction zone is negli- 
gible for burning velocities which are slow when compared to the speed of a sound wave 
In the same medium. Measurements indicate this back pressure to be roughly one milli- 
meter of mercury in the case of an oxyacetylene flame.  It shruld be realized, however, 
that where the factors considered are entirely adequate lnsofur as a regular Bunsen 
flame of coal gas and air is concerned, it is entirely possible that other factors of 
considerable importance may be acting in the oxyacetylene flame. 

Combustion Processes In an Electric Field 

The chemistry and physics of a flame subjected to an Intense electric field are 
but little understood.  Even the process of combustion alone Is a very complex phenomenum 
according to the latest theories Involving "material and energy chain reactlcns with 
their many complicated and transitory by-products." When the phenomenon is altered by 
subjecting the flame to an intense electric field, it becomes of such complexity that 
virtually none but the roughest type of qualitative physical analysis is possible. 

However, It is known13 that "molecules will lose one or two electrons and form 
single- and double-charged (positive) Ions; they will dissociate Into smaller fragments 
by electron Impact; they and their dissociation products will undergo a process of 
•building-up1 to structures of higher molecular weight. Molecules and their dissocia- 
tion and aggregation products will add electrons a*vi they will form negatively charged 
ions." 

Further experimental evidence that the process of combustion is actually an 
electro-chemical reaction is seen from the fact that the propagation of the flame Is 
largely dependent upon the positive-ion concentration therein.  A flame will usually be 
attracted toward an electrode which Is negatively charged with respect to the flame.  If 
the electric field Is sufficiently intense, the positive ions will be drawn away from the 
reaction zone faster than the flame can follow so that, assuming the positive Ion to be 
favorable to the combustion process, the combustion Is limited and the flame becomes, 
with Increasing potential, rather weak and erratic In appearance until It Is eventually 
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Voltage » 10 KV. 

Type ** Acetylene Flame, 
Ring-shaped Cathode 2^" 
Internal Diameter. Flame 
Directed through Center. 

Voltage - 0 KV. 

. 

Voltage = 20 KV. 

Figure U6. Effect of Electric Field on Positive Flame. 
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Extinguished. Figure 46 shows the effect of an electric field on a positive, type 4 
acetylene flame.* 

The anode In this case was a metallic ring 2-1 inches in Internal diameter, and 
the flame was adjusted to pass through its center and a normal to the plane of the ring 
electrode.  With no voltage applied, the flame was very long and slender *lth large 
quantities of dense carbon smoke and streamers ascending with the heated gases from the 
pointed tip. 

When a negative voltage of 10 kv. was applied to the ring, the smoke almost 
entirely disappeared and the end of the flame developed a finned appearence. The fins 
themselves were very thin, and because of the Increased surface area seemed to allow 

rather complete combustion—hence the disappearance of the carbonaceous smoke.  At higher 
voltages the finned appearance became somewhat less, probably because the Intense elec- 
tric field acting on the eiges of the fins removed the positive ions so rapidly that the 
combustion could not follow. 

Even without a flame, an electrical discharge is sufficient to produce various 
ions from the molecules of the constituents of the gas and thus through mass spectro- 
scopy many ions have been observed.  Table 1 gives many of the possible ions which may 
be formed from the product? of combustion of the oxyacetylene flame, arranged in order 
of their lonizatlon potentials. 

TABLE I 

Possible Ions Formed by Oxyacetylene 
Flame and lonizatlon Potentials 

lonizatlon Potential 
(Electron Volts) 

Ion or Reaction 
Sourcet 

(see footnotes for 
meaning of symbols) 

64.2 C    + 

58.5 C    + 
54.5 
54.2 c?+ + 
31.2 c ++ 
49.7 

tf. 48.  + 2 
45.5 cV* 4?.0 
42.7 c+ + 

40.5 
ct + 

37.4 N+    + 

++ o+A 

0 
+ 0  + 
+ 0 

♦ 4-E. 

N 

D 
C 
E 
D 

D 
D 
A 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 

tCrlockler and Lind, "The Electro-Chemistry of Oases and Other Dielectrics," John Wiley & Son, N.^w York, 

Source code is as follows: 

A - Hydrogen C - Carbon monoxide E - Air 
B - Water D - Carbon dioxide 

For convenience, the acetylene flames obtained for various amounts of oxygen may be classified into 
four groups, each determined from certain obvious characteristics. They are: 

(1) Complete combustion at inner cone. This is the welding type of flame (approximately fiO percent 
oxygen). 

(2) A second cone apparent with Just a trace of yellow (approximately 30 percent oxy^n). 
(3) A brilliant, white flame (10 percent oxygen approximately). 

(4) A diffusion flame, all acetylene and much smoke (no oxygen). 

no 
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TABLE I (Continued) 

Ionlzation Potential 
(Electron Volts) 

Ion or Reaction 

34.7 
54.? 
55-5 
35.2 
33.0 
31.4 
28.5 
26 + 1 
24.Ö 
22.9 
22.2 
20.5 
20.5 
20.4 
20.0 
19.6 
19.2 
18.8 
17.9 
17.9 
17.5 
lb.9 
15.65 
15-5 
15.5 
14.4 
14.1 
15.0 
12.9 
12.5 
12.2 
9.5 
9.4 
7.5 
7-5 
7.1 
6.6 
5.8 
4.2 
2.5 
2.2 

-0.8? 
-2.5? 
-9.5 

-11.5 
-17.5 
-18.7 

Source'*' 
(see footnotes  for 
meaning of symbols) 

cf   +0
+ 

H20   —   Ha 
C?       *    ? 

N       +    H 
02   —»   0       + 
2§ 

C     +    0    +    c 
H       +    K.E. 
C    +    0 
N      +    N 
C*     4-    0" 

°+ 
0+0 
CO       +    0     , 
co2 

„c? 
c_o2 

0 
2C0 0e 

H34 

a 
CO- 
COa. 
COa 
co4 
HaO 
C0| 
Oa 
COa 
co; 

coT 

HaO" 
COa 

COa^ 
COa 

?♦ ♦ 

COa 
COa 

CO 
COa' 

++ 
►+" 

++ 

o+   + 

C    +    0 +0 
C +* 0" 
c + 0+ 

N*     +    N 

°I + ° 
C       +    0 

OH    +    H- 
CO       +    0 
C?++    0 
C +    °++ 

CJ++    0 
o+o  +  o 
co++   ++0 
C     +    0       +     0 
C      +    0      +    0 

C    ++    0 
CO       +     0 

c 
B 
D 
E 
E 
A 
D 
A 
C 
E 
C 
E 
C 
D 
D 
D 
B 
B 
A 
A 
B 
A 
E 
C 
D 
D 
C 
B 
D 
E 
D 
C 
C 
E 
E 
C 
B 
D 
D 
C 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
C 
D 
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It la seen from the above that many different kinds of lona may be formed from 
the constituents of the acetylene flame. The ease with which they are formed Is Indi- 
cated by the lonization potential given In each case. Although expressed In volts, the 
lonlzatlon potential actually represents an energy being equal to the work acquired by 
an electron In falling through that potential difference. If Inelastic collisions are 
assumed, It Is apparent that for considerable lonlzatlon the electric gradient must be 
such that the potential drop over a distance of one mean-free-path of the Ionizing par- 
ticle possessing one electronic charge, must be roughly equal to the lonlzatlon poten- 
tial required for that reaction.* 

It should be kept In mind, however, that mass spectrogrpahy measurements are 
necessarily made at very low pressures and that the Ionic production may not be directly 
comparable to that occurring for the pressures at which the flame discharger would oper- 
ate.  Nevertheless, the mass spectrographic analysis Is the best that Is available at 
the present and should servo as a satisfactory working guide. 

Desirable Properties of the Discharger Flame 

Now, whereas the Ions discussed above could be produced as a result of an In- 
tense electric field literally tearing the molecules to pieces, just the opposite should 
obtain if a flame Is to discharge silently large quantities of electricity; that is, a 
copious supply of Ions should be present to neutralize any Intense field which might 
tend to develop.  In the reference by Glockler and Llnd Is found the statement that, 
"flames undoubtedly are conducting and a separation of electrical charges accompany the 
reaction taking place In the flame. But lonlzatlon occurring In flames Is most probably 
produced Indirectly by the high temperature of the process, and It Is not necessarily a 
primary act related to the Intrinsic chemical change." 

Even so, there seems to be some relationship between the electric field and the 
temperature of the flame.  Other Investlgatorst have found that the effect of the field 
was to reduce the flame temperature In all cases investigated.  The greatest effect was 
found for lean mixtures and the smallest for rich mixtures.  Thus, for ethylene the tem- 
perature lowering for a lean mixture was 116° and for a rich mixture only 12°.  These 
same Investigators found that a low-temperature flame of carbon-dlsulflde vapor was un- 
affected by an electric fiel.', but that a high-temperature flame of the same combustible 
vapor was deflected toward the negative electrode as were the flames of all other com- 
bustibles Investigated. 

From the foregoing It seems fairly evident that the best type of discharger flame 
w.-uld be one possessing a very high flame temperature. The flame temperatures of several 
different combustibles as given by Lewis and Von Elbe are tabulated In Table 2. 

The hottest flame shown In Tp.ble 2 Is the oxygen-diluted W percent acetylene 
flame. Nevertheless, there are certain advantages to be gained If an alr-dlluted flame 
could be made to perform satisfactorily, since the need for oxygen storing and regulating 
equipment Is then obviated.  Butane and isobutane fuels seem particularly desirable be- 
cause of the very small ratio of fuel-to-alr that may be used to give the desired flame 
temperature.  The chief objection to an air-diluted flame that has been observed so far 
Is the inherent slow-burning velocity of the flame which leaves it susceptible to the 
motion of the surrounding atmosphere. The velocity of propagation of the flames suitable 
for discharge use is, therefore, one of their most important properties and will now be 
briefly considered. 

It should perhaps be pointed out at this time that the most likely source of 
radio interference from a flame discharge electrode is the very thin layer of unburned 
gas between the flame proper and the metal tip of the burner electrode. This narrow 

«Actually, because of cumulative lonization and excitation, the necessary potential drop nay br   obtained 
over several mean free paths. 

tLevis and Kventz, Journal of American Chenistry Society, Vol. 5|j, p. 931*, 1933- 
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TABLE II 

Flame Temperatures of Combustibles 

Combustible Dilutent 
Percent 

Combustible 
Flame Temperature 

°C. 

Hydrogen 

Hydrogen atoms 

Carbon monoxide 

Methane 

Ethane 

Propane 

Butane 

Iso-butane 

Acetylene 

Ethylene 

Propylene 

Butylene 

Mixed coal gas 

Air 
02 

Air 

0? 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 
0a 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

31.6 
67.0 
78.0 

20.0 
32.0 
55.0 
20.0 
70.0 

10.0 

5.8 

*.15 

3.2 

3.2 

9.0 
18.0 
44.0 
50.0 

7.0 

4.5 

3.4 

17.6 

2045 
2487 
2660 

3760* 

1650 
2100 
1560 
1850 
2925 

1875 

1895 

1925 

1895 

1900 

2325 
2927 
3137 
2927 

1975 

1935 

1930 

1918 

•Estimated for hydrogen torch hy Lanßmuir. Included here only for comparison. 

region of gas serves somewhat as an Insulator, and If It is sufficiently thick will 
suffer dielectric breakdown when the flame Is subjected to an electric field. Accom- 
panying this breakdown is radio Interference of great severity. This effect was ob- 
served for slow-burning fuels In air. Fortunately, It was found that the oxyacetylene 
flame burned with such a high velocity (1,100 feet per second) that apparently Intimate 
contact between the flame and burner tip results. Furthermore, because of the very high 
burning velocity the speed of the gases leaving the orifice may be made very great with 
the result that the motion of the surrounding atmosphere has but little effect upon the 
inner cone of the flame. 

It was felt that an experimental determination of the external wind velocity 
required to extinguish the acetylene flame would be of much more significance than the 
more theoretical determinations based on the burning velocity of the mixture. Through 
the generous assistance of the Department of Mechanical Engineering of this college, an 
automotive-type supercharger driven by a variable-speed d-c motor was made available to 
supply very large quantities of air with a high velocity. The velocity of the air- 
stream at the exhaust nozzle was calculated from measurements made on the rate of air 
intake as well as traverse readings taken with an Impact tube. 

When the burner electrode was placed In line with the air stream, air velocities 
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of greater than 300 miles per hour (maximum speed available) did not extinguish the 
flame because of the shielding effect exhibited by the electrode itself.  Attnetion was 
then focused upon the velocity of the cross wind required to extinguish the flame, and 
it was found that velocities of more than 300 miles per hour could be successfully with- 
stood provided the oxygen content of the flame was Increased slightly above that of a 
neutral mixture. 

Observations were also made with the flame directed into the air blast.  In 
several cases the flame was extinguished with an air velocity of approximately 150 miles 
per hour. Inasmuch as the torch was operating at only three or four pounds pressure in 
each of these cases, it was thought that the flame was perhaps being extinguished by the 
large impact pressure of the high velocity air striking the burner tip and literally pre- 
senting the gas from leaving the orifice. This was definitely shown to be true, for when 
the oxygen and acetylene pressure feeding the torch was doubled, the blowout velocity in- 
creased to 254 miles per hour. 

This completes the discussion of the physical features of the flame discharger. 
The results of 31--dies made of its electrical characteristics under still ana moving air 
condj ions will now be given. 

Still-Air Characteristics of Flame Discharger 

In the discussion to follow, tie Tallowing terms will te unod: 

Flame length*.  The visual length of the flame from the burner tip to the flame 
tip when examined in a darkened room against a black background. 

lame spacing: The perpendicular distance between the plane electrode and the 
flame tip when viewed in a darkened room against a black back- 
ground . 

Burner spacing: The perpendicular distance between the plane electrode and the 
burner tip. 

In an effort to determine which part of the flame wa3 most effective in contri- 
buting to the current discharge, an extensive series of tests was made on the discharge 
characteristics of flames of various length, each at several spaclngs. Voltage-current 
characteristics of neutral (Type 1) flames 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, a::d 10.0 inches In length were 
measured, each over a similar range of plane-to-flame spaclngs. 

Typical characteristics for a positive and negative 2.5-inch flame are shown in 
Figures 47 and 48, respectively.  Since, as shown in the next paragraph, each character- 
istic can be represented with sufficient accuracy by a single number, B, the many other 
characteristics taken for flames of other lengths will not be given here as they are 
identical in form to those of Figures 47 and 48. 

An outstanding property of all voltage-current characteristics obtained for 
both positive and negative flames is that all characteristics when plotted on rectangular 
paper formed almost perfect parabolas. Furthermore, since the vertex of the parabola 
vas at the origin, the same- curves plotted on logarithmic curve paper become a straight 
line having a slope of two. Because of this rather unexpected property, all voltage- 
current characteristics could quite accurately be represented by the relation 

I - AV + BV2 

where I is the discharge current and V is the voltage difference between the plate and 
the burner electrodes. 

If now, the flame conductance Is defined by 0 » I/V, it follows that 

G - A + BV 

and It is seen that the flame conductance is composed of two components; one component 
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FIGURE 47. 
CHARACTERISTIC V-l CURVES FOR 2.S-INCH POSITIVE   FLAME. 
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r FIGURE 48 
CHARACTERISTIC   V-l CURVES FOR 2.5-INCH NEGATIVE   FLAME. 
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which i3 constant, and a second component which varies directly with the applied voltage. 

The A and B which best represent the G's obtaining for a given current-voltage 
characteristic may be calculated from the formulas, 

ZV2 - 21 
A = 

B 

IG ZV 
N ZV2 - (ZV)' 

Nil  - ZG 
NZVZ -  (ZV) 

ZV 

(5) 

(6) 

where N is the number of experimental points taken alone the characteristic.  The values 
of A and B given by the above equations are those which yield the least error In the 
sense of least squares in predicting G.  The same coefficient may be used in the equa- 
tion predicting the current from the voltage, but In this case, the error in the current 
prediction will be weighted inversely as the voltage. 

It was discovered that at the time these data were taken, there existed, un- 
fortunately, a small leakage current through the insulation of the measuring equipment 
so that all current values recorded were consistently high by approximately 0.01 micro- 
amperes.  It was observed that in most cases this correction would serve to straighten 
the voltage-current characteristics, such as those shown in Figures 47 and 48.  This 
would indicate that the constant conductance, A, was needed only to account approxi- 
mately for this leakage current, and that for all except the highest values of voltage, 
the true flame discharge current may quite accurately be represented by 

I = BV2 (7) 

whore B may be calculated from the formula already given, and will hereafter be referred 
tc as the second flame-conduction coefficient. 

Effective Flame Center of Postlve and Negative Flames 

The use of the second flame-conduction coefficient, B, facilitates considerably 
the study of the effect of flame length, spacing, etc.  In Figures 49, 50 and 51 these 
coefficients are shown as the function of flame length, flame spacing and burner spacing 
for the case of a positive flame.  It is rather surprising that for the positive flame, 
the flame length, flame spacing and flame size have comparative little effect on the 
discharge currents.  Indeed, It is found that the discharge current at a given voltage 
is determined chiefly by the spacing between the burner tip and the plate electrode. 
In other words, it is the apparent voltage gradient near the burner tip which deter- 
mines the discharge current.  On the other hand, the negative-flame conduction coeffi- 
cient shown in Figures 52, 53 and 54 show definitely that for the negative polarity it 
is the flame spacing which is instrumental In controlling the discharge current. 

By trial and error it was found that an effective flame center could be located 
such that the B's, when plotted as a function of the spacing between the high-voltage 
electrode and this effective flame center, would all group themselves into two curves, 
one for each polarity of flame.  For the positive flame, this effective center was 
about 0.2 of the flame length from the burner tip, whereas for the negative flame the 
effective center wa3 0.6 of the flame length from the burner tip.  The second flame- 
conduction coefficient as plotted against these effective spaclngs are shown in Figure 

55. 
From these data it may be deduced that the positive flame Itself Is rather a 

poor conductor, so that it is the electric field at the burner tip which determines the 
curve.  In the case of the negative flame, the flame i.tself is a good conductor and It 
Is therefore the spacing to the off-streaming gases which determines the discharge cur- 
rent. This is exactly the effect which would be expected If the ions in the flame are 
truly those listed In Table 1. 
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r FIGURE 49. 

POSITIVE   FLAME-CONDUCTION COEFFICIENT AS A 
FUNCTION OF FLAME LENGTH 
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FIGURE  50. 
POSITIVE FLAME CONDUCTION COEFFICIENT AS A 

FUNCTION OF BURNER SPACING 
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FIGURE 51. 
POSITIVE FLAME-CONDUCTION COEFFICENT AS A 

FUNCTION OF PLANE-TO- FLAME SPACING 
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FIGURE 52 
NEGATIVE-FLAME-CONDUCTION COEFFICIENT AS A 

FUNCTION OF FLAME LENGTH 
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FIGURE 03 

NEGATIVE-FLAME-CONDUCTION COEFFICIENT AS  A 
FUNCTION OF BURNER SPACINO 
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FIGURE 64 
NEGATIVE-FLAME-CONDUCTION COEFFICIENT AS A 

FUNCTION OF FLAME SPACING 
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FIGURE 55 
SECOND-FLAME-CONDUCTION COEFFICIENTS  AS 

FUNCTIONS OF EFFECTIVE-FLAME-CENTER SPACING FOR 
TYPE I OXY-ACETYLENE FLAME 
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El'f>'jt r_Sp_aci   Charge    :. F  ■,.:■■   !■;   •   ■ :•-•;■ 

From the foregoing discussion, it is very apparent that the ionic space-charge 
must be of considerable importance in controlling the dlscharce from the flame. Accord- 
ingly an attempt will be made in this section to investigate the effect of the space 
charge on the flame V-I characteristic. While it is openly admitted that the analysis 
to follow is not exact, it is believed that it leads to results which resemble, however 
approximately, t.iose actually obtaining and, provided its limitations are considered, it 
is of lntere.st and value in understanding the basic factors influencing the flame-dis- 
charge phenomena. 

Since the motion of all charges through space Is comparatively slow, the problem 
is essentially one in electrostatics. It is known that the potential at any point in 
space around the flame must satisfy Poluson's equation 

7*V 
ko 

(8) 

where V is the potential in volts, p is the charge density in coulombs per cubic meter, 
and ko is the permittivity of free 3pace equal to l/(36n x 109) farad/meter. 

To 3et up the problem, it will be assumed that the flame and burner electrode 
may bo represented by a paraboloidal surface of revolution, as may also the high-voltage 
electrode.  Accordingly, by equation (1?) of appendix I, equation (8) may be written aa, 

2(u + v) 

Some radical assumptions must now be made. 

[L   ftv\    a   /0av\    (i       i\ a^v 1     P 

dV 
First,   it will bu a3 3umed that — 

o v 

— = 0, so that paraboloidal equipotentlals and lines of flow will be maintained. 

.§_ (9u £V\  2p(u + v) 
3u ruau'"   ko 

(9) 

0 and 

Then, 

(10) 

av 
But if — = 0, 2P(u + v) must bo a constant in v. 

tion let 2p(u + v) 

Therefore, as a second radical assump- 

a constant, giving as a solution to (10) the equation, 

2ko 
u + Cx In u + C2 (ID 

Now, it is necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions. Let the flame reaction 
zone have an inner boundary uo and an outer boundary uB, and let the high-voltage elec- 
trode be represented by the parabolic surface up.  It will bu assumed that for ioniza- 
tion to occur, the potential at the outer surface of the flame reaction zone must be AV 
greater than that of the inside surface. If the potential of the inside surface i3 
taken as zero, there then exists the following conditions: 

For u = uo, V - 0, 
u  =   UB, V = AV 
U   =    Up, V -  VT, 

! 

where Vp is the voltage applied to the high-voltage electrode. If the arbitrary con- 
stants of (11) are determined to satisfy the first and last of the above boundary condi- 
tions, there results: 

]U\u/y\   [v -i*-(v, - uo)l (12) 
ln(up/uo) L    2k°        J 

The condition for ionization must now be incorporated. It is that V must equal 
AV when u - uB. If the potential is less than this amount, there will be no Ionization 
and consequently q ■ 0 so that the potential at any point will be 

= ^ (u - uo) + 

J.05 
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v 
A 

V _ v , ln(u/utf) 
V ~  'ln(Up/uo) 

In particular, at the bounding condition just before lonlzatlon begins, 

ln(u,/u9) 
VP,8    ln(up/u0) 

(15) 

(1*0 

where V„ ip„    Indicates the potential of  the high-voltage  electrode  at the Instant  lonlza- 
tlon commences.    But when the space charge has established  Itself, by equation (12), 

AV = 
2kc 

(uB   -   Uo >* äft&H*-&<«.-->]■ 
Equating these two expressions gives, after some rearrangement, 

2ku c«,-^>-<*-*>äfc£} 

(15) 

(16) 

The charge density q must now be estimated.     Consider a parabololdal surface 
lying between the  flame and  the high-voltace electrode.    At an" point,   the  current den- 
sity through this   surface would be K grad(V),  where K Is the mobility of the Ions form- 
ing the space charge.     Accordingly,  dl ■ K grad(V)-dA,  or  In terms of the parabololdal 
coordinates, 

di K q TV 
2(u + v) ''u u   + V 

K q u 3V 
du 

dv dw 
u + V • 

2j/u(u + v)  dv dw 

(17) 

In evaluating &u the effect of the space charge will be neglected.  This approximation, 

dd 

which unfortunately may produce  considerable error In the  result,  Is necessary to avoid 
a complicated quadratic expression In q.     Also,   it will be assumed that all space charge 
flows within the parabololdal boundary,  v0.    The total current  flow will  therefore be 

lb 2U 

I =  K q :   .Vp/—r    / /    —r~    d* dv 
4 ln(up/uo)    oo      u + v 

I   ln(up/uo) 
(18) 0r q =   2nK Vp  ln(l + vo/u) 

Prom (18),   If q  is to be independent  of u and v,  It   is apparent that Vo/u must be con- 
stant.    That  is,   as one recedes  from the  flame   (source)   the outer boundary of the area 
through which all space charge   is assumed  to pass increases In such a manner to maintain 
the ratio vo/u constant.     Although this conclusion is inconsistent with the original 

3V 
assumption that — = 0, such a spreading action very likely occurs due to the mutual 

d v 
repulsion between the Ions In the space charge. By combining equations (18) and (16) 
there Is obtained, 

Vp(Vp -v..) -^■^•■•■'"^[c-^-c-^afe^]. P»e ;       4nkoKln(l + vQ/i (19) 

Equation (19)  might be  used  to represent the discharge characteristic   from any 
paraboloidally  shaped object.     For  example, a   steel  needle can be represented quite 
accurately by a  sraall-uo parabololdal surface.     The  surface uB would then be  at Its 
closest point a known number of ionizing free  paths  from the tip of the needle,  and VP>B 

would be  the onset potential needed to produce a potential AV along uB,   this being the 
necessary condition for self-sustaining corona.    Obviously,  the equation is only valid 
for potentials Vp greater than VPiB . 
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However, in the case of current discharge from an oxyacetylene flame, no onset 
potential could be observed because current flow would commence for even the smallest 
of applied voltages. This would Indicate that for a flame, V B was zero, so that equa- 
tion (19) can be written as 

[Up  " 
4nko K ln(l 

uo)    -   (Uj 

± vo/'ul 
/u - -) ^Älln(^ 

(20) 

But the empirical relationship, I = BV2, wa3 observed in the foregoing section, 
so that now by comparing this relationship with equation (20), an equation for the sec- 
ond flame-conduction coefficient B is obtained. 

If furthermore, it is assumed that within the limits of accuracy of the expres- 
sion, both uB and uo are negligible as compared to up, there results 

B 11.11 x 10 K m(i + v0/u) 
Up ln(up/u0) lip    xnvup/uo) 

Although this equation is far from being exact because of the many approximations in- 
volved in its derivation, it is interesting that it gives results which are at least of 
the same magnitude as those obtained experimentally. 

This equation indicates that the second flame conduction coefficient should b<« 
proportional to the mobility of the ions forming the space charge around the flame. 
Typical Ion mobilities for air are K_ ■ 2.25, and K+ = 1.46 cm2/volt-sec, giving a ratio 
of the negative to positive mobilities of 1.54. From the data Figure 55 it is observed 
that for a given effective spacing (i.e., the spacinr between the equivalent flame cen- 
ter and high voltage electrode) the ratio of negative to positive flame-conductIon co- 
efficient is roughly 1.7. The presence of the CO2 and water vapor in the air surround- 
ing the flame could perhaps account for the greater ratio should the theoretical value 
be of sufficient accuracy to be significant. Even though the many approximations made 
during the development of this equation prevent it from being a truly accurate expres- 
sion for B, a numerical example will now be given to show that the expression at least 
checks in magnitude with the experimental results. The equation will be used to esti- 
mate the B for a positive, 2.5-inch oxyacetylene flame, with a burner spacing of 7-5 
inches. 

Physical considerations lead one to believe that most of the space-charge flow 
occurs within a very definite, bounded region outside of which very little space charge 
would be found. Thus, an Ion leaving the flame would normally travel straight to the 
high voltage electrode along the shorest route possible; that Is, the flame axis. How- 
ever, due to diffusion of the ions and the nonllnearity of the electric field and space- 
charge gradient, the ions upon reaching the high-voltage electrode will have spread out 
into a circle of diffusion. 

How, although no effort was made to measure the circle of diffusion for the 
ions, a similar effect was observed during the study of a fluid-spray discharger in 
which minute particles of fluid were sprayed from a nozzle toward a high-voltage plane 
electrode, 20 Inches away. By examining the condensation of the fluid upon the high- 
voltage electrode it was observed that apparently all the fluid particles struck the 
high-voltage electrode within a circle of one-foot radius. Furthermore, it appeared 
that the radius of the circle of diffusion was directly proportional to the spacing 
between the nozzle and high voltage electrode. This beinc the case, the radius of the 
circle of diffusion for a spacing of 7.5 inches would be approximately 4.5 inches.  In 
the absence of other information it seemed entirely reasonable to accept this radius 
of 4.5 inches as that which would also result from Ion flow. Then, if the effective 
flame center is taken as the origin, from the relations derived in appendix 1, the 
physical configurations may be represented by 
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2  

where up is the 3pacinj of the plane electrode, jp is the radius of the circle of diffu- 
sion at the plane electrode, and vp is the paraboloidal surface passing through this 
circle of diffusion. 

It Is estimated that the shape of the flame and particularly the burner electrode 
is equivalent to the paraboloidal surface, the u of which Is equal to 0.1 cm. Substitu- 
tion of these values into the equation for B £lves 

B 11.11 x 10 

0.01b x 10 

(1.46) ln(1.0944) 
(17.78) ln( 17.'78/0.1) » 

2 mhos/volt . 

(22) 

In comparing this value with 0.014 x 10"le, which was observed experimentally 
for the same conditions as that calculated, it is seen that a reasonable agreement is 
obtained between theory and experiment. 

Fortunately, it is possible to estimate the charge density and 3pace potential 

even though K ln(l + -) i3 not known.  By combining equations (18) and (21) there may be 

derived the relation 

(23) 

But since q = 2(u + v)p , the space-charge density Is 

0.884 x 10"la 

Up 
P . —-- coulo:.ibs/cc. 

u + v 

Finally, by combining equations (12, (23), and (7), there results 

IT  . v f
u - "Q . Ho . ln(u/up) 1 

' ■ H  ^p ln(u,A:,)J ' 

Grad V =/     ■ 7 | — + - ■  , 7° ,—r\ . 
\fu + v   *'Lup  u  Up ln(up/uo) J 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

The pote: tial distribution for Vp = 50 kilovolts as calculated from equation 
(25) i3 shown in Figure 56 for comparison with the space charge free distribution.  The 
uniformity of the gradient resulting from space-charge accumulation should be especially 
noted. 

Thermal Ionlzation 

In prevloub chapters, Ionlzation by electron collision has been emphasized. 
However, in the flame discharger, other sources of ionlzation must be present for the 
analysis of the preceding section indicates that space gradients near the flame are 
most likely quite small.  This, together with the absence of an onset potential, indi- 
cates that a supply of ions must exist independently of the electric field.  It might 
be well to review, then the' other possible mechanisms of ionlzation in the oxyacetylene 
flame. 

Ionlzation by positive ion collision is very unlikely because of the very large 
energies necessary. However, positive-ion bombardment of the metal electrode may re- 
lease electrons from the surface. 

A much more likely mechanism Is ionlzation by radiation or so-called photoioni- 
zation.  The radio activated dischar.jer discussed in Chapter X utilized this source of 
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prelonization.  Ionlzatlon will occur If the hv of the proton Is greater than the ionl- 
zatlon energy, eV*,  of the gas molecules.  Furthermore, the probability of the photo- 
lonizatlon is proportional to the intensity of the light and also depends upon its fre- 
quency. When it Is recalled that the oxyacetylene flame burns with an intensely blue 
light, it would seem very probable that photolonlzation must be an important source of 
ions In the flame. 

The term "thermal ionlzatlon" is applied to the general processes of ionlzatlon 
occurring in a high-temperature flame. It Includes all of the aforementioned processes 
as well as the ionizing action of molecular collisions. At the high-flame temperature, 
all particles move with greatly Increased velocity, some particles or atoms gaining 
sufficient velocity to produce Ionlzatlon or at least excitation by inelastic collision 

with other particles. 

Saha12 has made the most successful analysis of these complex phenomena by 
assuming a completely reversible, thermo-dynamic process Involving a homogeneous gas of 
monatomlc molecules each capable of becoming only a singly ionized atom.  If p is the 
total pressure in atmosphere, V4 is the ionlzatlon potential In the volts, T Is the 
temperature of the 'as In degrees Kelvin, and x is the relative concentration of singly 
Ionized atoms expressed as a fraction of the original concentrations of atoms in the gas; 
then the relative Ionlzatlon may be calculated from 

(27) logio[T~pp]= -^pVi + 2.5 logxo T 

where Vj is the Ionlzatlon potential of the gas in volts. 

In Figure 57 are shown curves calculated from equation (27) for T = 3,137° C, 
temperature of the oxyacetylene flame.  These curves give the relative ionlzatlon pro- 
duced in a gas having an ionlzatlon potential V4 when heated to 3,137° C.  It is tacitly 
assumed in equation (26) that the electron density is equal to the positive Ion density. 
In the presence of an electric field, space charges would form so that this equality is 
not strictly justified. However, in view of the other approximations which have been 
made thus far, the assumption of equal positive ion and electron densities in the flame 

reaction zone is probably acceptable. 

Fortunately, by using the formulas developed In the preceding section, the Ion 
concentration needed to supply the discharge currents observed experimentally may be 
calculated and conclusions may be reached as to whether or not thermal Ionlzatlon is of 

major Importance In the flame discharger. 

To use a 2.5 inch flame with a 7.5 Inch burner spacing as an example, It was 
observed that for a positive, hlgh-voltage-electrode potential of 50 kllovolts, a dis- 
charge current of 35 microamperes obtained. By equation (24) 

0.884 x 10" coulorabs/cc. 
Up (u + v) 

Here, up = 17.78 cm and Vp - 50 kilovolts. At the reaction zone of the flame, it is 
estimated that u = 0.2 cm so that at the very tip of the cone (i.e., v = 0) 

0.884 x 10" 
50 x 10_3 

(17.78)(0.2) 

P = 0.01243 x 10"6 coulombs/cc. 

But each ion ideally carries a charge of 1.6 x 10"19 coulombs. This represents a charge 
density of 7.768 x IO10 Ions per cubic centimeter.  Since by the perfect gas laws, the 
number of gas particles per cc at 3,137° C is estimated to be 2.165 x 10  particles per 
cc, the relative ion concentration is 77-68 x 109 ♦ 2.165 x 10  or 35-9 x 10  . 

Substitution of tliis value of x in equation (27) and solution of the resulting 
expression for Vi indicates that if the ionlzatlon potential of the gas were 11.b  volts, 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OP A PRACTICAL CHARGE JI38IPAT0R 

FIGURE 57. 
THERMAL IONIZATION IN OXY-ACETYLEME FLAME. 
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FIGURE 58. 

POSITIVE FLAME DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTIC IN WIND STREAM. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PRACTICAL CHARGE DIS3IPAT0R 

FIGURE 59. 
NEGATIVE FLAME DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTIC IN WIND STREAM. 
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PRECIPITATION-STATIC-REDUCTION RESEARCH 

thermal ionizatlon alone could provide sufficient charge to account for the observed 
discharge currents. 

Prom Table 1 It Is observed that the Initial ionizatlon of the various gas con- 
stituents occurs as follows: 

o2 - 12.5 volts 

H20
+ - 13  volts 

C0+ - 14.1 volts 

co2
+ - lkA  volts 

N2
+ - 15.6 volts 

In view of these data, it is almost certain that thermal ionizatlon is the 
outstanding ionizatlon process in the oxyacetylene flame discharger.  It is indeed un- 
fortunate that a gas mixture of higher flame temperature Is not available.  On the other 
hand, flames of a lower temperature, such as might be obtained from a mixture of acety- 
lene and air, are all probably incapable of discharging a large amount of current with- 
out suffering high voltage gradients with resultant dielectric breakdown, corona, and 
radio interference. 

Flame Discharge Characteristics in Moving Air Streams 

If the discharge current from the flame is truly limited by a space-charge 
accumulation in the air around the flame, a moving air stream flowing through the region 
of space-charge accumulation should tend to reduce the space charge concentration and 
consequently increase the discharge current from the flame electrode. 

The supercharger described in Chapter II was equipped with fittings whereby a 
wind stream of roughly 200 miles per hour could be directed past the burner electrode 
toward the high-voltage electrode which was located downstream at a distance of 20 Inches 
from the burner tip.  The oxygen and acetylene gas pressures were then adjusted to give 
a small flame of approximately 5 Inches in length in still air the supercharger set into 
operation, and readings taken of the discharge current for a wide range of high-voltage- 
electrode potentials.  The data resulting from these measurements are shown in Figures 
58 and 59- 

The high-velocity wind stream haa two very interesting effects upon the dis- 
charge characteristics: first, the differences between the positive and negative dis- 
charge characteristics which were observed under still-air conditions are almost com- 
pletely eliminated by the moving air stream.  Exactly this effect would be expected on 
the theory developed in the preceding section because, for example, an electrode poten- 
tial of 10 kllovolts would produce Ion movements of roughly 80 miles per hour and nega- 
tive ion movements of roughly 120 miles per hour, both with respect to the surrounding 
air molecules.  But when the air molecules themselves are moving with an average velocity 
of 200 miles per hour, the positive and negative ion velocities with respect to the sta- 
tionary electrode are 280 and 320 miles per hour respectively, and the difference in 
velocities due to the relative mobility of each is then negligible for all purposes. 

The second Interesting effect of the moving windstream upon the discharge charac- 
teristic is that the current varies directly with the high-voltage potential over the 
low-current range.  No explanation for this effect Is offered at this time. 

*S 
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APPENDIX I 

ELECTRIC FIELD AROUND A PARABOLOIDAL POINT 

Derivation of Parabololdal Coordinates 

The form equation for the parabolas shown In Figure 8 Is 

4p(p + x) 

Let p be a variable u.  Then 

or 

4u(u + x) 

(1) 

(2) 

2yy' = 4u 

so the primitive differential equation representing all possible sets of parabolas Is 
3lmply, 

y2 = 2yy'(^ + x) 

■ y2y'2 + 2xyy' (3) 

The differential equation for the orthogonal family Is that having a"slope 
everywhere the negative reciprocal of that appearing In (3), i.e. 

2 _ _y*  2xy_ 
y7^  y' 

Upon rearranging, 

y2 = y2y'2 + 2xyy'             (4) 

But (4) Is Identical to (3).  The difference between the two Is that in (3), p Is a 
positive quantity, while In (4) p Is a negative number. Therefore, In order that all 
parameters will be essentially positive, for the solution of (4), let -p = v, so that 

y2 = 4v(v - x)         (5) 

Equations (2) and (5) constitute the two orthogonal families of parabolas. 

To make surfaces of revolution from these curves, revolve them through an anfele 
w about the x axis.  Then, 

y2 + z2 = 4u(u + x)      

^d y2 + z2 = 4v(v - x) 

Equating (6) and (7) gives, 

u2 + ux = v2 - vx 

or x = v - u 

(6) 

(?) 

(8) 

Substituting this Into (6) and (7) and setting y = \/( y2 + z2) cos w, and z = 
v^y2 + z2) sin w, gives: 

x = v - u 

y = 2^(uv) cos w             (9) 

z ■ 2^ uv) sin w 

Equations (9) are the fundamental equations connecting the conventional Carte- 
sian coordinates with the parabololdal. 
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The Differential Geometry of Parabololdal Coordinates 

The relation between the differentials of the old coordinates and the new, Is 
given by the Jacoblan matrix, C. 

u v w 

X 

y 

z 

-l 1 0     1 
c = \j[v/u)   COS w \j(u/v)   COS w -2\/(uv) sin w 

V(v/u) sin w V(u/v) sin w 2v*(uv) cos w 

(u + v)/u 0 0     I 

1      ° (u + v)/v 0    1 

1      ° 0 k  uv 

The covariant metric tensor Is then, g = Ct'C or 

u v 

u 

g = v 

w 

The fact that the g matrix Is diagonal verifies the original statement that the 
parabololdal coordinates constitute an orthogonal system. 

In tensor notation, the elemental distance squared In terms of the new coordi- 
nates Is, 

ds2 = gjj-d^-dx"3               (10) 

where summation Is Implied by the Einstein convention, and, for our case, the Indices 
1 and j range through u, v, and w.  Similarly, the elemental area is, 

V 

d(Area) 511 8lJ|  -dxl.dxJ. 
I8 Ji 8JJ 

(11) 

and the elemental volume is, 

i 

dV •dxi-dxJ-dx* (12) 

iSii 8ij Sik 

PJ1 «JJ Sjk 

kki  «kj  «kk 

As examples of the above, the actual distance along a line of force correspond- 
ing to a change in u of du, is 

ds =V(u + v)/u du             (13) 

and the elemental area formed by the differentials dv and dw, is 

dA = 2V"(u+ v) dv dw      

and the Infinitesimal volume produced by the differentials dv, dw, and du, is 

dV = 2(u + v) du dv dw .         

The Laplacian for the parabololdal coordinates may be found from the matric 
equation, 

!■ li*]!»! •■"{£}■ 
Performing the operations  indicated,   one obtains 

u + v [»u VU 3u ) +    »v  V     8vj  + \ku + 4v/   aw^J   " 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 
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ELECTRIC FIELD AROUND A PARAbOLOIDAL POINT 

Solution of Laplace's Equation for Arbitrary Potential Distribution over Point 

Assuming space-charge-free conditions, the potential around the point must 
satisfy Laplace's equation, v2^ - 0, where T|> is the potential function.  To solve this 
equation, set ^ ■ UVW where each factor is a function only of the variables u, v, and 
w respectively. Direot substitution into (17) gives, 

l\ _di dV\         d2V 

+   V   + Uu + 4v) V    °     U8) 

d I 
du"\u 

U 

Now, when w changes through 2Uradians, the potential function must return to its 
original value, so V must be essentially periodic in nature and of period some Integral 
multiple of 2*. Therefore, 

d2V 
dw (m = an integer) 

or 

V  -  " 

W -  A cos mw + B sin raw 

Equation (18) may now be written as 

l^-d-t' dV\ 
51 
4v 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

But the two bracketed quantities are each independent, being functions of Independent 
variables. Consequently, each bracketed quantity must be a constant. Setting the first 
bracketed quantity equal to k2 and the second bracketed quantity equal to -k2, gives the 
following ordinary differential equations. 

U 

4vJ V 

(22) 

(23) dv* dv1 

Now let 4u ■ (x/k)2 and 4v * (y/k)2, (where the x and y should not be confused with 
that used in the earlier part of this analysis). Then the above equations become, 

|5 + I 52 . /x + A, . 0 
dx*      x dx      \        rrl 

S!v + I Si + (x . >4)v . 0 
dy       y dy      v       yK| 

But from the theory of Bessel's Functions, equations (24) and (25) have as 
solutions, 

V » Ci Jm(y) + Ca Ym(y) 

U = C3 Im(x) + C4 Km(x) 

The physical conditions of the problem must now be examined to determine which 
of the functions in (26) and (27) may be used. Apparently, if the potential function 
la to be finite (or zero) as the variables become infinite, both 0Z  and C3 must be zero. 
Therefore the general form of the solution satisfying some of the requirements of the 
problem is, 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Ja(2k^v) • Ka(2k^u) • (Am cos raw + B^  sin mw) (28) 

However, if it is further assumed that the distribution is Independent of w, 
all arbitrary constants, except for m ■ 0, must be zero so that the potential will be 
a function only of u and v. Thus, 

; 
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\|>k (u,v) = Ak Jo(2Wv) Ko(2ky/u)            (29) 

Now, (29) Is true for any real positive value of k.  Therefore, the sura of any two 
solutions of the form (29) hut having different values of k will also he a solution of 
(18); or more generally^ ~ 

*(u,v) - f A (k) Jo(2tyv) Ko(2ky/u) dk          (50) 

It remains to determine the function A(k) so that the potential boundary conditions are 
satisfied.  This may he done by employing the "Pourier-Bessel Integral." 

The Pourier-Bessel integral in the form that we wish to use it can be written 
as, 

P(2N/v) = Jj       k R P(R) K_(kR) Jm(2ky/v) dk dR    ....    (51) 
o o 

Now at the surface of the paraboloidal point, the potential function is assumed 
to be known and, being a function only of 2\/v, will be represented by F(2yV).  If the 
surface of the point is given by u = a, the potential at the surface is also given by 
(50), so that equating the two functions results in, 

P(2^v) - j  A»(k) Jo(2k^v) dk           (52) 

where A'(k) - A(k) Ko^tya).        ° 

By comparing (51) with (52), one sees that they will be equivalent if, 
op 

A'(k) - J   k R F(R) Jo(kR) dR            (55) 

and m ■ 0. ° 

That is, oo 

A(k) ' ET^hf / R P(R> J°fw" «        <3*> 
o 

and the unknown function A(k) appearing in (50) has now been expressed in terms of the 
known potential distribution P(R), where R = 2y/v, over the surface of the point. 

To summarize, while it has been shown that it is possible to solve for the 
field around the point if the potential distribution over its surface is known, the 
mechanical difficulties encountered in a numerical solution would be tremendous.  It is 
therefore to our advantage to sacrifice some generality for simplicity in mathematical 
expression, provided that the restricted solution still applies to the problem on hand. 
Such a simple solution is actually available and will now be considered. 

Solution of Laplace's Equation for Equlpotentlal Point 

If the point is a conductor, it will represent an equlpotentlal surface, and 

the potential becomes a function of u alone, since —- = 0 = —- . Accordingly, equation 

(18) may be written as, 

du ' du' 

or U = Ci log u + C2 .          (55) 

Equation (55) is the general form of the potential function having paraboloidal 
equipotentials.  Designating the point equlpotentlal by u0, and the "plane-electrode" 
equlpotentlal by u2; and if the potential "V" is zero on u0 and E on ua, then the arbi- 
trary constants appearing in (55) are readily determined to give, 

v = E ^°g !u/u/>>  (56) 
log (ua/uo) KJ  ' 

1 
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j 

The gradient may be found from (36) by differentiation, thus 

E 
Grad V. - X 

u log (ui/ uo) y u + (37) 

The radical factor (Vreciprocal of g uu ) is introduced to express the gradient in terms 
of the actual distance rather than the u variable. 

Capacitance between Confocal Parabololdal Shells 

The capacitance between two paraboloidal shells given by the surfaces, uo and Ui, 
which extend from v - 0, (the tip of the shell), to v = vx; will next be studied. 

Now, the total charge stored in the capacitance may be found from 

Q = ^"odA      (38) 

where o » surface charge density given by 4 no = eX, X being the electric field intensity 
at the surface of the point. By (14) and (37), equation (38) becomes, 

■ -/Ä du 2n Vj, 

 Ee  
4u log (ui/uo 

Ee 
loge (Ui/uo) 

But the capacitance is 

Therefore, 

)    JJ    )/u[u + «y-    '   2/u(u + v)   dv dw 

Vi 

(39) 

(40) 

a. c. —e y*.— 
E loge  (ui/uo) 

Vi 
C = 111.3 ^ -r—,—r    HUfds.   in air 

loge (ui/uo) (41) 
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APPENDIX II 

DETERMINATION OP EQUIVALENT-CIRCUIT PARAMETERS 

uo =  0 Ü1 c:n 
ui -  0 5 cm 
U2 = 10 cm 
Vo -  0 en 
vi =  0 5 cm 
v2 = 4 .5 cm 

Calculation of Capacitance 

The point shown In Figure 8 was assumed to have a radius of curvature of 0.01 
cms and to be spaced 9.99 cms. from the "plane" electrode, represented by the parabolic 
surface, u = 10. Furthermore, It was assumed that the space charge (which In reality Is 
distributed) would be equivalent to a layer of charge concentrated on the parabolic sur- 
face, u = 0.5 cm, extending from the vertex at v = 0 to v = 0.5 cm.  The various surfaces 
may then be summarized as follows: 

Point surface 
Space-charge shell 
"Plane" electrode 
Shortest line-of-flow 
Line-of-flow passing through edge of space charge 
Estimated outer boundary of plane and point, to be equiva- 
lent to point-to-plane laboratory set-up. 

These values, when substituted into equation (41) of Appendix I, gave the point- 
to)plane-to-3pace-charge capacitance values shown in Figure 9.  The capacitance (1.2 
mmfd) 3hunting the point resistance was estimated, as was a-lso the plane-to-ground ca- 
pacitance of 20 mmfd.  This latter value includes the Input capacitance of the oscillo- 
scope used in obtaining the oscillograms shown on the same page. 

Calculation of Conductance 

The problem of estimating the gap conductance was a rather difficult one because 
the conductance is apparently a function of the applied voltage. 

Gradient calculations indicated that ample point discharge could be expected by 
the time the applied voltage had increased sufficiently to give a space-charge-shell-to- 
polnt voltage of 1,000 volts.  This value was accordingly taken as the corona-point 
voltage.  Since the gradient in the gap was then known, the time required for a positive 
ion to move from the space-charge shell to the "plane" could be readily estimated. 

The gap conductance was then arbitrarily specified as that conductance which 
in parallel with the space-c '.arge-to-plane capacitance would give a time-constant, 
(C/G), equal to the time required for the positive ions to reach the plane electrode. 
Trial calculations for several conditions indicated that 2 x 10"9 mhos, (500 megohms), 
was not an unreasonable value for this parameter. 
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APPENDIX III 

ANALYSIS OP EQUIVALENT NETWORK 

■^ 

\ 

Classification of Network 

The properties of the equivalent network which may be used In studying the 
Inductive effects of point discharges, are as follows: 

(1) All of the circuit parameters are linear and known. 

(2) The network Is chiefly electro-static and should therefore be analyzed In 
terms of admittances on a "junction-pair" basis.  The network admittance 
may be designated by the tensor (matrix), Y. 

(3) One (or more) of the admittances Is assumed to change Instantaneously by 
the amount AY. 

(4) The network Is "orthogonal" In that across some of the junction-pairs, 
known currents (usually zero) and unknown voltages appear; whereas across 
others (such as the high-voltage power supply), the voltage Is known and 
the current unknown. 

The above 4 properties would be common to almost any equivalent circuit used 
to study voltage-induction effects. These circuits could be much more complicated; for 
example, there might be other plane electrodes (some corresponding to radio antennas, 
clouds, etc.), and several constant-voltage sources (used to represent cloud-to-ground 
potentials).  However, the 4 properties above would be common to all, HO it would be 
very valuable for future use if the general solution for all such networks could bu 
given. This may actually be accomplished through the tensorlal (or matric) methods 
described by Kron,8 and the general invariant solution will now be developed. 

Invariant Solution of General Network 

The solution of any linear, stationary, junction network .vay be obtained from 
the basic, matric equation 

I = Y E     (1) 

Across some of the junctions, a known voltage is impressed (with an unknown current 
resulting). Across the other junctions, a known current (usually zero) Is caused by 
impressing an unknown voltage. The former type of junction-pairs and their associated 
electrical quantities will be designated by the subscript "l"; the latter type by the 
subscript "2".  Then equation (1) may be divided into two invariant equations according 
to the.above distinction. 

Ii = YnEi + Yi2E2         

Ig = Y21E1 + Y22E2         

where I2, (usually zero), and Ei are known. 

Now, if Y changes suddenly by AY; Ii will change by Ali; E2 byAEi; and all 
other currents and voltages will remain unchanged.  Thus, equation (3) becomes, 

(2) 

(3) 

A 

0 =   (Y2i   +AY21)Ei   +   (Y22  +A5f22)(E2  + AE2) 

Solving (4)   simultaneously with (3)» gives 

AE2 =   -  (Y22  +AY22)~1-(I2  +AY2i-Ei) .   .   . (5) 

1?3 
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where, from (3), 

E2 = Y^| (I2 - Y2i-Ei)             (6) 

Equation (5) with the help of (6), Gives the matric, operational expression for the 
changes In the unknown voltages, In terra3 of known quantities.  This Is the desired In- 
variant solution for the Induced voltages.  In a similar mam r, the equation for the 
current changes, is found from equation (2) to be, 

Ali = AYnEi + AYi2E2 + (Yi2 + AYi2)AE2            (7) 

where AE2 and E2 are found from equations (5) and (6) respectively. 

Solution of Specific Network 

c J— 

The junction pairs selected In the analysis of the 
network discussed In Chapter III, are indicated by the vol- 
tage arrows at the right. The admittance matrix of this 
network is, 

"• , 7 
_£ Y = 

Ü P s d 

0 Yo -  Yo 

1 -  Yo Yo  + Ye   + Yg - Yg -  Y0 

s "  Yg Yp   + Y8 -  YG 

d 
-- 

-  Ys Ye   + YE   +  Y, 

(8) 

where double bars have been used to indicate the division of the axes into types "l" 
and "2". Here, the only admittance which changes is YB so that k 

L 

AY = 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 AYB - AYB 

0 0 - AYB AYB 

(9) 

Also in the specific case under consideration, there are no impressed currents 
along the p, d and s axes, so I2 = 0. Then, because of the many quantities which are 
zero, equations (5) and (7) become, 

- (Y22 + AY22)
_1.AY22-E2        AES 

and Ali = Yi2«AE2 . 

It will first be necessary to evaluate (Y22 + AY22)
_1 

(10) 

(11) 

This may be done by 
first evaluating Y22 and then replacing all YB by (YB + AYg ) . Here, 

p s d 

Y22 

Yo  + Ye   + YR " *C -  Y0 

- *g Yg  + Y8 - YB 

-Y. -  YB Ye   + YB   + Yp 

(12) 

12*» 
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so that, by the usual manipulations, 

P 
I   Y.(Y. 

P 

(Y22+AY22)" 
1 
D 

Y,(Ye+Y?)   + 

l (YB+AY8)(Y0+Y^+Yp) 

Y.^Ye+Yp) 

+  (YB+AYB)(Ye+YR) 

Y Y +                1 

(YB+AYB)(Ye+Yf.) 

Y;:(Yo+ YP) 

+  (YB4AYB)(Ye+Ys) 

(Y0+Yr)(Yo+Y,.)   + YpYe 

+  (Ys+AYB)(Yo+Ye+Y.>) 

YeYg+               j 

(YB+AYs)(Yo+Yc+Yg)| 

1               Y0YK + 
j   (YB+AYB)(Ye+Y„) 

Y0Yg 

+  (YB+AYB)(Yo+Ye+YO 

Y(.,(Yo+Ye)   +         ' 

(YB+AYB)(Yo+Ye+Yg) 

whore 

Now, 

D = (YB + AYB)[(Yo+Yp)(Yg+Ye) + Y0Yp] + YK[Ye(Y0+Yr) + YoYp]. 

P 

- AY.^-Es 

By equation (10), 

AEr 

AYB(Ed-EB) 

-AYB(Ed-EB) 

-1 AY^-E,,) 

(13) 

(1*0 

(14) 

- Y .Y. 

- Y0(Y0+YT,) - YoYr 

YoY... 

AYB(EB - Ed) (15) 

forms, 
A special case occurs when AYB becomes infinite. By the theory of indeterminant 

AE= (Yo+Y.OJY^+Yo) + YoYp 

V "  YKYF                | 

i\ - Ye(Yo+Yr)   - YoYp 

d YoY,.              | 

(EB - Ed) . (16) 

It was this special case which wa3 considered in calculating the curves of 
Figure 10. To illustrate the method of evaluating the operational expressions in (16), 
the numerical solution for the case whr.re R = 1,000 ohms will be carried to completion. 

Evaluation of the Operational Solution 

Equation (16) may be evaluated in terms of time functions either by integration 
in the complex plane, or through use of Heavicide's Expansion Theorem. Since the latter 
is perhaps the better known, it will be used.  It reads, (where M and D are polynomials 

where pk is one of the roots of D(p) = 0, and D'(pk) is the derivative of D(p) with re- 
spect to p at the point p = pk. Equation (17) may be considered as a matric equation in 
which M(i) represents the one-matrix appearing in (16) have the following numerical 
values: 

—  —j 
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Yo - (2 x 10"6) + (20 x 10"12)p 

Yg * (2 x lO*
9) + (0.2 x 10"12)p 

Yp - (1 x 10"
3) + (1.2 x 10~X2)p 

Ye = (0.6 x 10*12)p 

For these values, D(p) becomes 

D(p) = (2.002 x 10"9) + (20.8 x 10_15)p + (40.96 x 10'24)p2 (18) 

which has the roots, pi = - O.5078 x 109, and pa = - 0.9624 x 10s. Also, M(p) Is found 
to be 

p -2xl0"12  - (0.2xl0"15)p -  (0.24xl0~24)p2 

s -2xl0"9  - (20.6 x 10"15)p - (36.72xl0"24)p2 

d 4xl0~ls + (0.44xlO~la)p + (4xl0_24)p2 

M(p) 

Performing the operations Indicated by (17)»  one finally obtains, 

AE2 

(19) 

p 0.999 • - 5.756 exp(pit) + 8.623 exp(p2t) 

s 999.0 - 93.90 exp(pit) - 8.898 exp(pat) 

d -0.002 - 97.67 exp(pxt) - 0.055 exp(pat) 

i 

(20) 

Equations (20) are those from which the curves of Figure 10 were calculated. Similar 
equations were obtained for R = 10 megohms. They are: 

AE£ 

p 0.979 + 1.727 exp(pit) +    3.1735 exp(p2t) 

3 979.43    - 0.301 exp(Plt) - 82.699    exp(p2t)  1 

d -19.59    + 1.355 exp(p2t) - 79.397    exp(pgt) 

(21) 

where, for this last case, pi - - 0.992 x 105, and p2 « - 0.5023 x 105. 
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APPEHDIX IV 

^^ SPBCTROH 0, «MM ™™*S 

...,     —+<ofvliig certain 

:^^t :     v.        „i-vliere8 that a time functl°?;/1 ^'means'of the Fourier 
SFrvivo^^'^tTfr^ney spectrum, <P(P)> ^ 
conditions, can be replaced by Its 

ll^Pi-   ^=^/'(rtePtap     
-   „ «^ is »the »ate of f(t)" defined by 

5#»i^^f' ^ *V) )  ,        f  f(t) .■* «       • 
*(P) *° I „ fiS the sum of several time 

, that the «~ action may he expressed as 
In the event that the iu>» ^ 

^ctlons such as   ."— = ^ + ^ + fa(t) + ... + fs(t) , 

mmm .-*p) ^> *.-> +;f -;;:f> -1—, *. * 
■■^^r^S"v-:ri,«t' the frequency spectrum of the sum 

v::^^^it?il-^«^/;^^eotläa of each, , are statistically 

—i-.« — —-rr**"TH..^-« • •■■   m 

(T) 

It can "be shown on the basis of a few rational assumptions that the average 
value of the double-summation term should approach zero a3 H becomes very large, pro- 
vided p ^ 0. Since this exceptional case corresponds to a direct-current component 
which most certainly would not bother radio receivers, it may be concluded that the 
meaning-square value of the frequency spectrum of a large number, N, of statistically 

random, time functions, f^t), is 

1»1 

where, as before, 9i(p) « j--t±{t)  e"  dt, and p ■ j2tif. 

Fr0o:uenoj--5pectrum of Double-Exponent ial Transients JI^Ä is produced by a series of random 

'■'vlbut?"^ bursts, a few of which are 3hown 
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f,(t) « I,[.J,l<*-tl> - ,-M»-tl> ] *(.**») 

The subscript, i, signifies that the parameters, Ii ,04, and Pi may vary from burst to 
burst.  Si(t) is the Cambell and Foster notation for the functional equivalent of 
Heavlside's unit step, (i.e., Si(t) Is zero for t < 0 and is unity for t > 0). 

Then by (2), 

•»«-"febs -irris]e"Ptl          t9) 

After some algebraic reduction, it is found that 

     (10) 
fi(p)-fi(-p) - (oj ?i»)1(ß;B+,tt

l) 
so that, 

^'■^iL.;'!1^-^.") (ID 

Effect of Variation of Parameters on Energy-Frequency Spectrum 

Thus far, no restrictions have been placed on the parameters Ij, 04, and P4 ex- 
cept to suppose that they vary in a random fashion, which is limited, and tend toward 
a mean value as H becomes very large; that Is, they are "quasi-systematic."  In order 
to specify the variations of these parameters, it is possible to assign to each a 
"probability distribution function." Thus, for example, if the distribution function 
of the Ii is designated by^(I), it Is implied that out of N bursts, the number having 
I's lying within the interval I to I + AI would be expressed by N^(I)AI.  Accordingly, 
by re-grouping the terms under the summation term in (11), Into groups having I's lying 
between Ii and I1+AI1, the summation may be written as 

äI^OHZ 
i-0 

»ro' * -tit) MI u 'MPT 
(12) 

But (12 Is the definition of an Integral. 
P I do not vary, then (12) may be written as 

If it is further assumed that »i and 

<p(u>)J k££ (a2 + wz)(F+ eiT) 

where Is is simply the weighted, mean-square value of the Ij and calculable from, 

=y rtd) dl 

(13) 

(14) 

The Importance of (15) is that It shows that the shape of the frequency spectrum will 
not be affected If only the amplitudes of the current bursts vary.  A similar study may 
be made to determine the effect of variations in a alone and ß alone. 

To Illustrate the method of determining the frequency spectrum in the case 
where two parameters vary dependently, the equation for the dotted curve of Figure 15 
will be derived.  Here, it was assumed that the impulses were single-exponential tran- 
sients, (i.e. P ■ 00), and that the area under each burst was a constant, Q.  This lat- 
ter restriction simply imposes the condition that the charge involved in each burst 
vould be the same, regardless of the shape of the burst, and requires that 

It/04 = Q (15) 

y 
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For ß - oo, equation (11) becomes, 

 p     1 V__i? 

Assuming that the o^ were distributed as shown below, 

(16) 

u. Aa-JU- Aa* 

the variable summation may be changed so that (16) reads, 

«P(U))2 - Q2 / ag♦ u>^ ■ is " da 

-*ax 

5L-"Aa 

Evaluation of (17) gives, 

*»■ - *<[> - ä[ r- m-*--* PH| • • •  « 

(17) 

18) 

"1 
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APPENDIX V 

RECEIVER BANDWIDTH AND RADIO INTERFERENCE 

Receiver Effective Bandwidth 

A quantity useful In describing the performance of a selective circuit to 
random Interference, Is that known as the "Effective Bandwidth" of the circuit.  For a 
selective radio receiver, this quantity may be described as follows: 

Assume that the receiver Is tuned to the angular frequency, (1)0 (where Wo - 2nf0), 
and that the steady, sinusoidal current of frequency f which Is Impressed on the antenna 
coll must be adjusted to have a magnitude 1(f) at each frequency If the output voltage 
of the receiver Is to be maintained at some constant value, Eout.  Then the "transfer- 
Impedance" expressing the output voltage developed per unit Input current of frequency 
f, Is 

«f) - =$ (i) 

The output voltage would Ideally be that developed by a linear detector, but 
since the Impressed current Is adjusted to give the same output voltage for each obser- 
vation, the exact nature of the detection systems In unimportant and the avc voltage may 
be conveniently used. 

If Z(f) were plotted as a function of the frequency at which It was measured, It 
would be found very similar In appearance to the ordinary "selectivity characteristic" 
of the radio receiver.  In fact, If the Impedance of the antenna coll were constant over 
the frequency range In question, Z(f) would be Identical, within a constant factor, to 
the selectivity characteristic of the receiver. 

Now It has been shown4 that noise relationships must be established on an energy 
basis.  Accordingly, we are more Interested In the square of the output voltage than the 
voltage Itself, because Its square would be proportional to the output power. For a 
unit Input current, this voltage squared would be simply, Z(f)2, and the manner In which 
Z(f)2 varies with the frequency may be considered as defining the "power-selectivity 
characteristic" of the receiver. 

The effective bandwidth may now be defined as the width, Af, of an Ideal, rec- 
tangular, power selectivity characteristic of magnitude Z(fo)2 over a frequency band, 
Af, and zero elsewhere; which would have the same area as the actual power selectivity 
characteristic, Z(f)2.  That Is, 

Af.Z(fo)2 -/ Z(f)2df . 

or Af 
o no       - 

J  Lz(?o)J df 

Af ^/iTFo)2 (2) 

where, as before, I(fo) is the minimum Input current 
required at the frequency fo to which the receiver la 
tuned, and 1(f) Is the current requlre'd at any other 
frequency f to maintain the fixed receiver output vol- 
tage.  The Integral may be evaluated graphically by 
plotting the reciprocal of I2 as a function of the fre- 
quency and measuring the area under the resulting curve 

/ 

fe 
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vlth a planlmeter.  Obviously, the Integral could also be evaluated by employing some 
method of numerical integration such as Simpson's rule. 

Relation between Circuit "Q" and Effective Bandwidth 

Consider 4,n" identical, tuned circuits each formed of an inductor L of effective 
'resistance r, in series vlth a capacitor, C. The oscillation developed in each circuit 
is assumed to be Introduced in series vlth the next tuned circuit, either directly by 
magnetic induction or by means of an Intervening vacuum tube. 

i 
o 

Por circuits having reasonable values of Q (i.e. Q >> 10) it may be shovn that 
the ratio of the voltage Induced in any particular coil, to the steady, oscillating vol- 
tage applied to the previous coil, can be expressed by the same approximate equation 
for either vacuum-tube or magnetic coupling betveen the tuned circuits if the above 
ratio is expressed as a fraction of the ratio obtaining at the resonant frequency. This 
ratio may be called the "response ratio" of each circuit and vill hereafter be designated 
by R.  It is found that, 

» - (1 - Jff) + ».x-0    where " - a«f        (5) 

At the resonant frequency, (1 - LCtto) = 0 so that 

«*>o 
1 

/la; and JwrC 
j»rC 

As a function of frequency, R resembles a selectivity curve vhich has a maximum value 
of unity at the resonant frequency fo and vhich decreases rapidly in value for all fre- 
quencies departing from fo. 

Hovever, R represents a voltage-selectivity characteristic, 
tveen the tvo tuned circuits vill be proportional to |R| 2 or 

W * " (i - xxSry" + («re)*   
Por "n" tuned circuits, the overall "pover" response ratio is simply, 

The pover ratio be- 

R£ 
f    (core)2 1* 
L(l - LCeO* + (curC)*] * 

(4) 

(5) 

From the discussion and definition of equivalent bandwidth, it is apparent that 

Af -/R^df .            (6) 

From (5) and (6), after straightforward but lengthy manipulations, it is found that, 

Af 
*(2n - 2)!    fg 

(2)sn-i (n_i);2 ' Q (7) 

where as usual, Q - «oL/r. 

Equation (7), relating the effective band-vidth of a series of tuned circuits 
to the Q of each, is actually an approximate expression. However, It is a very good 
approximation for reasonable values of Q, and Is exact for a single tuned circuit in 
which case, n ■ 1, and 

W - g»            t8' 

V • 
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It has erroneously become commonplace to refer to the 
network as given by 

'overall ft" of a selective 

£SL (9) 

where fo Is the resonant frequency, and fa and fi are the higher and lower frequencies 
at which the response has dropped to 0.707 of Its resonant value. When equation (90 Is 
applied to a single, highly-resonant circuit, It actually gives the true Q of that cir- 
cuit. However, when applied to a more complicated network, the value of Q' thus ob- 
tained has no such dynamical significance, and Is highly artificial.  A performance 
Index such as Af has much to be preferred over Q'. 

Nevertheless, If the coupling between all "n," tuned circuits Is so small that 
"flat-topping" does not occur, the relationship between Q' and the Q of each circuit 
may be approximated by 

= Q'^2^l/n 
(10) 

Influence of Effective Bandwidth on Radio Interference 

In appendix IV it was shown from an energy standpoint, at least, a static burst 
can be resolved Into an equivalent frequency spectrum of sinusoidal frequencies. This 
is an Important concept because It allows transient phenomena to be treated on the basis 
of receiver response to steady-state signals. 

For example, from the discussion In the first section of this appendix, It Is 
apparent that the "transfer-Impedance" of the receiver could also be written as 

Z(w) 
EOttt 
M«) 

output voltage 
Input current (11) 

where the current Impressed at the Input of the receiver Is represented by i(w) to 
show that Its radian frequency lau, ( U - 2iif), and the transfer Impedance Is written 
as Z(w) to Indicate that this ratio Is evaluated at the frequency ofm • 

If now a transient current, I(t), having an equivalent current-frequency spec- 
trum 9(0») were Impressed on the antenna coll, the amplitude of the oscillation-component 
of frequency w reaching the second detector would be simply, 

e(u>) « Z(u>) • *(w)            (12) 

However, we are primarily Interested In the amount of energy reaching the second 
detector, or In, what Is practically an equivalent, the mean-square value of the dis- 
turbance E(t) at the second detector. Lord Raylelgh was the first to show, some 50 
years ago, that there exists a mathematical relation between the mean-square value of a 
time function and its equivalent frequency spectrum. This relation Is that, 

/« f(t)
2 dt 

As applied to our case it gives, 

n y^E(t)]2 dt 
o 

where "n" is the average number of times the elemental time-disturbance occurs each 
second. Equation (13) represents the mean-square value of the oscillations at the 
second detector. Designating this value by E* and utilizing the relation (12), one 

obtains 

5/[«•>?*■ (13) 

I /[*(»> ]' -lfW]B *u>     W) 
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But, Z(u>) is practically zero for all u except for those in the Immediate vicinity of 
Wo. Accordingly, over that narrow region, <P(w) may be considered a constant equal to 

its midpoint value, 9(«*)o). Therefore, 

o 
When the standard signal, ln, of frequency w0 is substituted for the interfer- 

ence and adjusted in magnitude to give the same effective value of oscillation at the 

diode, ideally 

(15) 

(16) 

E2n 
: [Z(W0)"i2 

A  M6^  one obtains 

1X1 ° .  ._  #T7\  IS 

(17) 

:he effective banaviA*«« _. 

Equation (18) is a very important equation giving the mean-square value of the Inter*«* 
ence current in terms of the bandwidth of the radio receiver; the spectral noise-inten- 
sity at the frequency to which the receiver is tuned; and the average number of disturb- 

ances per unit of time. 

Radio Interference Produced by Corona Streamers 
If it is assumed that each corona streamer is expressed by 

I(t) * l[exp(-at) - exp(-pt)"!         (19) 

and that the streamers are occurring at the'rate of n per second; then by equation (13) 
of appendix IV and equation (18) of■ appendix V, the equivalent, mean-square, nolBe- 

lnput current will be 

(20) 

How, the average corona current due to the streamers is 

I.t - n /l(t) dt - nl -fi^Ä- 

Hence, equation (20), when expressed in terms of the average corona-streamer current is, 

lS - ti ♦ (u)/a)yVu + wp)sy )Hr]            C21) 

When u> « a, the noise current is substantially independent of u) » and accordingly on 

this "plateau," 
ln = ^(2/tf/n) . IBt            (22) 

Equation (22) is another important equation relating the radio interference on 

the "plateau" to the average corona current due to streamers. Although in the deriva- 
tion, a double-exponential impulse was assumed, it can be shown that equation (22^ is 
valid for any Impulse shape of comparable duration.  In other words, the shape of an 
Impulse of extremely short duration affects only the manner in which the Interference 
••.«'Aa at the higher frequencies; the interference at the lower frequencies "on the ■-+  «ntlrely by the area under the Impulse (which in the example 

■"">« streamer current) . 

iS=-= r> extreme.!.* ——   „«»a« the «»•"••—    .  inpuia« v — 
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Shot-Effect Noise In Temperature-Limited Diode 

Consider the current fluctuations In the plate current of a temperature-limited 
diode. This noise Is known to be due to the fact that the current flow Is not continu- 
ous but is actually a stream of discreet electrons. However, If the charge on the 
electron is known, the number of electrons needed to produce any given space current 
is readily calculated. 

If only frequencies of period considerably greater than the transit time of the 
electrons are considered, the current flow to the plate due to each electron can be con- 
sidered as truly Impulsive and equation (22) developed in the preceding section can be 
used to estimate the radio interference arising from the "schroteffekt." 

Let 

I = Average current due to electron flow 

n = Average number of electrons per second reaching plate 

Af = Bandwidth of radio receiver 

in * Mean-square value of shot-effect current over the bandwidth &f. 

Then, by (22), 

in - (2Af/n) • Ia . 

But, 1/n » e, the charge on each electron. Therefore, 

ig - 2eLAf         

which Is the well-known expression for shot-effect "noise." 

(23) 

W 
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^^^Meal^"-;-"^"«tiäas ;;.; ■:. ■: „tarior circuit betveen the corona 

:-^iia^^«?WSW™.^W^i^f^l       / r^aTOI10e at any frequency, the concept 

äiS^SSo'^^P^SiM^,,,;}^i;e3aed at :the point of^rohA' ™^ depend upon the 

^^^^^fe corona discharge in a radio re- 
'^mMm^%^W^^^^^^^'^)  or appendix V and the ahove 

E§5 • M^t/n -,,, ^ . H(cüo)   •                        (1) 
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■■'^oipai^ ■ 

13755^1 
df (la) 

-■ ■■IX ;-v-</  ;l"^u/.       t 

However, even in these special cases, the additional work involved In evaluating (la) 
offsets the increase in accuracy; so that (1) may he used for all calculations. 

iExa^le: Effect on the Radio Interference of a Resonant Circuit Placed between a Dia- 

'charge Point and Radio Receiver. 
"M:^ vlth a ^ailing-vlre antenna terminated 

in a highly-resonant circuit and discharge point. 

r 
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■l^^^f^tp? 
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The tuning capacitance across the Inductor can just as well be due to that distributed 
over the high-Q inductor. 

The capacitance of the body of the airplane to the ground will be so much 
greater than the other capacitances In the circuit, that the body of the airplane may 
be considered at ground potential In this analysis.  Accordingly, the approximate equi- 
valent circuit will be: 

L    r 
-nnnnr—vwi In -*- -ww 

Ein *b % Eout 

in—^ 

Pig. 2.    Actual Equivalent Circuit. Fig. }•    Operational Admittance Circuit. 

The operational-admittance tensor along the  junction-pair axes,  Eln and E out,   is 

in out 

in 
I = 

out 

In 

out 

so that, 

in 
Z = 

out 

But since K =  Z 

*a   + Yc    1 " *c    J 
-*o *o + *» 1 

in                   out 

|*c+ Yb *c 

1       Yc 
|    Ya + Yc 

• ^ ,    where   A  = YaYb  + Yc(Ya + Yb) 

I  , 

Eout ■ ~£ •  *n 

Now, the operational admittances Ya, Yb, and Yc are 

Ya= Cp 

Yb = C(p + 1/RC) 

(2) 

(3) 

Yc = Cp + 1/Lp + r) >8+i*+£ 
P + r, 7T-] 

In addition, the current through the receiver is Ir = Eout/R.  Accordingly, by (2) and 

(3), 

P2^P+£ 
lr~~*c' »*+(lc^y + M^&^& 

CO 

and the operational equation (4) giving Ir In terms of ln Is obtained.  This same equa- 
tion could be used to calculate the actual shape of the static disturbance entering the 

■• 
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receiver If the operational form of In were used. However, for our immediate purpose 
we wish to evaluate (4) for the steady-state case where in is a unit clssoldal oscilla- 
tion of radian frequency u and amplitude Iln.  To do this, it is only necessary to let 
P = ju). 

If In the circuit of Figure 2, L Is a pi-wound Inductor having a natural fre- 
quency of 2 mc, a Q of 100, and an inductance of 3.4 millihenrys; and if it Is further 
assumed that the antenna circuit is equivalent to a 150 ohm resistor, equation (4) be- 
comes for the steady-state, where w is in megaradians per second, 

Iln 
H(u>) = 2.388 

(754.5 - 4.78wz) + Jü)(0.8109 - O.OOlw ) (6) 

By the use of equation (6) together with equation (1), the radio-interference 
spectrum resulting from positive-corona streamers may be determined analytically.  The 
agreement of these calculated values with the experimental measurements is entirely 
satisfactory as can be seen from Figure 21 of the body of this treatise. 

Example:  Effect on the Radio Interference of a High Resistance Placed between a Dis- 
charge Point and Radio Receiver. 

The analysis of the previous example may be applied to 
■n-* this case where, 

Op +J 

C*P +R7 

I«-* CaP 

Accordingly, by (2) 

 [(RC)p + l]   •   in  
r = RRL[CaCb + C(Ca  +.Cb)]pz + R[Ca(l  + RL/R)   + CbRL/R + C]p + 1 

or for the  steady-state-cisoldal case, 

.   . 1 + jRCy  
HlU)) = 1 - RRiICaCb + C(Ca + 5JP + j[R(Ca + C) + R^C. + (^ jf 

This equation, in conjunction with (1), was used to calculate the noise spectrum 
shown in Figures 22 and 23.  Here again, the experimental values agree excellently with 
those which Vere calculated. 

It is interesting to note that even with an infinite value of R, the maximum 
noise reduction at lov and medium frequencies Is 

Maximum noise Reduction = C/(C + Ca) 

Comparison of this result with the maximum reduction obtainable through use of a series 
inductor, Indicates that for one (or more) frequencies an Inductance (or inductive net- 
work) can be used to Isolate the radio interference much more effectively than can be 
done with even the highest of resistances. 

f • 
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SHOCK OSCILLATIONS IN TUNED CIRCUITS 

I 
| 

General Theory 

Consider a series of "n" tuned circuits unilaterally coupled by vacuum tubes 
so that the voltage Impressed in series vith each circuit is proportional to the vol- 
tage developed across the previous tuned circuit. Then for each circuit, 

r 
2L * 

_1_ 
LC 

eout JSi 
■ + 2ap + »g 

ein (1) 

where ■"" indicates the Laplace transform or operational equivalent 
of the voltage under consideration. Accordingly, the relation be- 

tween the Input voltage and the output voltage after n circuits, is 

' out + 20tp +ugj ' 8l» 

l)(P-P.)J      6ln (2) 
(P - Pi 

where pi = -a + ju)o and p2 ■ -a -juo to a very good approximation for circuits having 
normal Q's. 

Now let a unit impulse (i.e. an impulse lasting an infinitesimally-short period 
but having a unit area) be expressed in the first tuned circuit. Here, eln « 1 so that, 

5out * (P - Pi)n(P - P2)
n * 

The actual output voltage as a function of time will be, 

-out Jjj £    eout ePt dp 

Now it can be shown5 that if w(p) has an m'th order pole at p ■ po, then 

(w)lp0 " ^{Ä #H(p"po)" • wl} •    • • • 
at ion of (5),  one obtains, . 

«t»     f dn"x   [        ePi^       1 dn-i   r      epat     1 I 
n - lJlldpT^Ltpi  - pa)nJ dpJ-U(P8 " Pi)nJJ   " 

Applying (6)   to the evaluation of (5),  one obtains, 

e out 

(3) 

<*) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
(n - l^dpT^LfPi  - Pa)nJ    '      dpJ-UfPa - P*)nJ 

If the indicated differentiations are performed and the values pi - -a + jwo and pa --a 
-ju)0  substituted,  equation (7)  may be written as 

2n-l 

out» (A.i):*;2n-i [ c-s ■**   i^ ^r i2m-ni(^of 

2n-l 

(-l)nü)g e^M  nntK ^   ,   -.m/n-lX^m-l)! . a (n-m)-i 

-  sin w0t 

um/2 

x;    »2m-n+l' 
_j2m^ 

tem-n+l1   (2«i)o)' 
.   ta(n-m-i) ] (9) 

■r 
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where It 1B understood that each summation Is to he performed over all Integral values 
of m lying on and between the limits indicated; and the notation,(£) ■ n(n-l)(n-2)... 
(n-r+l)/(l«2«3"T), is that representing the binomial coefficients. 

As examples of (9)i vhen n ■ 1, 

-ot 
e out - wo e   sin w0t, 

and vhen n ■ 2, 
-at 

8 out ■ -"2"p— (8ln w°* " wot cos wot) . 

(10a) 

(10b) 

Envelope of Shock Oscillation 

In the previous section, an expression was derived giving the shock oscillation 
Induced in the last of a series of "n" tuned circuits by a unit impulse applied to the 
first ciroult. This expression gives the Instantaneous values of the oscillation. How- 
ever, the disturbance created in the output of an ideal, linear second detector will be 
proportional to the envelope of the oscillation. A general expression for this envelope 
will now be derived. 

Starting with equation (7)» it can be shown that 

©out 

where E - (n-l)!"(2j)n 

Real part of E 

of eout   is simply 

a(-a+jw)t 
xmo k /    (2jw? 

Accordingly,  the "envelope" of e0ut   is simply 

E«[(E)   -  (conj E)]x/a 

wQ e-0* f ^(^-1\8   .  (n+k-l)la    8(n-k-x) 1*' 
" (n-l)!8(2)n-1 2_V k  ) (tog)* 

But it will be realized that, 

r  wo r 
2L " 2 w0L 

UlQ 

2Q 

(11) 

(12) 

Furthermore, in the case of impressed steady-state oscillations, the magnitude 
of the oscillating voltage will be increased by Q, times for each additional circuit 
which is added; that is, due to resonance, each circuit amplifies the signal. Because 
of this effect, the amplitude of the oscillation should be divided by QJ1"1 to express 
it relative to the oscillation occurring in the first tuned circuit. The equation can 
be still further generalized by also dividing the amplitude by Wo. Accordingly, by 
utilizing the relation a ■ <a0/2Q, equation (11) may be written as 

v/. E        m 
WQ qn~x " (n f^trivr^ <«>•<-*> r 

As examples of (14),  for n - 1, 

—1 

E 
wo 

.-Ot 

Por n 

JSg     - a"* [(at)8 ♦ (l/2Q)2]x/a   . 
WoQ 

(IM 

(15a) 

(15b) 
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For n 

E 
«oQz 

»-at 
[(at)4 18 

(at)J 
(12)* ]x/* 

(15c) 

It should be noted that the expressions (15a) and (15b) could have been derived 
from (10a) and (10b) by forming the square-root of the sums of the squares of the ampli- 
tudes of the co8inusoidal and sinusoidal oscillations. 

A few trial calculations using equation (14) will shov that to a good approxi- 
mation it may be replaced by a much simpler expression: 

g-Ctt E 
WoQr (n - 1)! 

(at) (16) 

Epoch and Value of Maximum Amplitude of Shock Oscillations 

By differentiating (16) with respect to at, it can easily be shown that the 
maximum value of (16) occurs when 

or 

at ■ n - 1 

t - (n - l)/a ,          (17) 

which shows that the "sluggishness" of a multi-tuned-circuit amplifier Increases 
linearly with "n", the number of tuned circuits. Furthermore, the maximum amplitude of 
the oscillation will be 

I v     I     ~-(n-i) 

CüOQ' (n-l)I (n-1) (18) 

Because of the terms in which it is expressed, equation (18) in effect gives 
the peak-noise-to-peak-signal ratio in terms of the number of tuned circuits, the ratio 
being expressed as the fraction of the peak-noise-to-peak signal ratio obtaining for a 
single tuned circuit. Equation (18), therefore, provides a means of estimating the 
improvement in noise-to-slgnal ratio obtained by adding additional tuned circuits. 
Data such as these are shown in Figure 26 of the text. 
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APPENDIX VZII 

COMMENTS OH USE QP AVC VOLTAGE FOR HOISR-MEA&UKEMEMT C0MPARI80H8 

Methodology 

The second-detector of a radio receiver ideally produces an output voltage 
which is proportional to the envelope of the impinging high-frequency oscillation. In 
the case of a very selective receiver such as was used in making the noise measurements 
described in the text, the effective value of the envelope of the oscillation is propor- 
tional to the effective value of the oscillation itself. Accordingly, a voltmeter which 
measures effective values could be used to read directly the effective value of the os- 
cillations. A thermocouple could be used here. 

However, in measurements of kind discussed in the text, it was not thought 
advisable to use a thermocouple for this purpose as it would probably leave in a "puff" 
every time the noise level unexpectedly Increased by a large amount. Instead, it was 
decided to use the avc voltage for comparing the noise vith the standard signal. The 
experimental procedure was as follows: 

1. The corona bursts were synchronized to give II bursts per second. 

2. Vith the receiver connected to the noise source, the receiver r.f. gain vaa 
adjusted to give a specified a.v.c. voltage of about 2 volts. 

3. A standard sinusoidal current of frequency to which the receiver had been 
tuned, was then substituted for the noise current, and the magnitude of the 
standard current adjusted to give the same a.v.c. voltage as the noise cur- 
rent. The effective value of the standard signal could then be calculated 
from the reading of the calibrated attenuator on the signal generator. 

From the statement of the procedure, and by consideration of the manner in which 
the a.v.c. voltage is derived, it is apparent that the standard signal was adjusted to 
give the same average value as the noise Instead of the same effective value. For this 
reason, it is necessary to determine, by a combination of experiment and theory, the 
ratio between the effective and average values of the noise envelope. This ratio is 
also known as the "form factor" and will hereafter be designated byT. Also the second 
detector will be referred to as the "diode." 

In order that the problem may be stated more concisely, let 

in - Effective value of the shock oscillations at the diode. 

Id » The average diode current required to produce the reference a.v.o. 
voltage. 

ig - The effective value of the steady-state standard signal needed to 
produce the same a.v.c. voltage as that resulting from in. 

K - Rectification coefficient (ratio of effective value of oscillation 
to the effective value of the envelope of the diode-current). 

r ■ Envelope form-factor (effective value/ average value). 
It seems reasonable to assume that, since the decrement per cycle of the shook 

oscillation is quite small, the value of K should be the same for the shock oscillation 
as for the steady signal. Also, the form-factor,T , will depend upon the rapidity with 
which the impulsive disturbances occur but, for a selective receiver, it should be sub- 
stantially Independent of the shape of the initiating impulses. 
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Prom the foregoing, it is apparent that 

in- K • T ■ Id       (1) 

Now, when the steady-state calibrating signal is substituted to give the same 
Id, the effective value of the envelope is the same as the average value.  Accordingly, 

is = K • Id       (2) 

By eliminating I4 between (1) and (2), there results, 

in- r • i.      (3) 

That is, to obtain the true effective value of the noise current, the effective value 
of the equivalent standard signal (determined on the basis of the same a.v.c. voltage) 
must be multiplied by T. 

Theoretical Determination ofT 

For noise impulses occurring at various, known rates, the form factor,T , can 
be determined from the envelope of the shock oscillation.  This determination can best 
be performed either numerically or graphically.  The envelope of the oscillation result- 
ing from an impulse every "T" seconds can readily be constructed from the envelope of 
the oscillations produced by a single impulse, formulas for which are derived in ap- 
pendix VII.  For the usual impulse rates, such as those obtaining for positive corona 
streamers, each shock oscillation will have died away by the time the next one occurs. 
so that it is only necessary to obtain the effective value of the envelope over the 
interval T by the usual methods of graphical or numerical calculations.  The average 
value of the envelope can also be easily determined, and the form-factor thus obtained. 

The form factor will depend upon the time interval elapsing between successive 
impulses.  For very short intervals, the successive shock-oscillations may overlap.  In 
this case, the envelope resulting from the sums of two or more oscillations (the instan- 
taneous values of the envelopes of each being known) is found by forming the square-root 
of the sums of tlie squares of the envelopes of the component oscillations at every in- 
stant.  The values thus obtained represent the probable envelope of the composite oscil- 
lation from which the probable form-Jactor may be determined as described in the pre- 
vious paragraph. 

Sample Calculations for HRP Receiver 

However, in order to calculate r, the shape of the shock oscillations at the 
detector of the particular receiver used must be determined. Before this can be done, 
the Q and the number of tuned circuits employed in the receiver used for making the 
noise measurements must be found. 

Inspection of the National HRO receiver circuit revealed that there were 6 i.f. 
circuits each tuned to ^56 kc, and 3 r.f. circuits each tuned to 700 kc.  Furthermore, 
a measurement of the overall selectivity of the receiver when tuned to 700 kc, indi- 
cated an effective bandwidth, Af, of 3.23 kc. 

From other measurements it was found that the selectivity of the receiver was 
contributed mostly by the 6 tuned i.f. circuits. By slight rearrangement of equation 
(7) of appendix V, an expression may be obtained for the Q of each i.f. tuned circuit 
in terms of the known quantities:  fQ, Af, and n.  It is 

Q = 
n(2n-2)l   . fo 

2zn~z (n-l)!z  Af (*) 

= 7?TT «Ü2LI 
2" (5!)" 3.23 54.5 

Also, from equation (12) of appendix VII, 
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r   a) 
2L = 2Q 

211(^56,000) 
(2)(5*.5) 

(5) 

An approximation must now be made with regard to the three r.f. stages.  Obvi- 
ously, as they are tuned to 700 kc, they will each contribute to the shock oscillations 
of the i.f. system because the frequency-converter stage changes any oscillation in the 
r.f. system to the l.f. frequency. However, because of the lower l.f. frequency it 
seemed reasonable to assume that, insofar as the effect on the shock oscillation is 
concerned, the three r.f. circuits would be equivalent to about two additional i.f. cir- 
cuits.  On the basis of this approximation, the approximate equation for the envelope 
at the second detector is (equation (16), appendix VII, for n = 8) 

»-at 
(at)7             (6) 

E 
WoQ7 7! 

where, by (5), a = 26,285. 

From these calculated data, the form-factor for various burst frequencies was 
determined by the methods just described.  The results are given in Figure 12 of the 
text. 

Experimental Determination of T 

By equation (5) of this appendix and equation (22) of appendix V 

in = ri  

in = v/[2Af/n)   •   16t 

1st 
so that, 

r = JiÄfTnT • f5i 
i ■ 

(7) 

where,  IBt = corona streamer current 

i8 = effective value of equivalent, standard signal 

Af ■ effective bandwidth of receiver 

n  = average number of disturbances per second. 

Equation (7) therefore provides a method of experimentally determining r by measuring 
the radio Interference obtaining for a given corona-streamer current. 

Unfortunately however, the streamer current may not always be directly measur- 
able.  It is pointed out in Chapter 3 of the text that the corona discharges from a 
positive point are of two types which may occur more or less simultaneously, i.e., 
streamer currents and burst-pulse currents.  At corona onset, the corona consists 
mostly of the streamers.  But as the voltage is Increased above the onset value, each 
streamer Instigates a series of burst impulses which may continue throughout much of 
the time period between successive streamers, and the average corona current may be 
considerably greater than the current due to streamers alone. 

Nevertheless, it has been observed that by using a large synchronizing voltage 
superimposed upon a steady voltage of value somewhat less than the corona-onset value, 
corona streamers at the rate of 100 to 500 streamers per second could be obtained. 
Since the electric field at the point would be sufficient to produce corona only during 
a comparatively small part of each synchronizing cycle, the total current thus measured 
would be very nearly equal to the streamer current, for the small burst pulses could 
occur for only a fraction of the time. 

On the other hand, to produce streamer discharges at the rate of 800 to 4,000 
each second required that the direct-component of the electric field be increased 
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fc 

considerably above that obtaining at onset. As a result, the small burst-corona pulses 
occurred most of the time and the total corona current was increased beyond that due to 
actual corona streamers. Accordingly, the experimental values of r as obtained from 
(7), by assuming the corona, current to be the same as the streamer current, were accu- 
rate only insofar as this assumption is true. Prom the above discussion, it seems 
reasonable that the streamer current should be nearly equal to the total corona current 
for streamer-synchronization)rates less than 500 per second. For higher streamer rates, 
the corona current should be appreciably greater than the streamer current and the ex- 
perimental values of T thus calculated from (7) may be expected to be appreciably greater 
than the theoretical value. The comparison of the theoretical and experimental value of 
T as presented in Figure 12 of the text, shows that the above expectations are actually 
true. 

It Is interesting tö note that if the theoretical form factor is accepted as 
accurate, the above theory provides a method of raeasurinc; separately the streamer and 
burst components of the corona current, for by (7), 

and 

IBt - T • \J(n/2tt)   • i( 

Jb ■ Idc * Jst 

(8) 

£9) 
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